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Abstract
This dissertation started with a simple question: Why is it so difficult to lead
successful organizational change initiatives? The dynamics of organizational
behavior support a plethora of complex answers to this simple question. Indeed,
literature abounds regarding the need for organizational change, individual
transformation, and living system adaptation. However, Jaworski, Gozdz, and
Senge (1998) noted that although much has been written about organizational
change, there is little offered in literature about how to achieve change. Beer and
Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational change theory is not sufficient to
address organizational transformation especially relative to the people side of
change. Wall (2004) echoed in this void claiming there is still no practical
organizational change process, technique, or formula available to plan, lead, and
sustain change. This brief literature suggests that organizational change is difficult
due in part because there is not a clearly practical explanation of how to change.
Thus, the grand aim here is to provide an understanding of how to change, and
offer what is commonly referred to as change implementation theory (Bennis,
1966). The research approach to accomplish this aim took a constructivist
knowledge claim position in that theory generation is the goal. The strategy of
inquiry followed a qualitative research method using grounded theory protocols.
Theory building was data driven largely from expert interviews. However, existing
literature and emerging approaches were also employed along side constant
comparative analysis throughout the study. The result is detailed herein as an
organizational change implementation theory and utilitarian change leadership field
guide regarding how best to plan, lead, and sustain organizational change.
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Dedication
This is for the change agents in the world—those who love the possibilities
of change and appreciate the beauty in the frustrations of change. May you forever
be hopeful and never without faith.
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Operational Definitions
The following terms are used throughout this manuscript. Since these terms
may not be in frequent use in daily conversations or may be confused with other
terms that are in use, each is operationalized here as a precursor to their use in text
and in attempt to establish a foundation of meaning and understanding.
Specifically, the alphabetized list of terms includes change implementation theory,
change management, coding, data saturation, grounded theory, integrated
framework, large-scale organizational change, organizational change,
organizational change success, outcome and process knowledge, planned change,
project management, purposeful sampling, and theoretical sampling.
Change implementation theory. In short, change implementation theory is a
theory of understanding how to change.
Change management. Broadly, change management is the planning,
organizing, and controlling of organizational change endeavors. Huq (2005) noted
that, relative to change management, there are six primary issues of concern. The
six change management issues are “leadership, implementation of change and
control, barriers to change, communication, people culture factor, and change
review” (p. 454). Thus, organizational change management simply involves what
needs to be changed and how it will be changed. However, complexly change
management involves the dynamics of leadership, organizational structure, people,
tasks, and technology at minimum and expands to include ongoing organizational
operations, external environment, and organizational culture.
Coding. The data analysis of this study followed specific coding techniques,
including open, axial, and selective coding. Open coding is the process of
categorizing research data. Axial coding is the next step and is used to determine
causal relationships between the categories identified in the open coding process.
The last step is selective coding and involves identifying and selecting the core
categories of the research phenomenon and validating their relationships.
Data saturation. Data saturation is a point in which no new data are being
identified or ideas generated regarding the phenomenon of study. At this point, the
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data is saturated, thus indicating no additional interviews or other means of data
collection are necessary in the research to yield the final findings of the study.
Grounded theory. This is theory derived from data, which was
“systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process” (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998, p. 12). It has been argued (Hunt, 1991; Hunt & Ropo, 1995; Parry,
1998) that grounded theory is a valid method to use in researching social processes,
and that “grounded theory offers a systematic method by which to study the
richness and diversity of human experience and to generate relevant, plausible
theory which can be used to understand the contextual reality of social behavior”
(Hutchinson, 1988, pp. 126-127).
Integrated framework. This framework is a process flow that incorporates
aspects of project management, change management, business process
reengineering, and business process improvement protocols. For purposes of this
study, the term integrated framework is synonymous with change implementation
theory.
Large-scale organizational change. Large-scale change is also known as
second-order change, which is also characterized as organizational-wide change
and defined as “a lasting change in the character of an organization that
significantly alters its performance” (Ledford, Mohrman, Mohrman, & Lawler,
1990, p. 2). The key aspects of large-scale change are that organizational change is
associated with performance, that the change is permanent, and that change
emphasizes the social aspect of organizations.
Organizational change. To understand the phenomenon organizational
change, each term—organization and change—must first be understood. Relative
to the former, organizations can best be defined as living systems that are bound by
dynamic interdependencies of an active environment. The word change simply
means to alter, make different, or to transform. Thus, organizational change herein
means a transformation of an interdependent living system.
Organizational change success. Organizational change primarily occurs due
to performance deficiency or planned performance deficiency. As such,
organizational change success, while unique to organizations and change projects,
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is typically determined by performance measures of cost, quality, and satisfaction.
Additionally, organizational change success is determined by project standards of
cost, quality, scope, and timeliness.
Outcome and process knowledge. Research findings should have theoretical
and practical value. To address this concern, expected findings from this study
yield both outcome and process knowledge about organizational change. Outcome
knowledge is that explanative and predictive knowledge of the phenomenon.
Process knowledge is that knowledge of understanding how something works and
its meaning.
Planned change. Planned changes are those that are initiated, programmed,
and controlled. These planned endeavors can be small or large in scale, but are
consciously recognized to alter the existing state of the organization.
Project management. The Project Management Institute’s (1996) definition
of project management is used in this study. As such, a project “is a temporary
endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service” (p. 4) and project
management is “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to
project activities in order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and expectations” (p.
6).
Purposeful sampling. The sample for this study was emergent. However, to
start the research, interviewees were determined purposefully. Patton (2002)
defined purposeful sampling as the process used to “select information-rich cases
strategically and purposefully” (p. 243). Specifically, within the category of
purposeful sampling, a criterion-based strategy was used to identify the initial
interviewees. The reason for this strategy is to ensure expert participation from
those with information-rich experiences appropriate to yield data that can be
compiled into a practical change implementation theory.
Theoretical sampling. The sampling strategy of the study also used
theoretical sampling. Patton (2002) defined theoretical sampling as “finding
manifestations of a theoretical construct of interest so as to elaborate and examine
the construct and its variations” (p. 243). This means that as interviews, data
collection, and analysis occur, there may be the need to expand the sample. From
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this approach, the data are collected, coded, and analyzed iteratively and as such
results determine where, what, and from whom to collect data next. This type of
sampling is a gradual strategy (Flick, 2002), an emergent process inherently part of
the ground theory methodology.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Why is it so difficult to change an organization? Findings to date suggest
that successfully planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change is difficult
and the probability of success is low. Cameron and Quinn (1999) noted that most
change efforts fall short of attaining their desired outcomes. Burke (2002)
succinctly, but generally, noted that most efforts to change an organization “do not
work” (p. 1). Many others have noted that organizational change efforts, especially
large-scale organizational change efforts, which are those that impact fundamental
aspects of the organization and seek to significantly enhance performance, fail to
achieve objectives (Bowman, Singh, Useem, & Bhadury, 1999; Cameron, 1998;
DeMeuse, Vanderheiden, & Bergmann, 1994; McKinley, Zhao, & Rust, 2000).
According to Champy (1995), two-thirds of total quality management and change
related projects fail, or at best are less than successful. Similarly, Kotter’s (1996)
evaluation of organizational change initiatives concluded that many fail, only a few
succeed, and most produce results that are less than expected. Later, and more
precisely, Kotter (1998) noted that fewer than 15% of companies successfully
transform themselves to address the pressures of change. These findings suggest
that organizational change is not only difficult, but also that success rates are
diminishing over time. Why? Answering the question why is necessary in light of
increasing pressures to change.
The pressures to change abound. Some have noted advancements in
technology (Drucker, 1988; Handy, 1996; Klein & Ralls, 1995; Lai & Guynes,
1997; S. A. Morhman & Morhman, 1989; Nadler & Shaw, 1995) , global markets
(Ghoshal, 1987), fluctuating economy (Hoskisson, Eden, Lau, & Wright, 2000;
Simon, 1991), and the diversity in customers and employees (Dwyer, Richard, &
Shepard, 1998; Richard, 2000) to be the causes and pressures to change. Scholars
and practitioners have forecast these pressures and the need to have a greater
understanding of change for decades (Cairncross, 1997; Cascio, 1995; Conner,
1992; Counsell, Tennant, & Neailey, 2005; Drucker, 2003; Druhl, Langstaff, &
Monson, 2001; Farazmand, 2004; Goleman, Boyatzis, & McKee, 2002; Hellriegel
& Slocum, 1980; J. J. Kline, 2002; Kotter, 1996; Tichy, 1982; Toffler, 1970; Vaill,
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1996). Interestingly, there are no forecasts suggesting organizational change will
subside.
Unless there is a greater understanding of change, the lackluster success of
planning, leading, and sustaining change may continue to worsen. This directly
threatens the effectiveness and efficiency of organizations and for some perhaps
their existence. Hence, understanding how best to plan, lead, and sustain
organizational change is of paramount concern. This concern has exceptional
implications among organizational leaders—the champions of change.
The organizational leader is noted here as the champion of change because
leaders are those looked upon as ultimately responsible for the tasks of planning,
leading, and sustaining change. Ivancevich and Matteson (2002) defined leadership
in part to be about change—determining the need for change, setting a course for
change, and realizing change. The need to lead successful change coupled with the
diminishing success rates of realizing planned change fosters an additional question
to why. How? The answer to the how question may yield a roadmap and field guide
of sorts to facilitate successful organizational change initiatives.
Further, addressing the how question will fill a void in change management
literature. Jaworski et al. (1998) noted that although much has been written about
organizational change, there is little offered in literature about how to achieve
change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational change theory is
not sufficient to address organizational transformation especially relative to the
people side of change. Wall (2004) echoed the void claiming there is still no
practical organizational change process, technique, or formula available to plan,
lead, and sustain change.
With theoretical and practical necessities to address the questions of why
and how coupled with the fact that the need for organizational transformation is
more critical than ever and continues to grow increasingly important, the text
henceforth offers an understanding about the phenomenon organizational change.
Specifically, this manuscript investigates the nature and causes of success and
failure relative to organizational change from which a theoretical process and field
guide is documented regarding how best to plan, lead, and sustain change. In short,
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the grand aim of the text henceforth is to provide an understanding how to change,
what is commonly referred to as change implementation theory (Bennis, 1966).
To address the phenomenon organizational change sufficiently and to
document an understanding of how to change effectively, this manuscript is
organized in five chapters starting with this introduction. This first chapter serves to
introduce the research topic Understanding How to Change: An Inductive
Determination of How Agents of State Government Plan, Lead, and Sustain
Change. As such, this chapter offers an overview of the phenomenon
organizational change, current problems organizations face as a result of change,
and the method of research that will yield findings to help organizational leaders to
better plan, lead, and sustain change. The remaining chapters include literature
review, method, results, and discussion. The literature review provides a review of
published works relative to organizational change. The methods chapter details the
research process and protocols followed in conducting this organizational change
research. The results chapter codifies the findings and describes the outcomes from
the research in terms of propositions regarding how to successfully plan, lead, and
sustain organizational change. The discussion chapter summarizes the research
work, outlines theoretical implications of the findings, details the risks and
limitations of the study, and proposes new trajectories of future organizational
change research resultant from the findings.
Understanding the Phenomenon Organizational Change
To understand the phenomenon organizational change, each term—
organization and change—must first be understood. Relative to the former, von
Bertalanffy (1968) noted that organizations are mere social extensions of the
human biological system. Both reflect dynamic environments and importantly both
reflect a constancy of change. Hence, an organization is a living system. Carney
(1999) concurred with these sentiments suggesting, “Organizations . . . are
governed by the same laws of change that govern living things” (p. viii). This
means that change does not occur in a vacuum, but rather within the context of an
interdependent system in which change in one component of the system is
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prompted and supported by other system components that in turn influence the
overall system environment. Further, as supported by the living system theory, it is
generally recognized that everything is connected to everything else and that the
universe is holonic, or comprised of nested systems (Wilber, 2001). Thus, a change
in a single element affects all parts of everything throughout the nested system—
essentially the universe. As a living system, no organization is immune to this
environment of change. Hence, change is requisite for prosperity or minimally,
survival. With this understanding, organizations can best be defined as living
systems that are bound by dynamic interdependencies of an active environment.
With this definition, it is understood that change is omnipresent. But, what does
change mean? Simply, change means to alter, make different, or to transform
(Merriam-Webster, 1996). As change occurs, evolution occurs, which is a
transformation. Organizational change thus means a transformation of an
interdependent living system.
As can be imagined from this definition of organizational change, the
endeavor of any organizational change has many implications. Certainly
organizational change literature abounds. As such, it would seem to reason that
with the increasing importance to change and the amount of literature on the
subject that much would be known about this phenomenon and its implications.
While much is known much more remains unknown (Longenecker & Fink, 2001).
Indeed, the need to know more is obvious. This claim, while abrupt, is espoused
simply based on the inefficiencies and failures associated with organizational
change today. While much has been written about organizational change, success
rates for effectively planning, leading, and sustaining change are diminishing.
These diminishing remarks derive from the work of Champy (1995) who concluded
that change endeavors fail nearly 66% of the time, and Kotter (1998), who later
concluded that change endeavors fail nearly 85% of the time. Perhaps these failure
rates are due in part to the documented knowledge on the phenomenon
organizational change being incorrectly focused without connection to the
multitude of its implications.
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There is documented concern that through the years of building knowledge
about organizational change, theory was diverging from utilitarian application.
After all, D. C. Wilson (1992) noted the search for generalized laws of change,
despite all the work on organizational change to date, pervades the discipline.
Further, Wall (2004) opined that there is still no practical organizational change
process, technique, or formula available to plan, lead, and sustain change. From a
scholarly perspective, there is a need to understand the theoretical implications of
organizational change. However, these implications need to be balanced along with
practical implications of utility and application. If successful, the result of
balancing theory and practice may address the existing woeful performance of
planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change, which in turn may yield
more efficient, effective, and viable organizations.
Theoretical and Practical Implications of Organizational Change
This manuscript addresses the gaping need to understand how to change—
that is to have a valid and applicably practical change implementation theory that
serves as a field guide for organizational leaders during times of change. Existing
theory was leveraged for the discovery of new information and with the discovery
of that new information, existing theory was challenged. To gather this new data, as
will be detailed in the forthcoming section regarding the research approach, a study
of organizational change was carried out from the perspective of inductive
determination, following grounded theory protocols. This essentially means that
data were used to build the theory. The theory in turn is reported hereto as
propositions regarding how to successfully plan, lead, and sustain organizational
change.
This research process was an emergent one (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in that
as data were collected, research was directed post hoc or emergently based on the
research data. Thus, an iterative process, inductive determination required only
enough theory and literature to undergird the initial research questions because all
questions henceforth emerged from the data collection and analysis process during
the research. Therefore, the theoretical implications offered here are based on
existing organizational change literature and serve to broadly categorize questions
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and set the possibility of implications in the data findings. While there is risk of
generating undue bias associated with documenting these implications prior to
conducting the research, following the research protocols in the research approach
section mitigated this risk. Specifically, the theoretical implications that were
identified for review prior to the research included leadership, followership,
learning, communication, interventions, change management, and project
management.
Leadership. As documented thus far, organizational change is a leader’s
responsibility. Jaworski (1998) opined, “Nowhere does the burden for leading
change land harder than on the shoulders of senior management” (p. 1). The senior
managers of organizations are typically viewed as the leaders of the organization.
Hackman and Johnson (1996) and Yukl (2002) suggested that successful change is
attributed to these leaders and their effectiveness in leadership. The effectiveness of
their leadership and management is a critical competency in planning, leading, and
sustaining change (Hamel & Valikangas, 2003). As such, implications of leadership
theory were explored.
Followership. Another important construct relative to leadership is
followership. Much has been noted about followers—often referred to as
employees—in times of change. Employees, noted as human resources and their
human relations, are critical to the success of organizational change. While the
result of change transformation seems to be a macro focus (e.g., organizational
output, cost efficiencies, satisfaction, quality, and other performance goals), the
origin of all change seems to be the individual employee and his or her
consciousness. Suran (2003) declared, “People are the driving force in successfully
accomplishing change” (p. 31). This suggests that while planning and monitoring
any change initiative may be important, it is the attention to people that effects
successful change. Relative to the leader, Joiner (1987) supported this claim noting,
“To lead change the leader must believe without question that people are the most
important asset of an organization” (p. 21). Based on these findings, there are
implications associated with human resource theory and as such, it too was
explored within this study.
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Learning. Change is often described as a process of development, or
learning. Freire (1970) highlighted the need for learning to realize change. Handy
(1989) wrote, “change is only another word for learning” (p. 56). Senge (1990a,
1990b) then noted that organizational learning is the best way to influence change
and that effective leadership is necessary for organizational learning to occur. Daft
and Huber (1987) and Huber (1991) further noted the need for a better
understanding of organizational learning and its relationship with organizational
change. Thus, it seems that realizing success in planning, leading, and sustaining
change requires learning and perhaps enhancing the capacity for individual and
organizational learning. This leader attribute of planning and developing the time
and capacity for learning was a benchmark during the research process.
Communication. Communication is perhaps an implicit means to affect
change. However, communication is a change intervention tool and therefore will
be made explicit here as having theoretical implications in studying organizational
change. According to Littlejohn and Foss (2005), communication is fundamentally
important for the existence of organizations. Communication allows for the
processing of information, which is largely what organizations are—information—
processing units (Burton & Obel, 1998). Leaders use communication as a means of
intervention to affect employee behavior and action (Eisenberg & Goodall, 2004).
Moreover, Fox and Amichai-Hamburger (2001) noted that communication is a
“key to overcoming resistance to change” (p. 85). Specifically, open
communication is effective in reducing uncertainty while increasing employee
sense of control, both of which are important in realizing change and as such, both
were investigated in the context of effective communication as part of this study.
Interventions. Further, the broader context of intervention theory was
determined as possibly helpful to outline prior to data gathering. An intervention is
any purposeful attempt to change (Weisbord, 1978). Intervention theory highlights
the need for diagnostic tools such as performance measures and reporting structures
as well as recognized means of intervention such as formal and informal education,
communication, and forms of documentation. These tools can be used to assist
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leaders and followers in times of change. As such, they were used as benchmarks in
this research study in determining how best to change.
Change management and project management. A specific understanding of
change management theory is necessary, and moreover aspects of project
management theory too should be understood relative to organizational change.
Many organizational activities are called change projects including technology
improvements (P. Anderson & Tushman, 1990), mergers and acquisitions
(Ashkenas, 1995), structural changes (Hannan & Freeman, 1984), and cultural
changes (Gilmore, Shea, & Useem, 1997). According to Fuller (1997) learning
activities, performance improvement interventions, organizational development,
and change initiatives are all forms of projects and as such must be managed,
implemented, and evaluated. Broadly, change management is the planning,
organizing, and controlling of organizational change endeavors. This management
approach was coupled with practices of project management, which is “the
application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities in order
to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and expectations” (Project Management
Institute, 1996, p. 6), to determine if there is a connection between the two
management approaches and if an integration of the approaches is necessary to
plan, lead, and sustain successful change projects.
A Summary of Theoretical Implications
In short, there are theoretical implications with practical consequences for
change theory building in the study of leadership, human relations, individual and
organizational learning and development, communication theory, intervention
theory, and organizational change and project management theories. Further detail
of each of these areas is outlined in chapter 2, the literature review, and the results
from the study in chapter 5.
The Research Approach
Creswell (2003) suggested that when outlining the research approach, the
four questions of what epistemology, what theoretical perspective, what strategy,
and what method must be answered. Therefore, succinctly, this manuscript details a
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constructivist knowledge claim position in that theory generation is the goal. The
strategy of inquiry followed a qualitative research method using grounded theory
protocols. Theory building was data driven from expert interviews, existing
literature, and emerging approaches that were employed along side constant
comparative analysis. The following summarizes the research approach. For the
complete detail on this approach, refer to chapter 3, method.
The Problem
In short, there is a concern that building knowledge about organizational
change has diverged from applicable utility and in part may cause organizational
inefficiency and ineffectiveness as well as threaten overall organizational viability.
D. C. Wilson (1992) concluded that generalized laws of change pervade the
discipline. Jaworski et al. (1998) noted that although much has been written about
organizational change, there is little offered in literature about how to achieve
change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational change theory is
not sufficient to address organizational transformation especially relative to the
people side of change. More recently, Wall (2004) noted a void of practical
organizational change processes, techniques, and formulae to plan, lead, and sustain
change. These comments do not suggest an irrelevance of existing organizational
change work, but rather highlight the gaping need for a practical application that
illustrates how best to plan, lead, and sustain organizational change. The purpose
here is to address this void.
Research Strategy
Grounded theory research protocols were used throughout the duration of
the study. Originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), the research method
and strategy commonly known as grounded theory refers to “theory that was
derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research
process” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 12). It has been argued (Hunt, 1991; Hunt &
Ropo, 1995; Parry, 1998) that grounded theory is a valid method to use in
researching social processes, and that “Grounded theory offers a systematic method
by which to study the richness and diversity of human experience and to generate
relevant, plausible theory which can be used to understand the contextual reality of
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social behavior” (Hutchinson, 1988, pp. 126-127). Therefore, this methodology is
particularly appropriate for use in examining organizational change because it is
multidimensional leveraging the experience of each research participant and can
take into account the social relations of the phenomenon organizational change.
The Sample
The sample for this study was emergent, just as the data. However, to start
the research, interviewees were determined purposefully. Patton (2002) defined
purposeful sampling as the process used to “select information-rich cases
strategically and purposefully” (p. 243). Specifically, within the category of
purposeful sampling, a criterion-based strategy was used to identify the initial
interviewees. The reason for this strategy was to ensure expert participation from
those with information-rich experiences appropriate to yield data that can be
compiled into a practical change implementation theory.
An additional sampling strategy, theoretical sampling, was used as well.
Patton (2002) defined theoretical sampling as “finding manifestations of a
theoretical construct of interest so as to elaborate and examine the construct and its
variations” (p. 243). This means that as interviews, data collection, and analysis
occur, there may be the need to expand the original sample. From this approach,
data are collected, coded, and analyzed iteratively and as such results determine
where, what, and from whom to collect data next. This is an emergent process,
inherently part of the ground theory methodology.
Because of the nature of the research method, the sample size was
undetermined at the commencement of the study. Further, since Patton (2002)
noted, “there are no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry” (p. 244), no finite
determination was made at the commencement regarding sample size. However,
what was determined was that the number of participants was to be manageable for
the study and sufficient to reach the data saturation point necessary in qualitative
studies. The saturation point is reached when no new data are being identified or
ideas generated regarding the phenomenon of study. Of paramount importance is to
have enough data to represent the richness and diversity of the phenomenon, but
not so much as to be overwhelmed (Kvale, 1996).
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Plan of Inquiry
Data were derived primarily from interviews, although existing text and
other emergent data were used. Specifically there were interview, Delphi process,
and nominal group technique activities planned as part of the inquiry process. This
combination of data gathering procedures is supported by Patton (2002) who
suggested, “interviewing strategies are not mutually exclusive” (p. 347) and
therefore can be used in combination with one another. This combination approach
was designed to help identify the most pertinent aspects of organizational change
implementation theory by means of triangulation of data across the multiple
activities and through the use of standard grounded theory analysis techniques.
The Research Questions
The purpose of the interview inquiries was to explore each individual’s
experience with change, both from an organizational perspective and an individual
perspective. The semi-structured interview focused on gaining personal sentiments
on these experiences as well as gain insights to the aforementioned theoretical
implications on organizational change. To best do so, open-ended questions asked
during the interview were both descriptive and inferential. Creswell (2003) noted
that descriptive questions help illuminate model variables and inferential questions
help relate the variables. The following sample list of questions and probes were
available for use during the semi-structured interviews. To be sure, however, these
questions were not finite. By nature of semi-structured interviews, there is latitude
to explore and discover the experiences of each participant as the interviews
evolve. As such, some planned questions, also outlined hereto, have subsequently
planned probing questions in preparation of possible answers. Each question is a
control, theory, or company specific inquiry and is supported by a documented
need in the literature or the previously noted theoretical implications. The control
questions were designed to yield data that affirm each participant meets the
sampling criteria. Theory questions were designed to yield data that address
aforementioned implications and literature concerns. Company specific questions
were designed to yield data that further define the sample and organization under
study.
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Control questions.
1. How do/would you describe your role within this organization?
2. How long have you been in this role?
3. Are you aware of your role on change-related projects?
4. How long have you been working on change-related projects?
5. How did you learn, and continue to learn, about implementing
organizational change?
Theory questions.
6. How do you describe organizational change?
a. Probing question 6: Do you think change is different in
public sector business as compared to private sector
business?
i. Probing question 6a: If so, why?
7. How do you describe change implementation?
a. Probing question 7: How do you describe this in activities of
planning, leading, and sustaining change?
b. Probing question 7: Do you think, when it comes to change
implementations, that one-size-fits-all? Please explain your
response.
c. Probing question 7: Does change get managed in phases? If
so, what would they be and what would each phase be
focused on accomplishing?
8. Is there a connection between change management and project
management?
a. Probing question 8: What are the success criteria of both
management disciplines?
b. Probing question 8: What are the points of failure associated
with both management disciplines?
9. What is the role of diagnoses and assessments relative to change?
a. Probing question 9: How does this affect decision-making
and what type of decision-making is best suited for change?
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b. Probing question 9: What types of diagnoses are used during
the change process?
10. Describe communication relative to change.
a. Probing question 10: Is there a certain timing, amount, and
media for communication?
i. Probing question 10a: If yes, please explain that in
detail.
11. Some say, “To lead change the leader must believe without question
that people are the most important asset of an organization” (Joiner,
1987, p. 21). What do you think about that statement?
a. Probing question 11: Others said that successful leaders of
change trust people, their strengths, and their contributions
(Barnes & Kriger, 1986). What are your thoughts about that
statement?
Company specific questions.
12. What sets change in motion in your organizations?
13. How do you define success in your organization?
a. Probing question 13: Do you have performance standards in
active use? If so, what are they?
b. Probing question 13: Does having performance measures in
place and actively measured impact the effect of
organizational change? If so, how?
14. What are the roles in change management?
a. Probing question 14: Are these the same roles used in project
management?
15. What are the critical attributes in leadership that most affect change?
16. What are your thoughts about individual and organizational learning
relative to change?
17. How do you currently diagnose change?
a. Probing question 17: What are your intervention tactics to
change after diagnosis?
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18. Are there currently more change activities than in the past within
your organization?
a. Probing question 18: Why do think that is?
b. Probing question 18: What do you forecast for the future?
19. How would you rate your organization’s ability to change?
a. Probing question 19: Can you please explain that further?
b. Probing question 19: Does your organization have sufficient
abilities, leadership, and management capabilities to
transform your culture and operational processes?
20. Can you describe the following for me relative to your organization?
a. Trust.
b. Conflict.
c. Rewards.
d. Morale.
e. Change resistance.
f. Leader credibility.
g. Scapegoating.
21. What is needed right now for your success in planning, leading,
sustaining (essentially, implementing) organizational change?
Data Analysis and Reporting
Appropriating grounded theory for this study means following the
systematic protocols of grounded theory. As for the analysis of the data, grounded
theory requires specific coding techniques. The multi-staged process of coding
includes open, axial, and selective coding. Open coding is the process of
categorizing the data. Axial coding is the next step and is used to determine causal
relationships between the categories identified in the open coding process. The last
step is selective coding and involves identifying and selecting the core categories of
the phenomenon and validating their relationships.
The initial data were derived from interviews. Once the data were analyzed,
categories were validated by means of Delphi method and core categories validated
by Nominal Group Technique activities. The validated categories were then
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integrated, which resulted in grounded theory from which findings were reported.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) noted, “Grounded theory can be presented either as a
well-codified set of propositions or in a running theoretical discussion, using
conceptual categories and their properties” (p. 31). This study used the former as
means for reporting findings.
Significance of the Study
As noted, the aim was to build a change implementation theory. According
to Lynham (2002), “good theory in applied disciplines is about as realistic as it
comes” (p. 222). Josselson, Lieblich, and McAdams (2003) similarly noted that
research findings should have theoretical and practical value. To address this
concern, findings from this study yield both outcome and process knowledge about
organizational change. Outcome knowledge is that explanative and predictive
knowledge of the phenomenon. Process knowledge is that knowledge of
understanding how something works and its meaning.
By its virtue of applicability and utility, good theory is of value because it
fulfills a purpose. The purpose of good theory, as concluded by Lynham (2002), is
that it explains “the meaning, nature, and challenges of a phenomenon, often
experienced but unexplained in the world in which we live” (p. 222). In explaining
the phenomenon, knowledge and understanding can be reached and from which
informed and effective actions can follow. This was the goal and the significance of
this study—informed and effective action stemming from outcome and process
knowledge that stems from well-documented change implementation theory, which
according to Jaworski et al. (1998), Beer and Nohria (2000), and Wall (2004) is a
serious void in existing organizational change literature today.
Risks and Limitations
There were many risks, limitations, and delimitations associated with this
study, and hence warrant proclamation. First, the area of organizational focus was
delimited to public sector, or government, organizations in the United States.
Focusing on a single business sector, such as the public sector, risks
generalizability of findings. However, the reason for this focus is its relative
criticality and distinction from the private sector.
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Many have noted distinctions between public and private organizations
(Atwater & Wright, 1996; Balfour & Weschler, 1990, 1991; Buchanan, 1974;
Choudry, 1989; C. J. Kline & Peters, 1991; Perry & Rainey, 1988; Robertson &
Senevirarne, 1995; Romzek, 1985, 1990; Steinhaus & Perry, 1996; Wittmer, 1991)
and when it comes to organizational change, most studies focus on the private
sector (Coram & Burnes, 2001). Regarding the distinction between the two types of
organizations, Robertson and Senevirarne concluded that bureaucratic structures
make change more difficult in public sector organizations. J. Wilson (1989) noted
that the public sector organizations are usually large bureaucratic organizations that
perform only core tasks with a strong sense of stability and resist change. This
bureaucracy has been described as an administrative swamp (Cayer & Weschler,
1988), which limits the public administration’s ability to facilitate and resolve
problems. This conventional wisdom of the public sector is being challenged as
governmental organizations address the 21st century pressures to change.
The problems faced by public administrators include changes in political
power relationships, economic cycles and swings, dynamic social issues, media
attention, special interest groups, and increasing citizen demands. Internal pressures
concerning public administrators include interagency conflicts, bureaucratic
routines, and concerns for employees. Walker (2005) noted that “the daunting
challenges that face the nation in the 21st century establish the need for the
transformation of government and demand fundamental changes” in government
business (para 1). Walker added that government agencies “need to change their
cultures” and that “agencies must fundamentally reexamine their business
processes, outmoded organizational structures, management approaches, and, in
some cases, missions” (para 1). This is a calling for significant change in a sector
that historically lags in the effective use of technology, efficient business practices,
and struggles with successfully enduring change. However, change will not be easy
because as Walker concluded, “agencies do not yet have sufficient abilities,
leadership, and management capabilities to transform their cultures and operations”
(p. 8). This lack of capability coupled with the study of organizational change
typically focused on private sector organizations further emphasizes the need to
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delimit this study to the public sector. The aim, which was to deliver a public sector
change implementation theory, has the potential for significant utility and was
therefore of paramount concern in this study.
Another delimitation was the focus on planned, second-order change. The
focus on planned change is that it is forecasted, hence efforts to plan, lead, and
sustain these type efforts can be influenced. The focus on second-order change is of
great importance due to its large-scale and subsequently its large investment on
behalf of an organization’s time, money, and personnel resources. Further, planned
second-order changes quite often fail and therefore these organizational
investments do not pay off (DeMeuse et al., 1994; McKinley et al., 2000). Focusing
attention on this type of change will help determine why these endeavors fail and
consequently how to improve their success rate.
Another issue needing a proclamation here is sampling. From the study
delimitation, a sample must be derived. Sampling is always a potential risk in
research. As such, this study may be limited due to the criterion and theoretical
sampling processes in use. This limitation risks accuracy of findings due to vague
sample criteria or collecting data from participants not meeting the criteria. The
control variable questions used during the semi-structured interviews and working
with the research sponsor to define the criteria will mitigate this risk.
There are potential risks associated with bias. Qualitative research requires
interaction between the researcher and sample participants and therefore the
potential of researcher bias exists. Lincoln and Guba (1986) cautioned that
qualitative researcher bias can occur as early in the research process as generating
questions and during the research process at the time of interviews, data collection,
analysis, and interpretation. The recommendations from Bogdan and Biklen (1992),
which suggest researchers suspend personal beliefs and predispositions of the
phenomenon under investigation, were employed throughout the study in attempt to
mitigate this concern. To further mitigate this risk, the semi-structured interview
questions were derived from existing literature and theoretical implications.
Moreover, research questions were evaluated and approved by a second reader
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prior to use. The use of a second reader was employed throughout the study to help
mitigate the risk of researcher bias.
Another bias is gender bias. While the sampling method identified both
male and female participants, the male-female participant ratio was unknown at the
commencement of the study relative to the overall population of the organization.
This causes a potential risk to the study findings due to the potential of the sample
not being representative of the overall organizational population.
Another risk, specifically related to the grounded theory method, is
theoretical sensitivity. Glaser and Strauss (1967) claimed researchers must be
“sufficiently theoretically sensitive” (p. 46) in order to conceptualize and formulate
the theory as it emerges from the data rather than through preconceived bias and
opinion. Similarly, Creswell (2003) warned to be sensitive to “personal biography
and how it shapes the study” (p. 182). Both are similar to subjectivity risk. As
noted, there was a second reader employed for the study and as such helped to
mitigate this risk. Josselson et al. (2003) supported the use of a second reader in
qualitative studies noting the reader can mitigate the risk of faulty data
interpretation and analysis due to subjectivity and other errors. Further, the use of a
second reader strengthens the trustworthiness of the research process and
specifically the findings.
A final concern here is ethics. De Vaus (2001) identified the main ethical
issues in research to be confidentiality, privacy, avoidance of harm to the
participants, and informed consent. To lessen the ethical concerns of another
individual having access to the data, participants were informed of the intention to
use a second reader and asked for their permission to grant the second reader access
to the interview transcripts. As an additional mechanism to increase the rigor and
trustworthiness of the research, each participant was invited to check the accuracy
of the interview transcript and to provide feedback on the interpretive coding post
interview. This is essentially a structured layering interview technique, which helps
mitigate ethical concerns and increases data validity. Further, to guard against
marginalization or disempowerment of any participant, this study investigated the
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potential use of the Institutional Review Board to review all material including
questions for interviews and overall process prior to implementing the research.
All limitations and risks are clearly documented and detailed in the findings
and conclusion of this research study. At the commencement of the study, the
limitations and risks identified here, were recognized, understood, and mitigated to
the best degree possible. Of paramount concern among the risks is the protection of
the sample participants. Appropriate actions were taken to protect the privacy of
each participant throughout the research study.
Timing and Budget
The total duration of this project was estimated to take 4 to 6 months to
complete. From the start of the study, the criterion sampling determination was
estimated to take approximately 3 weeks. This estimate included not only
identifying the initial sample, but also gaining their acceptance to participate in the
study. The duration of time needed for interviews was unknown since the number
of interviewees was unknown. However, for estimating purposes, the semistructured interviews were estimated to take approximately 4 to 8 weeks, which
included the completion of structured layering, conducting any additional
interviews due to theoretical sampling, and preparing for the Delphi method
activities. The Delphi activities were estimated to take approximately 2 to 4 weeks.
The nominal group technique, if necessary, were estimated to take only a day in
duration, however due to the upfront planning for that event it was noted that it
may take an additional week or two. Documenting the final results and writing the
discussion and conclusion to the study was estimated to take another 4 to 6 weeks.
Thus, the initial timing of the study was estimated to take approximately 4 to 6
months in duration.
The only budgetary cost associated with this study was sample participants’
and researcher time. There was no expected cost for facilities or materials to
conduct the study. Further, the second reader did not charge a fee for work.
Therefore, there was no need for an allocated study grant or budget.
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Conclusion
This introduction chapter has been arranged in two main sections. Starting
with understanding the phenomenon organizational change, there was a highlighted
focus on the interdependencies of people and organizations. Specifically
highlighted was the fact there is no organization immune from change and that
people are paramount in change endeavors. Further, this section operationalized the
terms organization and change and constructed the meaning of organizational
change as a transformation of an interdependent living system. Also documented
was the importance of understanding change, the need for a practical application of
how to change, and the theoretical implications associated with change including
leadership, human relations, communication, intervention, project management,
and change management theories as important in studying organizational change.
The second section outlined the research approach. This section
summarized the problem that this study addressed. Succinctly, there is a gaping
need for a practical application that illustrates how best to plan, lead, and sustain
organizational change. The purpose here was to address this void by offering a
practical organizational change implementation theory, which can serve as a
general process for understanding change and a field guide in planning, leading,
and sustaining change. To do so, grounded theory protocols were determined for
use. Details of the grounded theory approach and other critical aspects of the
research such as the plan of inquiry, data gathering, analysis, reporting, and risks
and limitations associated with the study were too outlined.
In short, change pervades life. Organizational change pervades all
organizations without immunity. Government organizations, which were a
delimitation of this study, are especially susceptible to change and are perceived to
have limited capabilities at present to transform their cultures and operations as
needed. To be sure, there continues to be inefficiencies and failures associated with
planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change (Cameron & Quinn, 1999;
Champy, 1995; Kotter, 1996, 1998). A possible reason for the lackluster success in
planning, leading, and sustaining change is that “a comprehensive, widely accepted
theory of organizational change does not exist today” (Beer & Nohria, 2000, p.
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430). Further, and specific to the public sector, Walker (2005) concluded,
government organizations do not have “sufficient abilities, leadership, and
management capabilities to transform their cultures and operations” (p. 8). As such,
there is a need for a well-codified organizational change implementation theory for
use, especially government use. The aim of this study was to bridge this void and
build a change implementation theory through the inductive determination of
grounded theory.
The next two chapters detail existing literature relative to organizational
change and the procedures to inductively determine a change implementation
theory, respectively. The literature review chapter further supports the need for this
theory. The research method chapter details the grounded theory procedures used in
building the theory.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
This manuscript builds an organizational change implementation theory.
Literature reviews play a critical role in theory building. The centrality of the
literature review was noted as important by Lather (1999) who commented that a
review of literature serves a critical role in gate keeping, policing, and leading to
new work. Concurring that the literature review is important, Creswell (1994)
outlined three criteria of effective literature reviews. First, a review of literature
should present results of similar studies. Second, the literature review should relate
the present study to the ongoing dialogue in the literature. Third, the literature
review should provide the framework for comparing the results of a study to prior
studies. This literature review addresses Creswell’s criteria. Specifically, the
literature review process flowed from conducting key word database searches to
locate literature and then read and check the relevance of the literature, organize the
literature thematically, and write the actual review. This process follows the
recommended approach in conducting effective literature reviews (Creswell, 2002).
Findings from the literature review are categorized here in sections. Starting
with a comprehensive perspective on the phenomenon of organizational change and
the terms used in understanding change, it will become apparent that a common
definition of organizational change does not exist; thus, one is operationalized for
use in this study. Once the definitions are understood, the literature review
progresses to review existing theoretical change models and processes in place
today. In doing so, it will become apparent that a practical organizational change
implementation theory does not exist. The common foundation of existing models
is synthesized as possible organizational change success factors. These success
factors for organizational change are discussed in detail as a possible foundation of
an organizational change implementation theory. Theoretical and practical
implications are then reviewed. The literature review concludes with noting the
void in organizational change literature.
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The Phenomenon Organizational Change: Operationalizing the Term
To understand the phenomenon organizational change, each term—
organization and change—must first be understood. Merriam-Webster (1996)
defined organizations as an association, society, or functional structure
characterized by “conformity to . . . standards and requirements” (p. 819). With
standards and requirements in place, organizations would seem rather structured
and stable and therefore have little need for change let alone change
implementation theory. In isolation, this could be true. However, organizations are
not isolated, but rather participants in a larger context of an environment or market.
A. G. Johnson (1997) noted the importance of understanding that we, individually
and organizationally, “participate in something larger than ourselves” (p. 13). In
doing so, we influence and are influenced by others and as such address the
pressures to change in adaptation to the larger context of the environment. With
this understanding, the static definition of organization is of limited value here and
needs pardoned for a more dynamic description of the term.
To reiterate from chapter 1, von Bertalanffy (1968) noted that organizations
are mere social extensions of the human biological system—a living system. Both
reflect dynamic environments and importantly both reflect a constancy of change.
Carney (1999), concurred with these sentiments and concluded, “Organizations . . .
are governed by the same laws of change that govern living things” (p. viii). This
means that change does not occur in a vacuum, but rather within the context of an
interdependent system in which change in one component of the system is
prompted and supported by other system components that in turn influence the
overall system environment. Further, as supported by the living system theory, it is
generally recognized that everything is connected to everything else and that the
universe is holonic, or composed of nested systems (Wilber, 2001). Thus, a change
in a single element affects all parts of everything throughout the nested systems and
the universe. As a living system, no organization is immune to this environment of
change. Hence, change is requisite for prosperity or minimally, survival. With this
understanding, organizations are better defined as not simply associations or
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societies, but rather living systems that are bound by dynamic interdependencies of
an active environment, which cause the need for change.
Change too was defined earlier as to make different or alter, or to make
radically different or transform (Merriam-Webster, 1996). Organizations change.
As they change, they evolve. Evolution is subject to constant internal and external
pressures such as task, technology, structure, and people (Leavitt, 1965). These
pressures lead to a need for change (Beer, Eisenstat, & Spector, 1990; Cayer &
Weschler, 1988; Cummings & Worley, 1993; Lawler, 1989; Rainey, 1991). Thus,
due to the interdependencies of task, technology, structure, people, and collectively
organizations, change is constant in the world and offers no immunity to either
people or organizations. Further, change is not a one-time event, but rather a
dynamic process of experience, insight, reflection, and behavioral occurrences.
Prochaska, Norcross, and DiClemente (1995) noted that change is a process that
likely begins long before any action is contemplated. Once contemplated, and once
it is implemented, change is cyclical thus involving iterations among the
individuals and their environment.
With the understanding of the terms organization and change, the idea of
organizational change can now be discussed. With organizational change noted as
an observable phenomenon (Van de Ven, & Poole, 1995) it is reasonable to
conclude that organizational change is easily understood and defined from
literature. However, a common definition is unattainable from literature.
Minimally, there is no single agreed upon definition of organizational change.
Consider the following myriad descriptions of organizational change.
Organizational change has been described as a process (Beer, 1980; Burke, 1982)
of transformation that creates a sustainable metamorphosis from a vision that
produces radical change in an organization’s products/services, customers/clients,
market channels, skills, sources of margin, competitive advantage, and persona,
integrating these changes with core competencies. Organizational change has been
defined in a number of other ways as well. Tushman and Romaelli (1985) defined
transformational (organizational) change as a substantial change that impacts the
organization’s culture, strategy, power distribution, structure, and control systems.
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Salthe (1993) defined developmental emergence (organizational change) as a
“sudden shift of a system from a condition that is understandable. . . . To another
condition that is not fully explicable” (p. 243). Pierce and Delbecq (1977) defined
organizational change as the adoption of an idea, procedure, process, or behavior
that is new to an organization. Daft (1998) defined organizational change as “the
adoption of a new idea or behavior by an organization” (p. 291). Wagner and
Hollenbeck (1998) defined change as “the act of varying or altering conventional
ways of thinking or behaving” (p. 345). M. E. Smith (2002) suggested that
organizational change is an “intentional change in the way the organization does
business” (p. 26). These definitions, while similar, do not offer a consistent
understanding of the conjoined terms organization[al] and change. This lack of a
singularly used definition can cause problems in the context of theory building.
According to Kerlinger (1986), a construct that is not clearly defined is
difficult to theorize, measure, and analyze. Broadly speaking from the literature,
organizational change is any alteration to the organizational working environment
including how employees perform their jobs. This summarization is lacking in the
paramount importance of the dynamic interdependencies of people, organizational
arrangements, and change. As such, a new definition of organizational change is
necessary here.
The operational definition used for this study is that organizational change
is a transformation of an interdependent and living system. This definition is broad
enough to encompass all types of organizational change and illustrates the dynamic
nature of change relative to an organization and its interdependencies. This is the
definition used throughout this study, but not one commonly referred to in
literature. With this operationalization of the term coupled with the plethora of
work associated with the phenomenon to date, and in distinction to Kerlinger
(1986), there is the need to theorize, measure, and analyze organizational change
regardless of the difficulty. To proceed, however, the operationalized term
organizational change needs to be contextualized with synonyms and other ideas of
organizational change as noted in literature.
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Common Terms Synonymous with Organizational Change
The terms in literature found synonymous with and used to describe
organizational change are prolific. In sum, they run the gamut of vast continuums.
Most widely used, organizational change has been described as incremental change
or radical change, evolutionary change or revolutionary change, planned change or
unplanned change, and change that is small-scale or large-scale. Those first to
distinguish types of change include Bennis (1966), Bateson (1972), and
Watzlaywick, Weakland, and Fisch (1974).
The Bennis (1966) organizational change continuum spans revolution,
evolution, or planned change. Both revolutionary change and evolutionary change
are unplanned. They differ from one another in that revolutionary change is a result
of a crisis or instability and is followed by a series of unplanned reactions causing
organizational change of fundamental processes. Evolutionary change is a series of
small, incrementally successive unplanned changes. These are small discrete
changes that are only visible as significant when viewed historically and
cumulatively. Planned changes are those that are initiated, programmed, and
controlled. These planned endeavors can be small or large in scale, but are
consciously recognized to alter the existing state of the organization.
Bateson (1972) and Watzlaywick et al. (1974) differentiated organizational
change as incremental and radical change or what are commonly known as firstand second-order change, respectively. According to K. K. Smith (1982), firstorder change comes in two types. The first type may change the look of things, but
fundamentally, things remain the same whereas the second type occurs naturally as
an evolution of organizational growth. Second-order changes are radical and large
in scale, typically involving fundamental differences within the organization thus
causing a paradigm shift throughout the organization that transforms its very
essence (Mink, Esterhuysen, Mink, & Owen, 1993). Second-order change has also
been described as a flow relative to a creative state of mind, a discovery, and
invention (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Adams (2000) and Ackerman-Anderson and
Anderson (2001) referred to second-order change as enlightened. Thus, secondorder change is, or at least involves, a new way of thinking.
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Second-order change is also known as large-scale change. Ledford et al.
(1990) defined organizational-wide change as large-scale organizational change.
This term was also defined as “a lasting change in the character of an organization
that significantly alters its performance” (p. 2). The key aspects of second-order or
large-scale change are that organizational change is associated with performance,
that the change is permanent, and that change emphasizes the social aspect of
organizations.
Whether evolutionary or revolutionary, unplanned or planned, first-order or
second-order, incremental or radical, all subsequent change continuums stemmed
from the work of Bennis (1966), Bateson (1972) and Watzlaywick et al. (1974).
The following is a 20th-century chronological thesaurus of other common terms
and ideas that followed the work of these early organizational change pioneers.
Others writing about organizational change did so by means of evolutionary
versus revolutionary change (Greiner, 1972); alpha, beta or gamma change
(Golembiewski, Billingsley, & Yeager, 1976); single-loop versus double-loop
learning (Argyris, 1976); quantum and piecemeal change (D. Miller & Friesen,
1982); incremental versus radical and mophostasis and morphogenesis (Levy,
1986); first-order versus second-order change (Bartunek & Moch, 1987);
incremental versus discontinuous and incremental versus frame breaking
(Tushman, Newman, & Nadler, 1988); stability to rapid change, staleness to
challenge, boredom to opportunities, and atrophy to opportunities (Hodge &
Anthony, 1988); continuous, evolving, or incremental change, and episodic,
discontinuous, or intermittent change (Porras & Silvers, 1991); incremental
tinkering to revolutionaries (Kanter, Stein, & Jick, 1992); top-down systemic,
piecemeal initiatives, bargaining for change, or systemic jointism (Storey, 1992);
scales of change that range from fine-tuning, incremental, adjustment, modular
transformation and corporate transformation (Dunphy & Stace, 1993); deterministic
change, equilibrium based change, or transformational change (Kiel, 1994);
incremental versus discontinuous and change as tuning, adaptation, reorientation,
and re-creation (Nadler & Tushman, 1995); incremental or quantum (Cummings &
Worley, 1997); smooth and incremental, bumpy and incremental, or discontinuous
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(Senior, 1997); gradualism to catastophism (Carney, 1999); and episodic and
continuous (Weick & Quinn, 1999).
Summary
As noted, defining organizational change is difficult. The use of this
literature review is not to exacerbate that point nor is the point to simply list
synonyms of organizational change, which can thereby confuse the term even
further. Rather, thus far the literature review is to serve as an understanding that
organizational change comes in more than one type. Knowing and understanding
that there are levels or degrees of change is important for leaders of organizational
change. For instance, discontinuous change is more intense than incremental
change. Reactive change can be more chaotic than anticipative change. Further, the
importance in understanding varying degrees of change goes back to organizations
as living systems. As a living system, everything is connected. With first-order
changes, leaders can sometimes “see” the connections and plan accordingly.
However, second-order changes are much more complex thereby making it difficult
to see all the connections. When you cannot see all the connections, plans to
change are likely deficient. Have you ever attempted to document what it is you do
not know? It is the same issue. You do not know what you do not know. Thus,
there is uncertainty. Uncertainty represents an important construct in planning,
leading, and sustaining change and will be discussed later in this review.
Theoretical implications start to become clear here relative to the
phenomenon organizational change. Change type, such as first-order or secondorder, may impact leadership style necessary for effective change. Further, change
management, coupled with project management, protocols, and rigor may need to
vary based on the type of change. Dunphy and Stace (1988) argued that there is not
a one-size-fits-all approach to organizational change. They suggested rather, that
leader style and associated management tactics be applicable to the organizational
change. These, and other, implications were collected throughout this literature
review and discussed in their own section henceforth.
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Existing Change Models
Reaching a common definition for organizational change has proven
difficult over the years. This is perhaps in part due to there being so many
organizational activities dubbed as organizational change projects. Projects referred
to as change projects include technology improvements (P. Anderson & Tushman,
1990; Symon, 1998), mergers and acquisitions (Ashkenas, 1995; Rowlinson, 1995),
structural changes (Greenwood & Hinings, 1988; Hannan & Freeman, 1984), and
cultural change programs (Gilmore et al., 1997). These projects all stem from
causes of change, what is referred to here as organizational pressures.
The Organizational Pressures to Change: A Review
The pressures to change abound. Zorn, Page, and Cheney (2000) claimed
organizational change is unpredictable due to pressures from globalization,
competition, technology, and customer demands. J. J. Kline (2002) supported the
documentation of these organizational pressures to change, concluding that the
necessity to change due to technology, competition, globalization, and
interconnectedness is obvious. Others too have noted that pressures to change
include advancements in technology (Drucker, 1988; Handy, 1996; Klein & Ralls,
1995; Lai & Guynes, 1997; S. A. Morhman & Mohrman, 1989; Nadler & Shaw,
1995), global markets (Ghoshal, 1987), fluctuating economy (Hoskisson et al.,
2000; Simon, 1991), and the diversity in customers and employees (Dwyer et al.,
1998; Richard, 2000). These pressures are generated from within and outside the
organization and share the common denominator, performance.
Performance demands are derived from external and internal pressures.
Internal pressures are those downward pressures originating from within the
organization or upward pressures based on employee demands. Thus, internal
pressures are those that address and react to internal processes and relationships.
Conversely, external pressures stem from the organization’s relationship with
social, economic, and political environments. These external pressures include
government regulation, globalization, competition, and consumer behavior.
Certainly, customers are growing increasingly sophisticated about product
needs; shareholders have always demanded value from their investments; highly
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educated workforces are demanding appropriate compensation and value from their
work life. Moreover, technology and other tools are being evaluated and
implemented in attempt to reduce costs, increase quality, and satisfy customers.
Building and maintaining productive relationships with these distinct yet
interdependent groups pressures the organization to constantly change and has
direct impact on organizational success and survival (Cameron, Freeman, &
Mishra, 1991; Drucker, 1988; Handy, 1996; Lawrence, 1989; Mohrman &
Mohram, 1989). There is no escaping these pressures and as such, there is no
escaping the need to change.
By all accounts, pressures to change are becoming increasingly prevalent in
the lives of organizations and the workforces within organizations. Scholars and
practitioners alike have forecasted these pressures for decades. To understand the
mounting pressures to change, consider the following chronology. Toffler (1970)
warned of the oncoming acceleration of change. Hellriegel and Slocum (1980)
noted, “Never before have people been as concerned with organizational change as
they are now” (p. 35). Tichy (1982) forecasted that management of change would
become a way of life. Conner (1992) noted, “Never before has so much changed so
fast and with such dramatic implications for the entire world. Life is transforming
as we live it” (p. 3). Cascio (1995) opined organizational change is occurring at a
dramatic pace, much more so than in the past, and is likely to continue at a drastic
pace into the foreseeable future. Kotter (1996) concluded, “By any objective
measure, the amount of significant, often traumatic, change in organizations has
grown tremendously over the past two decades” (p. 8). Vaill (1996) expressed the
changing environment in which we all operate as “permanent white water” (p. 4)
thus denoting it is difficult to predict and navigate. Cairncross (1997) proclaimed
that changes would grow faster in the next 25 years as compared to ever before.
Druhl et al. (2001) pointedly stated, “Organizational change is a central topic in our
time” (para. 1). Goleman et al. (2002) further noted the importance of change
claiming, “Leaders everywhere confront a set of irrevocable imperatives, changing
realities driven by profound social, political, economic, and technological changes”
(p. 246). Drucker (2003) noted, “Major Changes—both the major threats and the
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major opportunities—will dominate the executive’s task in the next 10 to 15 years,
maybe even longer” (p. 3). There are a growing number of signs pointing to
rapidity of change, hence individuals and organizations must cope to survive and
thrive (Farazmand, 2004). Colteryahn and Davis (2004) quantified the degree of
change stating that the business world is changing at an unprecedented degree,
doubling every 10 years, which in turn causes uncertainty in economic conditions,
organizational structures, globalization, workforce diversity, security concerns, and
technology. Counsell et al. (2005) called for “the urgent need for change” (p. 13).
This brief testament regarding the pressures of change offers an overwhelming
argument that change is prevalent.
There were no forecasts found while conducting this literature review
suggesting organizational change will subside. In analyzing the chronology here, it
is interesting to note that these forecasts started in the 1970s and are more prevalent
now than ever. Hence internal and external pressures to change will likely continue
and the need for practical change implementation theory to help plan, lead, and
sustain organizational change grows increasingly important.
Addressing the Pressures to Change
Dervitsiotis (1998) wrote, “Many companies today are under severe
pressure to proceed with needed organization transformation in order to cope with
increasing rates of environmental change and turbulence” (p. 109). To do so, many
organizational leaders—the champions of change—seek out change content
applications and other models to help support their efforts. These efforts aimed to
address not only why change is necessary, but also how to change.
Many have written about the content of change and the process of change.
To date, these efforts have culminated into content needed for change and a variety
of change models and processes. It has been argued, “the whole theory of change is
reducible to . . . Kurt Lewin” (Hendry, 1996, p. 624), the originator of perhaps the
first documented process for change—unfreeze, move, refreeze. The seminal work
of Kurt Lewin will be further discussed in this chapter, however, change has been
around much longer than Lewin and as such, a review of change content and
models will start in much earlier days.
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The notion of change has been present since the creation of all things and in
fact, that was in itself a change. Perhaps the creation of all things is too esoteric for
some to render importance to understanding organizational change. With
organizational change as the focus here, research can fast-forward through the
history of time to documented findings of such change. In so doing, interested
researchers find themselves studying the Old Testament to understand the
phenomenon organizational change.
In Exodus, Moses contended with a myriad of organizational and social
system issues. To address these issues, Moses, with assistance from Jethro, initiated
change. For instance, Moses designed a much needed pyramid structure for his
Biblical-day organization to better facilitate communication and manage issues.
Burke (2002) noted that the change initiatives Moses led were of great importance
and called both Moses and Jethro “change agents” (p. 20). Continuing along
through organizational change history, since Moses and Jethro, many have worked
toward understanding the challenges of change and addressing the challenges of
change with learned content needs and an array of change models.
From the earliest days of formal leadership, management, and
organizational studies, change was recognized as important. The scientific
management goals of Taylor (1911/1998) were to help managers “to secure the
maximum prosperity for the employer, coupled with the maximum prosperity for
each employee” (p. 1). Taylor worked to “change the system of management” (p.
24) and “change . . . the mental attitude of . . . working” (p. 73). It can be argued
that Taylor’s work is also an early form of human resource development, a
perspective that, according to Gilley, Eggland, and Gilley (2002), is focused on
bringing about change that improves organizational performance.
Both individual and organizational growth was associated with the change
that Taylor (1911/1998) brought about. However, it was not until Mayo and
Roethlisberger conducted their work at the Western Electric Company’s Hawthorne
Plant that the human dimension of organizational change became prominently
recognized (Ferguson & Ferguson, 1988; French, 2003). It was during these
Hawthorne studies in the 1930s-50s that findings suggested, “it was human
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interaction that was affecting morale and motivation, which in turn, were affecting
production” (H. W. Johnson, 1975, p. 273). Emerging from the actions of Moses
and Jethro and from the documented works of Taylor, and Mayo and
Roethlisberger, the focus on change increased over the years in accordance with its
importance. This focus resulted in a series of models and recognized content
needed to affect and effect organizational change. The first model for review is that
of Kurt Lewin.
Lewin is generally noted as a founding figure in organizational change
theory. Focused on social psychology, Lewin (1951) conceptualized permanent
change as a three-stage process of unfreezing the old behavior, moving to a new
level of behavior, and freezing the behavior at the new level. Hendry (1996)
opined, “Indeed it has been said that the whole theory of change is reducible to this
one idea of Kurt Lewin’s” (p. 624). Hence, adequate time will be spent here on this
theory, as it is the basis of all that follow.
The first phase of Lewin’s (1951) change model, unfreezing, is part of the
change model that focuses on preparing a situation for change and developing the
understanding of the need for change. Illustrating the need for change is done by
showing performance discrepancies between current behaviors and desired
behaviors. Conflict, what is commonly referred to as resistance (Armenakis,
Stanley, Harris, & Field, 1999; Bullock & Batten, 1985), is important to the
unfreezing phase. Lewin noted the importance of conflict in the process of
unfreezing the organization because conflict can help to break current habits and
paradigms. Further, conflict can help people recognize the possibilities in
alternative ways of thinking, behaving, and acting.
Lewin’s (1951) model suggests that change occurs when the forces that
keep a system’s behavior stable are modified. Thus, status quo is a stable system in
which the competing forces striving to maintain the status quo and those pushing
for change exactly offset. When the competing forces do not offset, the quasistationary equilibrium is disrupted thus leading to change. Therefore, to change,
there must be an increase or decrease in the competing forces promoting or
resisting change. To facilitate pressures to change, leaders must offer a concise and
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precise view of the desired state to help build understanding of the change, the
change gap between current and desired states, and the process to successfully
traverse the gap.
The next phase in Lewin’s (1952) three-phased model of change is moving.
It is in this phase that change is actually implemented. Change in organizational
structure, personnel, tasks, technology, and the impact on culture are initiated in
this phase. Lewin noted that it is important during this phase that any change occurs
by process of problem diagnosis and alternative examination. If this is not followed
the probability for resistance and having an unprepared workforce at the time of
change implementation is high. Thus, organizations successful in moving, or
implementing change, are competent in diagnostics and decision-making.
The third phase in Lewin’s (1952) model is refreezing. The focus in this
phase is to stabilize the change and establish new behaviors as habits embedded
into the culture of the organization. Thus, efforts to build and reinforce continuity
of change are important during this phase. Successful tactics used in this phase
include rewards for performance, feedback, and appropriate resource support.
The three stages of Lewin’s (1951) process emphasize knowing how to
move an equilibrium point to a new desired level and keep it there (French, Bell, &
Zawacki, 2005). The use of the term equilibrium is used here due to the nature of
people. People generally strive for stability in life (Stanley, 2003). Marshak (2004)
noted, “permanence and stability are in all cases preferred over chaos and change”
(p. 12). Similarly, organizations seek equilibrium for ease of maintainability. As
has already been noted, however, the constancy of stability serves only to
jeopardize organizational existence. Change is requisite for organizational survival.
T. Burns and Stalker (1961) suggested that change varies between
mechanistic work and organic work. Mechanistic work is that which is stable.
Organic work, conversely, is that which is in constant flux. This latter point of
change suggests reaching a desired level at which to freeze behavior, as Lewin
(1951) suggests, may never exist if not for the former. If organizations are in
constant flux or permanently unfrozen (Vaill, 1996), and therefore never reach a
state of mechanistic work, the third stage of Lewin’s model may be a moot point or
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at least needs replacing with constant learning of new behaviors rather than the
freezing of behaviors. This is further debated later in this chapter.
Other Models and Processes of Change: By Decade
With Lewin’s (1951) seminal work outlined and coupled with the notion
that the field of organizational change is reducible to this work (Hendry, 1996), the
remaining models and processes can be summarized in review of planning, leading,
and sustaining organizational change. To do so, this section flows chronologically
by time. Specifically, important works from each decade since Lewin are noted.
The 1960s. Leavitt (1965) documented a model to illustrate the importance
of, and impact on, people during times of change. The model was illustrated in a
diamond shape. The diamond-shaped organizational system illustration outlines the
reciprocation of how a change in people, task, structure, or technology results in
change among the other three.
The 1970s. Nadler and Tushman (1977) created the congruence model,
which illustrates how organizations are influenced by their environment, or inputs,
and how organizations influence their own environment by organizational group
and individual work, or outputs. The process between inputs and outputs is
reciprocal and transformational by involving the informal organization, formal
organizational arrangements, individuals, and tasks. In that same year, Beckhard
and Harris (1977) developed an end-state model. Similar to Lewin’s (1951) model,
the three-phased end-state model starts with present state, then transition, and then
the end state. Also similar to Lewin, Beckhard and Harris acknowledge the change
criteria of managing the present state while moving the organization toward the end
state simultaneously—a significantly difficult task due to organizational personnel
resource constraints and having to focus on both current and future states
simultaneously. Later in this decade, Weisbord (1978) created a six-box model that
addressed formal and informal perspectives of the organization including purpose,
structure, reward, help mechanisms, relationships, and leadership, as well as the
external environment.
The 1980s. The next prominent change model was derived by Tichy (1983).
This model is based on nine levers of change including external environment,
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mission, strategy, managing processes, tasks, networks, organizational
communication and decision-making, people, and emergent networks. Each of
these levers is dependent and/or interdependent with the others, thus influencing
each other throughout a change process. In the same year Tichy designed his
model, Kanter (1983) elaborated on Lewin’s (1952) model. Kanter believed the key
to surviving change is to revive and change organizations by developing cultures
that encourage innovations. The notion of innovation here is the process of
changing that introduces a new problem-solving idea. Kanter proposed three power
tools for change including open and accessible information, support for change
provided by teamwork and commitment, and the resources of time, money, and
equipment.
In attempt to manage change, Bullock and Batten (1985) identified a
planned change process wherein change efforts flowed through the phases of
exploration, planning, action, and integration. Shortly thereafter, Burke and Litwin
(1987) created a causal model for use in understanding organizational change. This
model addresses both transformational and transactional level change concerns,
mapping the causal dependencies among twelve areas of focus. The twelve areas
include external environment, leadership, mission and strategy, organizational
culture, management practices, structure, systems, work unit climate, motivation,
task requirements and individual skills and abilities, individual needs and values,
and individual and organizational performance. The basic idea from Burke and
Litwin is that planned change flows from external pressures on through internal
performance.
The 1990s. Due to uncertainty and lack of agreed upon formal processes,
change can be inherently messy and ambiguous. Bridges (1991) understood this
and focused on perhaps the messiest of all change areas, the transition between the
current state and the desired future state. He suggested there are three stages of
change; what he called the ending, the neutral zone, and the new beginning. Each,
he opined, should be managed appropriately to help alleviate ambiguity and
facilitate the emergence of a new beginning—the desired state.
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Cummings and Worley (1993) designed a change model leveraging the
ideas from Kanter (1983) and Lewin (1952). Rather than three phases as noted by
Lewin, the Cummings and Worley model has five activities that are necessary for
effective organizational change. The activities include motivating change, creating
a vision, developing political support, managing the transition, and sustaining
momentum. In the same year, Kubler-Ross (1969, 1993) deepened everyone’s
awareness about change through its application of death and dying. She outlined
the cycle of grief and loss, which are personal attributes often associated with
change, to include phases of denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.
Later, and in similar fashion, Jaffe, Scott, and Tobe (1994) defined a four-stage
change model including denial, resistance, exploration, and commitment.
According to them, these phases must be addressed at an individual level to affect
individual change from which organizational change is affected. Similarly,
Grimley, Prochaska, Veilicer, Blais, and DiClemente (1994) noted a four-staged
process that people go through when engaged in and dealing with change. The four
stages include precontemplation, contemplation, action, and maintenance. The
precontemplation phase is determined by the general lack of awareness of a
problem. Contemplation is the phase where awareness is gained and people are
thinking about change. However, during this phase, commitment to change has not
yet occurred. The action phase is the implementation of the change. Maintenance
occurs after the change has been implemented and there is an attempt underway to
sustain the change.
Kotter (1996) promoted an eight-step process to address change. The eight
steps are to establish a sense of urgency, form a powerful guiding coalition, create a
vision, communicate the vision, empower others to act on the vision, plan for and
create short-term wins, consolidate improvements and produce more change, and
institutionalize new approaches. Kotter recommended these eight steps be followed
sequentially. According to Kotter, when the steps are not followed in order or not
addressed at all, change initiatives fail. Skipping or inadequately addressing any
step is usually due to time constraints and other pressures to speed the change
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process along to its completion. However, as Kotter (1999) noted, “skipping steps
[in a change process] only creates the illusion of speed” (p. 76).
In contrast to Lewin’s (1951) earlier work, Vaill’s (1996) permanent white
water metaphor was documented in which he noted we are participating in a
constant state of white water consisting “of events that are surprising, novel, messy,
costly, and unpreventable” (p. 14). The notion of permanency in this metaphor
suggests change is difficult to plan and navigate. Vaill, in response to Lewin,
suggested that today’s organization is permanently unfrozen (Seiling, 2002), which
also means organizations are in a state of permanent disequilibria or transition.
Morgan (1997) offered another metaphor for organizational change. Morgan’s
organization as flux metaphor illustrates organizations as self-producing systems.
Further, Morgan uses the ideas of chaos and complexity to help illustrate the
dynamics of change.
The 2000s. D. Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson (2001) developed a ninephased change process, which includes preparing to lead the change, creating an
organizational vision of the change as well as commitment and capacity, assessing
the situation to determine design requirements, designing the desired state,
analyzing the impact of the change, planning and organizing for implementation,
implementing the change, celebrating and integrating the new state, and learning.
The first three phases of this approach are called upstream, meaning to set the
foundation for success. Phases four, five, and six, are called midstream, or design.
The last three phases are referred to as downstream, or implementation. More
recently, Carter, Ulrich, and Goldsmith (2005) promoted the Best Practices
Institutes six-phased process to organizational and human resource development as
means to change. The six-phases include diagnosis, assessment, design,
implementation, support, and evaluation. Most recently, LaMarch and Associates
(2006) designed a managed change model. This model starts with identify the
change, which includes understanding the current state, desired state, and delta
between the two. The next step is preparing the change, which includes identifying
a sponsor, change agent, and targets, as well as assessing possible resistance based
on organizational culture and history. The next step is to plan the change, which
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includes communication, learning, and reward plans. Once the plan is done and
approved by the sponsor, the change enters the implementation phase, which is
essentially executing the plans. The final phase of work is to sustain the change.
The decades in summation. In analyzing the organizational change models
and content theories, similarities emerge. For instance, when examining the
processes noted by Lewin (1951, 1952), Beckhard and Harris (1977), Bullock and
Batten (1985), Bridges (1991), Grimley et al., (1994), Kotter (1996), D. Anderson
and Ackerman-Anderson (2001), Carter, Ulrich, and Goldsmith (2005), and
LaMarch and Associates (2006) they all offer high-level phases of change. The
activities offered by each author as to what takes place during these phases of
change are similar. Lewin (1951) suggested unfreezing, moving, and refreezing.
Beckhard and Harris suggested present state, transition state, and end state, while
Bullock and Batten suggested exploration, planning, action, and integration.
Bridges suggested ending, neutral zone, and new beginning. Grimley et al. noted a
four-staged process of precontemplation, contemplation, action, and maintenance.
Kotter’s eight-step process is to establish a sense of urgency, form a powerful
guiding coalition, create a vision, communicate the vision, empower others to act
on the vision, plan for and create short-term wins, consolidate improvements and
produce more change, and institutionalize new approaches. D. Anderson and
Ackerman-Anderson suggested upstream, midstream, and downstream. Carter et al.
suggested diagnosis, assessment, design, implementation, support, and evaluation.
LaMarch and Associates suggested phases that include identify the change, prepare
the change, plan the change, implement the change, and sustain the change. Perhaps
an easy way to see the similarities in these processes is by a side-by-side
illustration. Figure 1 offers such an illustration. The process categories are outlined
by author horizontally and by categorical phase vertically. By aligning these phases
vertically, it is easy to see the similarities stemming from Lewin’s originating
work.
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create a vision
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Identify change Preparing Change Plan Change Implementation Sustaining

Figure 1. Side-by-side comparison of organizational change process theories.

The similarities among not only the process theories, but also the content
theories have implications relative to implementing organizational change. Firstly,
the similarities suggest change is a process in which planning must first take place
prior to leading the implementation of change or sustaining the change. Secondly,
because of the high-level nature of these phases, it must be assumed that leading
and managing change is not scientific. This assumption is supported by the myriad
of organizational change failures prevalent today (Bowman et al., 1999; K. S.
Cameron, 1998; DeMeuse et al., 1994; McKinley et al., 2000) and the call for
organizational change implementation theory (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Jaworski et
al., 1998; Wall, 2004). Thirdly, because change is met with resistance, coupled
with the notion that personal change evolves through emotional phases (Jaffe et al.,
1994; Kubler-Ross, 1993), timing must be considered a paramount factor in leading
and managing change. The construct of time here is important not only from the
perspective of reaching the final, sustaining phase of a change initiative, but also
because of the paramount importance of people involved in change and their
individual timing relative to resistance, acceptance, and ownership of change —
what Bridges (1991) referred to as the new beginning.
Fernandez and Rainey (2006) also noted a number of similarities among
organizational change models. After a review of existing models, they concluded
that there are eight common factors among organizational change models. These
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factors include a common understanding of the needs, a plan, internal support and
means to overcome resistance, top management support and commitment, external
support, resources, institutionalization of the change, and a desire to accomplish
even more comprehensive change. These eight factors are also illustrated in the
aforementioned literature review. The clarity of need (Lewin, 1951), urgency
(Kotter, 1996), and awareness (Kubler-Ross, 1993) were documented. So too was
to have a plan (Bullock & Batten, 1985; LaMarch & Associates, 2006) or vision
(D. Anderson & Ackerman-Anderson, 2001; Kotter). The need for support, both
internal and external, was noted by many (Carter et al. 2005; Cummings & Worley,
1993; LaMarch & Associates). Kotter noted support in terms of a coalition. D.
Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson noted support as a commitment and capacity.
Managing and leading through resistance was noted as critical (Lewin; KublerRoss; Jaffe et al., 1994; LaMarch & Associates). Having appropriate resources was
paramount and embedded in most of the change models. Specifically, the networks
in Tichy’s (1983) model can be viewed as resources for change and Kanter (1983)
outlined resources as a power tool for change. Lastly, the institutionalization of
change was noted as refreezing (Lewin), end state (Beckhard & Harris, 1977),
integration (Bullock & Batten, 1985), new beginning (Bridges, 1991), sustaining
momentum (Cummings & Worley; LaMarch & Associates), acceptance (KublerRoss), commitment (Jaffe et al.), maintenance, (Grimley et al., 1994),
institutionalize (Kotter), integrating (Ackerman & Anderson-Ackerman, 2001), and
implementation (Carter et al.).
In summary, Kurt Lewin initiated a firestorm of process, model, and content
theories to address the increasing need to understand organizational change.
However, Jaworski et al. (1998) noted that although much has been written about
organizational change, there is little offered in literature about how to achieve
change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational change theory is
not sufficient to address organizational transformation especially relative to the
people side of change. Wall (2004) echoed in this void claiming there is still no
practical organizational change process, technique, or formula available to plan,
lead, and sustain change. These statements suggest much more study is needed
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regarding the phenomenon organizational change to generate new understanding of
how best to plan, lead, and sustain change. Following Lather’s (1999) comment
that a review of literature serves a critical role in gate keeping, policing, and
leading to new work, the documented literature here was leveraged to glean the
claimed factors requisite for successful organizational change to date and lead to
new work in the field henceforth.
Organizational Change: Requisites for Success
While there seems to be no single change strategy or process universally
applicable for every change situation, there have been identified characteristics
commonly associated with successful change. Upon review of the aforementioned
models and processes of organizational change, there are similarities to people and
relationships, hierarchical structure and design, organizational culture and work
unit climate, communication and decision-making, and assessment tools and
support mechanisms. Due to the consistency of these similarities through the years,
each seems to offer a preface to possible success factors of organizational change.
Further and more specifically, consider that Lewin (1951, 1952), Cummings and
Worley (1993), Kotter (1996), and D. Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson (2001)
all called for the need of a change vision to affect successful organizational change.
Lewin, D. Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson, as well as Carter et al. (2005) and
LaMarch and Associates (2006) noted the need for organizational diagnosis to
support effective change efforts. Most authors cited above noted the need for
reinforcement to foster organizational change success. The application of
reinforcement was noted as rewards, feedback, and other general support. Relative
to support, most authors noted the importance of teamwork and elements of
personnel and human relations. Communication too was heavily referenced. Open
and accessible information is what Kanter (1983) deemed necessary for
communication success during times of change. This section further details the
prominent and critical success factors in planning, leading, and sustaining
organizational change. Specifically, this section addresses performance measures,
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organizational leadership and management, assessments and diagnoses,
comprehensive communication, and personnel support.
Performance Measures
Conner (1998) noted that working in complex and dynamic markets of the
21st century means “at any given point in time, what should have worked but did
not, or what did work but no longer does, must be replaced with a new approach”
(p. 54) thus causing a change within the organization. Weick and Quinn (1999)
noted that change “routinely occurs in the context of failure of some sort” (p. 362).
Further, Stone (2002) suggested that the need for change is determined based on
there being a gap between actual performance and desired performance.
Certainly failure, or success, is only determined if a performance goal is
established and actively measured. Thus, the active use of performance measures
may be a contributing factor to organizational change success. The reason for this is
that when actively measuring performance, trends can be observed and action taken
to remedy concerned areas of performance at an early stage—that is before a
significant issue develops and is addressed in haste or an unplanned, reactive way.
If performance is not measured, however, then change may not be determined until
a catastrophic error or a crisis occurs. This may result in revolutionary change,
which has been described as difficult due to unforeseen systemic connections of the
possible change and since it cannot be effectively planned (Bennis, 1966). Thus,
established and actively managed performance measures may be a significant
attribute and critical success factor to organizational change. Since performance
measures would be noted as important within organizations only by the nature and
activities of leadership and management, the effectiveness of organizational
leadership and management is an important factor in determining the success of
organizational change.
Organizational Leadership and Management
When activities such as monitoring the performance of the organization
take place, and include internal and external measures, they are supported by
leadership and management practices. If these activities are deemed necessary for
organizational change success, as argued thus far, then it suggests that successfully
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changing an organization starts before the initiation of any change effort. Change
starts by proactively managing discrepancies between expected targets and actual
performance. Only when a discrepancy is uncovered or forecasted to occur and
change deemed necessary, does a planned change effort take place.
Fox and Amichai-Hamburger (2001) noted, “The central strategic challenge
of managers is managing changes” (p. 84). Further, Ivancevich and Matteson
(2002) defined leadership in part to be about change—determining the need for
change, setting a course for change, and realizing change. To be sure, change and
its associated activities are difficult to lead and manage. As noted by Fox and
Amichai-Hamburger, change “requires moving through several stages and
executing tasks: organizational diagnosis, planning, formulating a vision,
communicating, persuading others, and consolidating the change.” Thus, once
performance—either actual or forecasted—is deemed inappropriate and change is
needed, then organizational leaders must initiate work that is outside of routine
operations (Beckhard & Harris, 1977). Unless everyone involved understands and
agrees on the performance discrepancy highlighting the need to change, supports
the vision of the change, and is aware and excited about their role during and after
the change, resistance will be present. Thus, organizational change assessments and
diagnoses must be used to assess the performance of the actual change effort. The
cumulative effort is the responsibility of the organization’s leader—senior
management—because “nowhere does the burden for leading change land harder
than on the shoulders of senior management” (Jaworski, 1998, p. 1). This suggests
that organizational leaders must be knowledgeable of not only the business, but
also of project management, change management, and social science skills such as
organizational diagnosis and intricate aspects of human resources, relations, and
development.
Assessments and Diagnoses
Assessments and diagnoses can help the leader pinpoint areas of concern
during the change process. Assessments and diagnoses are essentially tools, like
performance measures. They are used to assess a situation or condition and yield
findings that help leaders determine how to intervene in an effort that enhances the
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change performance. Many have argued (Brager & Holloway, 1992; Carr, 2000;
Householder & Boser, 1991; Werr, Stjernberg, & Docherty, 1997) that prior to
implementing any change initiative, potential alliances and hurdles must be
identified. To do so, an initial gap assessment is necessary. This gap determines the
variance between current state and the desired future state of the change. This
assessment should incorporate all aspects of the change—task, technology,
structure, and people (Leavitt, 1965). This tool may need to be used on several
occasions throughout the change endeavor to help determine that the change
process is progressing adequately.
Schein (1987, 1988, 1999) indicated that failure of effective organizational
change occurs due to the organization’s inability to unfreeze current conditions and
create a readiness for change. Said another way, organizations often move into
organizational change efforts before the organization is psychologically ready to
change. Thus, assessing readiness for change, understanding the readiness of
individuals and collectively the organization, and acting to build a ready-for-change
organization is critical for successful change.
Relative to a readiness for change assessment, Stewart (1994) suggested
that assessing readiness for change should include six questions. First, the
assessment should determine the shared understanding and alignment of the
change. This includes understanding how employees see the connection of their
current job and their future job. Second, the assessment should measure the
competencies of employee knowledge, skills, and abilities to effectively reach the
desired change and be effective after the change is established. A third question
used should yield findings that determine whether there are clear consequences of
the change as measured by performance management and reward systems. The
fourth question is associated with the leaders of the change and seeks data to
understand the effectiveness of the governance structure in place to lead the
change, any new policies and procedures, and communication. The fifth question
should provide answers as to whether or not the organization has the capacity for
change as determined by its history and culture. Lastly, the readiness for change
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assessment should determine if organizational leadership is sufficient to make the
change.
As illustrated above, a readiness for change assessment essentially involves
people, their motives, willingness, abilities, aims, awareness, and generally their
attitudes toward the change. Further, organizational culture, its history relative to
change, its perception of organizational leadership to affect change, and internal
trust are important underlying determinants of readiness for change. Additionally,
as noted by Kanter (1983), communication, teamwork, commitment, and resources
of time, money, and equipment are power tools for change implementation and as
such should be considered contributing factors of an organization’s readiness for
change. Conducting a periodic assessment with these attributes can help determine
if a change endeavor will be successful.
The goal in using a readiness for change assessment is not necessarily to
achieve high marks across all attributes from the commencement of the change and
throughout its duration. To be sure, each individual will endure her or his own
cycle of loss before adopting and being ready for change (Kubler-Ross, 1969) and
therefore, individuals will likely score the readiness for change attributes
differently over time. However, knowing where deficiencies exist allows the
leaders of the change to intervene and address them appropriately and in so doing,
build a readiness for change within the organization among each employee. Some
interventions stemming from the results of a readiness for change assessment may
be significant training, however another form intervention may be a simple
conversation. According to Ahn, Adamson, and Dornbusch (2004), internal
communication “may help induce ‘readiness for change’” (p. 217). While simple
conversations may not be the critical success factor organizational change leaders
are interested in, executing a comprehensive communication plan may be.
Comprehensive Communication
According to Jones, Wilson, Gardner, and Gallois (2004), “Communication
is a central process in planning and implementing change” (p. 735). GrensingPophal (2004) noted, “Strong and frequent communication is critical” (p. 53)
during times of change. Further, according to Goodman and Truss (2004), both
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timing and medium of the communication are important issues during times of
change. Part of the criticality of communication during times of change is that
information addresses fear and uncertainty of the change. Communication can
therefore be “a significant factor in helping employees understand both the need for
change and the personal effects of the proposed change” (Goodman & Truss, p.
217).
V. D. Miller, Johnson, and Grau (1994) claimed that the information
employees receive about change impacts their willingness to support and
participate in the change. Thus, messaging and inclusion are important during
organizational change. The types of messages abound when it comes to change.
Some messages must include the need for change, the ability to change, the valence
for the change, the existing support for the change, and the appropriateness of the
change. Others should include organizational history regarding change. At some
point, the change project’s governance structures should be discussed as well as
decision-making processes and the phases and tasks of the change implementation
plan. Further, based on the claim from Fox and Amichai-Hamburger (2001),
requisite pieces of communication must address both rational and emotional
thought processes. Conveying the need for change and personal effects of change
suggests that successful communication relative to organizational change is at least
emotional and rational (Fox & Amichai-Hamburger).
Reasoning about organizational change through rational means can be done
through the use of facts, figures, timelines, and expectations and measures.
Communication to the emotional side of people takes on a different form than the
words, numbers, graphs, and analysis of rational communication. Communicating
to the emotions includes the use of the senses—colors, voice, music, taste, smell.
This type of communication includes “the identification with a person” (Fox &
Amichai-Hamburger, 2001, p. 87). As such, the communication of change needs to
address how the change benefits the employee as well as other stakeholders.
In addition to the rational and emotional communiqué, Rorty (1989) noted
that effective leaders of change need “a talent for speaking differently rather than
arguing well” (p. 7). This idea of speaking differently is “the chief instrument of
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cultural change” initiatives and takes the form of comprehensive communication.
This includes listening. Szpekman (2004), Moorcroft (2004), and Hitchmough
(2004) all agreed that to listen, and keep listening, to employees is a critical
element in organizational change and change communication. This indicates that
effective change involves more than simple transactional communication, which is
typically assumed as unidirectional from leader to follower (Eisenberg & Goodall,
2004). Thus, the form of dialogue supersedes the need for mere transactional
communication.
The need for dialogue amid change is supported by Weick and Quinn
(1999) as they noted, “the role of the change agent becomes one of managing
language, dialogue, and identity” (p. 381) rather than simply a provider of data and
information. In managing effective dialogue, the acknowledgement, understanding,
support, adoption, and ownership of the change is affected. Barrett, Thomas, and
Hocevar (1995) and Dixon (1997) noted the most powerful intervention in times of
change is conversation, the dialogue that “occurs at the level of everyday
conversation” (Weick & Quinn, p. 381). Thus, as noted, while simple conversation
may not be the critical success factor of successful organizational change, it is a
critical success factor of successful organizational change. Supporting this notion,
Beeson and Davis (2000) noted that “Change is produced . . . by the meaningful
and value-laden interaction of already complex individual human beings” (p. 181).
In contrast to comprehensive communication, “any failure to communicate
leaves employees uncertain about their futures and it is often that uncertainty,
rather than the changes themselves” (Schweiger & Denisi, 1991, p. 110) that cause
resistance, which can lead to change failure. Further, any miscommunication or
falsities in communication will jeopardize the effectiveness of any change
initiative. Gorman (2004) claimed, “It is absolutely essential that subordinates
know that they can rely on management for honest, complete information about
company matters” (p. 5). The need for communication supports the need for leaders
of organizational change to recognize the importance of, and to take care of, the
human factor during times of change.
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Personnel Support: The Human Factor
Joiner (1987) noted, “To lead change the leader must believe without
question that people are the most important asset of an organization” (p. 21). From
a leader’s perspective this includes valuing the contributions of employees, being
able to relate to people, and fostering relationships that are collaborative. As noted
by Joiner, leaders of change trust people, their strengths, and their contribution. To
be sure, organizational change is effective only because of the people involved in
the change effort are effective.
Duetschman (2005) noted that central to change is never strategy, structure,
or system, but rather people. As such, he opined that changing the behavior of
people is the most important challenge of business in the world. Since Frances
(1999) noted, “our [human] capacity to accommodate change is impressive” (p.
60), it seems that while people can in fact change, it is their unwillingness to do so
that needs addressed as a critical success factor in organizational change. This is
supported by Fox and Amichai-Hamburger (2001) who noted that “change
commonly evoke disturbing responses, such as denial, objections, feelings of stress
and cynicism, and reduced organizational commitment” (p. 85). While change
leaders and managers can never eliminate these feelings, effective organizational
change does recognize them as important and attempts to mitigate them, thus
supporting the individual in coping with these feelings and progressing toward a
readiness and adoption of the change.
Suffice it to say, for most people, change is not easy and therefore, change
can be stressful (Robinson & Griffiths, 2005). The response to change is a unique
and personal experience (Anderson & Ackerman-Anderson, 2001; D. Bridges,
2003; Conner, 1992; Kotter, 1999). Lewin (1936) noted that employee behavior is
based on the collection of experiences they learned through life. These experiences
shape beliefs and reactions to change (Defleur & Ball-Rokeach, 1989). Similarly,
Schein (1993) claimed resistance is an “emotionally conditioned and learned
response” (p. 87). Bridges further noted that change is situational, but the transition
from current state to the future state change is psychological. Thus, enabling
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individuals to anticipate, cope with, and adopt change is useful at least, and at best
a critical success factor to organizational change.
With the human factor involved in organizational change, the sheer
possibility of change manifests resistance. Individual resistance can be found in
personal anxiety and fear due to uncertainty. Uncertainty is a primary source of
stress during times of change. Olson and Tetrick (1988) noted, “an inevitable
consequence of change is the replacement of a predictable and certain environment
with one that is uncertain and ambiguous” (p. 374). Organizationally, resistance
can stem from satisfaction with existing procedures, policies, and culture. Judson
(1991) outlined six determinants of organizational resistance to change including
feelings about the change, conflict between the existing culture and what is to be
changed, the number of unanswered questions that arise during the change effort,
historic events, the extent that the change threatens basic needs, and the extent that
the change impacts self-worth. Essentially, resistance is associated with the loss of
control (Conner, 1992) and rooted in anxiety (Nohria & Khurana, 1993). Thus,
supporting personnel in times of change means to provide them with a sense of
control and reduce anxiety. Cummings and Worley (1993) suggested that to
overcome resistance, leaders of the change should provide empathy and support,
communicate effectively, and encourage participation and involvement.
Additionally, as already noted, listening is important during times of change and
active listening helps to determine why resistance may be present in the change.
Further, communicating specific information about the change and its
consequences is valuable. If these efforts are not made, the change project will
likely fail due to resistance, which can lead to withdrawal (Abramson, Seligman, &
Teasdale, 1978), decreased performance (Bazerman, 1982), sabotage (Allen &
Greenberger, 1980), and acting out (Galpin, 1996), and denial (Kubler-Ross, 1969;
Maurer, 1996). In short, and as noted by DeFrank and Ivancevich (1998),
“organizations that ignore the impact of stress on their employees and their
productivity do so at their own peril” (p. 55).
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Theoretical and Practical Implications
It was noted earlier that theoretical implications of organizational change
would be gathered throughout this literature review. In fact, this literature review
highlights a number of theoretical implications. Specifically, there are theoretical
implications with practical consequences for change theory building in the study of
leadership, human relations, individual and organizational learning and
development, communication theory, intervention theory, and organizational
change and project management theories. Each of these implications is discussed in
turn hereto.
Leadership Theory
Jaworski (1998) opined, “Nowhere does the burden for leading change land
harder than on the shoulders of senior management” (p. 1). The senior managers of
organizations are typically viewed as the leaders of the organization. Hackman and
Johnson (1996) and Yukl (2002) suggested that successful change is attributed to
these leaders and their effectiveness in leadership. The effectiveness of their
leadership and management is a critical competency in planning, leading, and
sustaining change (Hamel & Valikangas, 2003).
Specifically, an influential activity of leaders during times of change
includes creating psychological safety for employees. Further, according to Argyris
(1994) and Senge et al. (1999), leaders attempt to increase not only the
psychological safety of employees but also the learning capacity of the organization
to accommodate change. Schein (1993) noted “the problem of organizational
learning and transformation is to overcome the negative effects of past carrots and
sticks . . . to make people feel safe in learning [by providing] a motive, a sense of
direction, and the opportunity to try out new things without fear of punishment” (p.
91). Conner (1993) noted that leaders responsible for change have started to
evaluate the forces that limit learning and growth of the organization and constrain
its capacity. Further, many researchers (Argyris; de Geus, 1997; Roth & Kleiner,
1998; Senge et al.) have suggested that efforts to enhance organizational learning
capacity are proving to be sustainable and self-reinforcing. Thus, leaders must
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recognize employees as critical in effecting successful change and view learning as
a means to affect change.
With focus on employee safety, learning, and development, two prominent
theories of leadership should be recognized as possible necessities to effective
planned second-order change. The two theories that show significant concern for
employees and foster learning and development include transformational leadership
and servant leadership. Each of these theories is further discussed hereto.
Transformational leadership. Originally coined by Downton (1973),
transformational leadership emerged with importance when J. M. Burns (1978)
linked the critical relationship of the leader/follower dyad. J. M. Burns described
transformational leadership as a process by which “leaders and followers raise one
another to higher levels of morality and motivation” (p. 20). Bennis and Nanus
(1985) and Leithwood (1992) noted transformational leadership goes beyond the
needs of individuals to focus on a common purpose to develop a reciprocating
commitment among the leader and followers. Kuhnert (1994) further supported the
idea that transformational leaders can affect followers to act in ways that support a
good larger than their own self-interests. In doing so, a leader may recognize the
ability to lead beyond the resistance of individuals during times of change. Indeed,
J. M. Burns classified transformational leaders as those who lead and bring about
change. Transformational leaders do so through means of idealized influence,
inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized
consideration—the four attributes that define transformational leadership.
Northouse (2004) noted that transformational leadership is “a process that changes
and transforms individuals” (p. 169). If individuals are at the heart of everything
accomplished in organizations (Cameron & Green, 2004), including change, then a
theory that promotes a reciprocating commitment between both the leader and
follower should be reviewed relative to organizational change. As data were
gathered and analyzed during the study, these four leadership factors were used as a
benchmark to determine commonality of success criteria relative to this leadership
theory.
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Servant leadership. Servant leadership was defined first by Greenleaf
(1977). The leadership factors upholding this theory are similar to those noted as
transformational leadership theory. Servant leaders attempt to enhance the personal
growth of employees and improve the quality of the organization as well as the
caring within the organization. This is accomplished through teamwork, a sense of
community, employee involvement, and an ethical and caring behavior. Spears
(1998) summarized servant leadership to include listening, empathy, healing,
awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to
the growth of people, and building community. As data were gathered and analyzed
during the study, these ten leadership factors were used as a benchmark to
determine commonality of success criteria relative to this leadership theory.
Situational leadership. A third leadership theory identified prior to the
commencement of the study to be relative to success of organizational change was
situational theory. Hersey and Blanchard (1969) originated this theory, which
focuses on applying the most appropriate leadership style based on the condition or
situation of the organization. The situation is determined by not only an event, such
as change, but also tasks involved with the event and the capability of each
employee involved in the event. The idea here is that the leader will apply varying
techniques based on the employees’ ability to complete a given task. The leader is
to employ directing, coaching, supporting, or delegating tactics based on the
situation. For instance, if an employee understands the task and has a high
competency level in completing the task, the leader only needs to delegate the task
to the employee to feel assured it will be completed satisfactorily. However, if the
task is new to the employee, the leader may need to employ more a directing style,
which involves more oversight and consultation to assure the task is completed to
satisfaction. This theory is a developmental one of sorts and may appear
appropriate for use in change situations. However, Northouse (2004) noted many
criticisms about the theory. Weaknesses such as ambiguous conceptualization of
the model, lack of clarity in the levels of development for selecting the appropriate
leadership style, unknown means for interacting with employees at varying levels,
and other uncertainties in defining leadership behaviors limits the applicability of
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this theory, especially in denoting commonality among the traits, skills, and
behaviors of successful leaders of change. Due to these limitations, it was not
originally envisioned that this theory would emerge as important in the field of
organizational change. However, in the case that it would be, due to its situational
nature, it is noted here as a possible theoretical implication.
Human Relations Theory
While the result of change transformations seems to be a macro focus (e.g.
organizational output, cost efficiencies, quality, and other performance goals), the
origin of all change seems to be the individual employee and his or her
consciousness, behavior, and action. In the evolution of human resource
management, it was at the point of human relations theory that employees began to
be seen as social beings rather than economic variables or parts (French, 2003). The
transformational and servant leadership theories as noted above seem to recognize
that employees are important if not paramount relative to organizational
performance. Joiner (1987) supported this claim noting, “To lead change the leader
must believe without question that people are the most important asset of an
organization” (p. 21). From a leader’s perspective, this includes valuing the
contributions of employees, being able to relate to people, and fostering
collaborative relationships. Barnes and Kriger (1986) summarized these sentiments
claiming that successful leaders of change trust people, their strengths, and their
contributions.
To further emphasize the importance of human relations during times of
change, consider the following. Suran (2003) declared, “people are the driving
force in successfully accomplishing change” (p. 31). This suggests that, while
planning and monitoring any change initiative may be important, it is the attention
to people that effects successful change. Cameron and Green (2004) supported this
notion concluding that “individual change is at the heart of everything that is
achieved in organizations” (p. 7). Further, Duetschman (2005) noted that central to
change is never strategy, structure, or system, but rather its people. As such, he
opined that changing the behavior of people is the most important challenge of
business in the world. This reciprocates the claim from Laabs (1996) that the
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number one concern of human resource professionals and those responsible for
developing others is managing change. Thus, organizational change is a product of
individual change.
While individuals are central to realizing organizational change, an
interesting aspect of change is its unique affect on individuals. While one person
can perceive a given change as positive, another person can perceive the same
change as negative. Therefore, the leaders of change should be cognizant of
individuals during change and recognize that while one individual or a group may
be comfortable with the change, others may need different attention during the
same change effort. Thus, individual consideration, one of the four factors in
transformational leadership, has specific meaning during change.
So far, this section has primarily focused on human relations at the
individual level. However, an important stream of literature necessary in
understanding organizational change is organizational development. This
organizational focus, while larger than the individual, is the collection of individual
development. Both should be of concern to leaders of organizational change.
Topics of organizational development are concerned with theories and models that
facilitate the process of managing change (Cummings & Worley, 1993; Kanter,
1983; Kotter, 1996; Lewin, 1952). Importantly, organizational development has
been noted as a determinant of business process change success (Argyris & Schon,
1978; Cyert & March, 1963; Huber, 1991). Others have focused in the field of
organizational development relative to organizational change and the quality of
work-life (A. M. Mohrman & Lawler, 1985; Trist, 1981), strategic human resource
management (Fombrum, Tichy, & Devanna, 1984), transition management
(Beckhard & Harris, 1977), and organizational development interventions (French,
Bell, & Zawacki, 1978; Huse & Cummings, 1985). Due to their influence on
organizational change, the focus on individuals should be used as a benchmark in
determining change success in any social science study. Specific to this study,
human relations theory, human resource development, and organizational
development were evaluated during and post data gathering.
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Learning Theory
Handy (1989) wrote, “Change is only another word for learning” (p. 56).
Senge (1990a) later noted that organizational learning is the best way to influence
change and that effective leadership is necessary for organizational learning to
occur. Specifically, Senge surmised that “leaders in learning organizations are
responsible for building organizations where people are continually expanding
their capabilities to shape their future—that is, leaders are responsible for learning”
(p. 9). In taking this advice, it would seem that leaders of successful change
initiatives plan to develop proficiencies in individual learning and understand that
such learning leads to organizational learning. Daft and Huber (1987) and Huber
(1991) further noted the need for a better understanding of organizational learning
and its relationship with organizational change. Thus, it seems that realizing a
successful change initiative requires learning and perhaps enhancing the capacity
for individual and organizational learning. This leader attribute of planning and
developing the time and capacity for learning was a benchmark during the research
process.
Communication Theory
According to Littlejohn and Foss (2005), communication is fundamentally
important for the existence of organizations. Communication allows for the
processing of information, which is largely what organizations are—informationprocessing units (Burton & Obel, 1998). Leaders use communication as a means of
intervention to affect employee behavior and action (Eisenberg & Goodall, 2004).
Moreover, Fox and Amichai-Hamburger (2001) noted that communication is a
“key to overcoming resistance to change” (p. 85). Specifically, open
communication is effective in reducing uncertainty while increasing employee
sense of control, both of which are important in anticipating, coping with, and
adopting change. Specifically, Williams (1997) noted that individuals are likely to
feel victimized by external factors unless they feel a sense of control.
Much has been noted about the importance of communication earlier in this
literature review. Short of repeating the necessities of comprehensive
communication during times of change, it is suffice to say that communication is a
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means of intervention and affects relationships that consequently affect change.
Thus, there seems to be an importance on communication in times of change—the
topics, timing, media, and providers of the communication. Therefore,
communication was heavily evaluated in the research of this change study.
Intervention Theory
An intervention is a purposeful attempt to change (Weisbord, 1978).
Interventions are actions that take place with anticipated results of change. As
noted, communication is a form of intervention. Training and education are also
forms of intervention as well as performance evaluations, peer reviews, and the
like. If some of these interventions sound more like diagnoses that may be because
the two are linked (Howard, 1995). A diagnosis typically, but not always, leads to
an intervention, which is typically aimed to result in change.
According to Argyris (1997), requirements for successful intervention
include having valid information from the diagnosis, free choice to either intervene
or not and change or not, and an internal commitment to follow through once the
intervention is enacted. Interventions are usually process based in that they are not
an event, but rather a process of diagnosis, intervention, action, evaluation, and
then diagnosis again and so on. This process can be seen as an ongoing system of
relationships, one that involves individuals, groups, performance, and means of
diagnosis and intervention.
Intervention theory highlights the need for diagnostic tools such as
performance measures and reporting structures as well as recognized means of
intervention such as formal and informal education, communication, and forms of
documentation. These tools can be used to assist leaders and followers in times of
change. As such, they were used in this research study as benchmarks in
determining how to successfully plan, lead, and sustain change.
Project Management Theory
Many organizational activities are called change projects including
technology improvements (P. Anderson & Tushman, 1990; Symon, 1998), mergers
and acquisitions (Ashkenas, 1995; Rowlinson, 1995), structural changes
(Greenwood & Hinings, 1988; Hannan & Freeman, 1984), and cultural changes
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(Gilmore et al., 1997). Further, according to Fuller (1997) learning activities,
performance improvement interventions, organizational development, and change
initiatives are all forms of projects and as such must be managed, implemented, and
evaluated. It has not been documented that change management theory should
overlay project management protocols, but the claim from Fuller suggests change
initiatives are projects and therefore perhaps project management theory should be
investigated along with this research.
According to the Project Management Institute (1996), a project “is a
temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service” (p. 4) and
project management is “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques
to project activities in order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and expectations”
(p. 6). Projects adhering to the Project Management Institute’s management
technique are managed in phases that are grouped by the initial phase, intermediate
phases, and final phase. There are five broad processes associated with these three
phases of work. The process associated with the initial phase is initiating. The
initiating process essentially serves to gain commitment from organizational
leaders to begin the project. There are three broad processes associated with the
intermediate phases including planning, executing, and controlling. The planning
processes sets the project’s scope, activities, schedule, resources, budget, quality
expectations, communication plans, risks and mitigations, and any necessary
procurement and solicitation plans. The executing process includes executing the
planning process items and specifically seeks to assure quality, scope, budget plans.
These processes also oversee contracts and the development of project members.
The controlling processes include the management of any scope changes, schedule
modifications, performance reporting, and risk controls. The final phase includes
the single process, closing. Closing activities include disbanding the project team
members, and the formalized close out of project documentation and other
materials such as contracts.
According to Bradbary and Garrett (2005), when it is necessary to change
the way a business functions, “project management is the silver bullet” (p. 126).
Perhaps it is not really a silver bullet since these authors further noted that project
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management “is not responsible for planning the perfect project, but instead, for
planning to minimize the effect of those unforeseen bumps as they occur” (p. 128).
This implies that planning alone will not guarantee success, however, effective
planning and use of project management protocols may increase the probability of
change management success. As such, project management theory was investigated
to determine its relevance as a success factor in organizational change initiatives.
Change Management Theory
Change is defined as to make different or alter, or to make radically
different or transform (Merriam-Webster, 1996). This definition, coupled with the
living system dynamic of organizations, allows organizational change to be defined
as a transformation of an interdependent and living system. So, what does it mean
to lead and manage such change?
Broadly, change management is the planning, organizing, and controlling of
organizational change endeavors. Huq (2005) noted that, relative to change
management, there are six primary issues of concern. The six change management
issues are the “leadership, implementation of change and control, barriers to
change, communication, people culture factor, and change review” (p. 454). Thus,
organizational change management simply involves what needs to be changed and
how it will be changed. However, complexly change management involves the
dynamics of leadership, organizational structure, people, tasks, and technology at
minimum and expands to include ongoing organizational operations, external
environment, organizational culture, and other variables previously stated in the
chronology of organizational change models and processes. These are important
aspects of change and as such need to be investigated as part of this study. Thus,
change management theory—and specifically change implementation theory—and
the issues that change management activities attempt to plan, organize, and control
were investigated as part of this research.
The Void in Organizational Change Literature
The need for organizations to endure change has become commonly known
(Roach & Bednar, 1997; Romanelli & Tushman, 1994; Siegal et al., 1996).
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Literature abounds regarding the need for organizational change, individual
transformation, and living system adaptation. Many avenues of research have
resulted in models, frameworks, and processes followed largely or loosely from
Lewin’s (1951) three phased change model of unfreezing, moving, and refreezing.
With so much research since the middle of last century on change, it would seem to
reason that with the increasing importance to change and the amount of literature
on the subject that much would be known about this phenomenon. While much is
known much more remains unknown (Longenecker & Fink, 2001).
D. C. Wilson (1992) noted the search for generalized laws of change,
despite all the work on organizational change to date, pervades the discipline.
Jaworski et al.(1998) noted that although much has been written about
organizational change, there is little offered in literature about how to achieve
change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational change theory is
not sufficient to address organizational transformation especially relative to the
people side of change. Wall (2004) echoed in this void claiming there is still no
practical organizational change process, technique, or formula available to plan,
lead, and sustain change.
The need to know more is obvious. This claim is espoused based simply on
the inefficiencies and failures associated with change today. While much has been
written about organizational change, success rates for effectively planning, leading,
and sustaining change are diminishing. Perhaps the documented knowledge on the
phenomenon organizational change has been incorrectly focused. After all, the
sprawl of the organizational change literature continues to challenge researchers
(Weick & Quinn, 1999). Further, there was growing concern through the years of
building knowledge about organizational change that theory was diverging from
utilitarian application. From a scholarly perspective, there is a need to understand
the theoretical implications of organizational change. However, these implications
need to be balanced along with the need to determine a practical application to
address the existing woeful performance of planning, leading, and sustaining
organizational change. Doing so essentially answers the question how to change.
The answer to the how question may yield a roadmap and field guide of sorts to
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facilitate successful organizational change initiatives. Further, addressing the how
question will fill a void in change management literature (Beer & Nohria, 2000;
Jaworski et al., 1998; Wall, 2004). There is a need here to delineate organizational
change between public and private sector firms.
Many have noted distinctions between public and private organizations
(Atwater & Wright, 1996; Balfour & Weschler, 1990, 1991; Buchanan, 1974;
Choudry, 1989; C. J. Kline & Peters, 1991; Perry & Rainey, 1988; Robertson &
Senevirarne, 1995; Romzek, 1985, 1990; Steinhaus & Perry, 1996; Wittmer, 1991).
Robertson and Senevirarne addressed whether public or private sector
organizations are more successful in implementing change. They conducted a metaanalysis that evaluated 47 studies relevant to understanding the impact change
interventions had on organizational structures and social factors. They concluded
that bureaucratic structures make change more difficult in public sector
organizations. J. Wilson (1989) noted that the public sector organizations are
usually large bureaucratic organizations that perform only core tasks with a strong
sense of stability and resist change. This conventional wisdom is being challenged
as the public sector addresses the 21st century pressures of change.
Relative to the public sector bureaucracy, Cayer and Weschler (1988) have
described public administration as an administrative swamp regarding the ability of
public sector businesses to facilitate and resolve problems. The problems faced by
public administrators include changes in political power relationships, economic
cycles and swings, dynamic social issues, media attention, special interest groups,
and increasing citizen demands. Internal pressures concerning public administrators
include interagency conflicts, bureaucratic routines, and concerns for employees.
Change often occurs in public agencies as managers look to reconcile differences
between conflicting expectations of elected executives and legislative bodies and
formerly established policy.
In confirmation of the aforementioned pressures to change, Mihm (2006), a
director at the U.S. General Accounting Office claimed, “The early years of the
twenty-first century are proving to be a period of profound transition for . . .
government” (p. 31). Mihm cited fiscal imbalance, baby-boom generation,
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globalization issues, the changing economy, and changing governance structures as
pressures to organizational change. Further, Walker (2005) noted that “the daunting
challenges that face the nation in the 21st century establish the need for the
transformation of government and demand fundamental changes” in government
business (para 1). Walker added that government agencies “need to change their
cultures” and that “agencies must fundamentally reexamine their business
processes, outmoded organizational structures, management approaches, and, in
some cases, missions” (para 1). This is a calling for significant change in a sector
that historically lags in the effective use of technology, efficient business practices,
and struggles with successfully enduring change. Relative to the struggles, Downes
(1998) noted, “Public managers must learn to deal creatively and innovatively with
change opportunities that arise . . . provide leadership for planned change efforts”
(p. 16). This is a learning endeavor, because as Walker concluded, “agencies do not
yet have sufficient abilities, leadership, and management capabilities to transform
their cultures and operations” (p. 8). Further, when it comes to organizational
change, most studies focus on the private sector (Coram & Burnes, 2001). This
commentary regarding the study’s delimited government organization focus adds to
the void and promotes the necessity for a change implementation theory that is
practical for use in public sector business.
While change has been determined as a ubiquitous organizational challenge
(Beer & Nohria, 2000), and therefore results hereto may be practical for both public
and private sector businesses, the aforementioned sentiments support the need to
focus on organizational change in the public sector. This delimitation is further
noted in chapter 3, method.
Conclusion
This dissertation started with a simple question: Why is it so difficult to lead
successful organizational change initiatives? The dynamics of organizational
behavior support a plethora of complex answers to this question. Indeed, literature
abounds regarding the need for organizational change, individual transformation,
and living system adaptation. However, Jaworski et al.(1998) noted that although
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much has been written about organizational change, there is little offered in
literature about how to achieve change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing
organizational change theory is not sufficient to address organizational
transformation especially relative to the people side of change. Wall (2004) echoed
in this void claiming there is still no practical organizational change process,
technique, or formula available to plan, lead, and sustain change. Specifically, this
manuscript addresses this void in the literature and provides an understanding of
how to plan, lead, and sustain change in public sector organizations.
Commencing with the operationalization of the term organizational change,
this literature review summarized the literature to date relative to change models
and processes, all of which stem from Lewin’s (1951) unfreezing, moving, and
refreezing process theory. Further, documented organizational change success
factors were reviewed. The existing models, processes, and success factors were
then used to document theoretical implications associated with organizational
change. This documentation allowed for the clarification of research questions used
during the semi-structured interviews. Lastly, the void in the literature was
highlighted specifically relative to public sector organizations. At this point, the
question of why study organizational change in the public sector should be
understood. As such, how to study this phenomenon needs clarity. The next
chapter, method, provides this clarity.
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Chapter 3 – Method
Creswell (2003) suggested that when introducing research, the four
questions of what epistemology, what theoretical perspective, what strategy, and
what method must be answered. Therefore, succinctly, this manuscript took a
constructivist knowledge claim position in that theory generation was the goal. The
strategy of inquiry followed a qualitative research method using grounded theory
protocols. Theory building was data driven from expert interviews, existing
literature, and emerging approaches that were employed along side constant
comparative analysis. This chapter serves to introduce the research method used in
this study by detailing the problem, purpose, research strategy, the sample, plan of
inquiry, data analysis and reporting, significance, risk and limitations, timing and
budget, and reliability and validity relative to the study.
The Problem
The review of literature on the subject of organizational change suggests
that while much has been written and known about organizational change, over the
years theory has diverged from applicable utility and thus may in part cause
organizational inefficiency and ineffectiveness as well as threaten overall
organizational viability. D. C. Wilson (1992) concluded that generalized laws of
change pervade the discipline. Jaworski et al. (1998) noted that although much has
been written about organizational change, there is little offered in literature about
how to achieve change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational
change theory is not sufficient to address organizational transformation especially
relative to the people side of change. Wall (2004) echoed the void claiming there is
still no practical organizational change process, technique, or formula available to
plan, lead, and sustain change. These comments do not suggest an irrelevance of
existing organizational change work, but rather highlight the need for a practical
application that illustrates how best to plan, lead, and sustain organizational
change. The purpose in completing the study was to address this need.
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Purpose of the Study
The specific aim was to provide an understanding of how to effectively
plan, lead, and sustain change, what is commonly referred to as change
implementation theory (Bennis, 1966). The final product, outlined in the next two
chapters and the appendixes, is an applicably practical change implementation
theory that can be used as a framework and field guide to successfully support and
facilitate the activities associated with planning, leading, and sustaining
organizational change endeavors.
Research Strategy
Grounded theory research protocols were used throughout the duration of
the study. Originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), the research method
and strategy commonly known as grounded theory refers to “theory that was
derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research
process” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 12). This strategy allowed for the
understanding of how to change through implementation theory.
The importance in the use of the grounded theory method, according to
Strauss and Corbin (1998), is that when theory is derived from data, theory is
inductively determined and is thus more likely to resemble reality as compared to
theory that is derived through speculation. Further, it has been argued (Flick, 2002;
Hunt, 1991; Hunt & Ropo, 1995; Parry, 1998) that grounded theory is a valid
method to use in researching social processes and relations, and that “grounded
theory offers a systematic method by which to study the richness and diversity of
human experience and to generate relevant, plausible theory which can be used to
understand the contextual reality of social behavior” (Hutchinson, 1988, p. 126127). The systematic nature of grounded theory, according to Dick (2005), begins
with a research situation and over time follows the process of data collection, notetaking, coding, memoing, sorting, and writing. Most of this process is overlapping
and often iterative. Therefore, this methodology is particularly appropriate for use
in examining organizational change because it is multidimensional leveraging the
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experience of the each research participant in the sample and takes into account the
social relations of the research phenomenon—in this case, organizational change.
The Sample
The sample for this study was emergent, just as the data. However, to start
the research, interviewees were determined purposefully. Patton (2002) defined
purposeful sampling as the process used to “select information-rich cases
strategically and purposefully” (p. 243). Specifically, within the categorization of
purposeful sampling, a criterion-based strategy was used to identify the initial
interviewees. The reason for this strategy was to ensure expert participation from
those with information-rich experiences deemed appropriate to yield data that can
be compiled into a practical change implementation theory. The primary objective
was to ensure that the sample represents organizational change agents or leaders
that understand change initiatives and can contribute expert testimony regarding
change implementation theory and practices.
The selection of initial sample participants, the criterion sample, was based
on the recommendation from the study sponsors. Both sponsors are long-standing
employees within the agency and were appropriately able to determine the extent to
which people would be forthcoming with data relative to the study and which
participants were likely to have expert opinions to lend to the study. Further, each
sponsor is well versed in the topic of organizational change and each is responsible
for a unit of managers who in turn are responsible for leading or supporting
organizational change endeavors.
The initial list of sample participants was mostly the subordinates to both
sponsors. While this list served as a starting point, there was additional criteria for
the participation of each member beyond the simple recommendation from each
sponsor. It was concluded that the initial sample would be the experts originally
identified by the sponsors, plus having the following criteria: (a) recognize
themselves as a change leader, (b) understand their role as a change leader, (c) be
familiar with project management and change management practices, (d) led at
least one major organizational change endeavor from start to completion and be
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currently involved with leading or supporting one right now, and (e) be willing to
participate openly and honestly about building a new integrated change framework
—change implementation theory. In short, the primary criterion of the sample was
that each participant be an expert practitioner of organizational change. These
practitioners are individuals who work as change agents—leaders—who are
helping transform the organization to accommodate the demands and market
pressures to change. These practitioners are commonly known as informants and
participants-in-action. Flick (2002) noted that good informants have knowledge and
practical experience of the phenomenon in question, are articulate, and have time to
participate and contribute to the study. Hassard (1991) noted, “The social world is
best understood from the view point of the participant-in-action” (p. 277). As such,
these practitioners are experts in their organization relative to organizational change
and sufficient to serve as the project sample.
The sample size was undetermined at the commencement of the study.
Patton (2002) noted, “There are no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry” (p.
244). Therefore, no determination was made at the commencement of the study
relative to a minimum, maximum, or precise number of the sample. However, it
was forecasted from the commencement that the number of participants would be
manageable for this study with the primary goal of reaching data saturation rather
than a specific number of interviews. Strauss and Corbin (1998) defined saturation
as “the point in category development at which no new properties, dimensions, or
relationships emerge during analysis” (p. 143). As this suggests, interviews and
data analysis continued until a saturation point was reached whereby no new
findings in terms of data categories, properties, or dimensions were being
discovered. However, it was not possible at the outset to know how many
interviews or participants would be necessary to reach said point. According to
Josselson and Lieblich (as cited in Josselson et al., 2003), “the number necessary is
inversely proportional to the intensiveness of the study” (p. 268). This means that if
the inquiry is deep in context and meaningfully long and intensive, while being
observed highly in detail and multi-layered ways that yield superlative data,
relatively few interviews are needed. Of paramount importance is to have enough
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data to represent the richness and diversity of the phenomenon, but not so much as
to be overwhelmed (Kvale, 1996). Generally, Josselson and Lieblich advise at least
five and no more than thirty interviews are required in qualitative studies.
Beyond purposeful sampling, an additional sampling strategy, theoretical
sampling, was also used in the study. Patton (2002) defined theoretical sampling as
“finding manifestations of a theoretical construct of interest so as to elaborate and
examine the construct and its variations” (p. 243). This means that as interviews,
data collection, and analysis occur, the sample may expand. From this approach,
data are collected, coded, and analyzed iteratively and as such results determined
where, what, and from whom to collect data next. This type sampling is a gradual
strategy (Flick, 2002) and an emergent process inherently part of the ground theory
methodology. The use of theoretical sampling was explored and employed as
appropriate during the study.
Plan of Inquiry
Data were derived primarily from interviews, although existing text and
other emergent data were used. Specifically, there were interview, Delphi process,
and nominal group technique activities planned as part of the inquiry process. This
combination of data gathering procedures is supported by Patton (2002) who
suggested that “interviewing strategies are not mutually exclusive” (p. 347) and
therefore can be used in combination with one another. This combination approach
was established to help identify the most pertinent aspects of organizational change
theory by means of triangulating data across the activities and through the use of
other grounded theory analysis techniques such as the coding process. Coding is
defined later in this chapter.
Semi-Structured Interviews
According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), an unstructured process is the most
relevant for grounded theory interviewing. However, semi-structured interviews are
appropriate as well, especially due to the subjective theory of each member of the
sample. Flick (2002) noted that subjective theory “refers to the fact that the
interviewee has a complex stock of knowledge about the topic under study” (p. 80).
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Following a semi-structured interview allowed this complex stock of knowledge to
become apparent while maintaining a level of focus on the topic of organizational
change theory. Further, a semi-structured interview process allowed for flexibility
to interject probing questions to further understand pertinent concerns or issues
relative to the phenomenon. Participants were presented open-ended questions
during the interview, thus allowing them the ability to express themselves in
response. Expression was noted in not only words, but also attitude sensed by
enunciation, tone, body language, and emotional senses such as frustration and
concern.
There were multiple meetings expected to be scheduled with each sample
participant. The second meeting was to occur one week after the first. The second
meeting was to use a structured layering technique (Flick, 2002, p. 82) thus
allowing the interviewee to assess the content from the first meeting. The content
from the first meeting would be documented on small index cards in the form of
concepts, categories, codes, and dimensions. This structured layering technique
fostered “communicative validation of the statements” by the interviewees (Flick,
p. 83). The meetings were planned to continue until data and findings were
saturated.
The open-ended questions asked during the interview were both descriptive
and inferential. Creswell (2003) noted that descriptive questions help illuminate
model variables and inferential questions help relate the variables (p. 112). An
example of a planned descriptive question is: How do you describe organizational
change? An example of a planned inferential question is: Does learning affect
organizational change?
The following questions, while perhaps not used specifically, were used to
guide and facilitate the interviews. Each question is a control, theory, or company
specific inquiry and is supported by a documented need in the literature or the
previously noted theoretical implications. The control questions yielded data that
affirms each participant meets the sampling criteria. Theory questions yielded data
that addresses aforementioned implications and literature concerns. Company
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specific questions yielded data that further defines the sample and organization
under study.
Control questions.
1. How do/would you describe your role within this organization?
2. How long have you been in this role?
3. Are you aware of your role on change related projects?
4. How long have you been working on change related projects?
5. How did you learn, and continue to learn, about implementing
organizational change?
Theory questions.
6. How do you describe organizational change?
a. Probing question 6: Do you think change is different in
public sector business as compared to private sector
business?
i. Probing question 6a: If so, why?
7. How do you describe change implementation?
a. Probing question 7: How do you describe this in activities of
planning, leading, and sustaining change?
b. Probing question 7: Do you think, when it comes to change
implementations, that one-size-fits-all? Please explain your
response.
c. Probing question 7: Does change get managed in phases? If
so, what would they be and what would each phase be
focused on accomplishing?
8. Is there a connection between change management and project
management?
a. Probing question 8: What are the success criteria of both
management disciplines?
b. Probing question 8: What are the points of failure associated
with both management disciplines?
9. What is the role of diagnoses and assessments relative to change?
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a. Probing question 9: How does this affect decision-making
and what type of decision-making is best suited for change?
b. Probing question 9: What types of diagnoses are used during
the change process?
10. Describe communication relative to change.
a. Probing question 10: Is there a certain timing, amount, and
media for communication?
i. Probing question 10a: If yes, please explain that in
detail.
11. Some say, “To lead change the leader must believe without question
that people are the most important asset of an organization” (Joiner,
1987, p. 21). What do you think about that statement?
a. Probing question 11: Others said that successful leaders of
change trust people, their strengths, and their contributions
(Barnes & Kriger, 1986). What are your thoughts about that
statement?
Company specific questions.
12. What sets change in motion in your organizations?
13. How do you define success in your organization?
a. Probing question 13: Do you have performance standards in
active use? If so, what are they?
b. Probing question 13: Does having performance measures in
place and actively measured impact the effect of
organizational change? If so, how?
14. What are the roles in change management?
a. Probing question 14: Are these the same roles used in project
management?
15. What are the critical attributes in leadership that most affect change?
16. What are your thoughts about individual and organizational learning
relative to change?
17. How do you currently diagnose change?
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a. Probing question 17: What are your intervention tactics to
change after diagnosis?
18. Are there currently more change activities than in the past within
your organization?
a. Probing question 18: Why do think that is?
b. Probing question 18: What do you forecast for the future?
19. How would you rate your organization’s ability to change?
a. Probing question 19: Can you please explain that further?
b. Probing question 19: Does your organization have sufficient
abilities, leadership, and management capabilities to
transform your culture and operational processes?
20. Can you describe the following for me relative to your organization?
a. Trust.
b. Conflict.
c. Rewards.
d. Morale.
e. Change resistance.
f. Leader credibility.
g. Scapegoating.
21. What is needed right now for your success in planning, leading, and
sustaining (essentially, implementing) organizational change?
The Delphi Method
Originally focused on “improving the statistical treatment of individual
opinion” (Dalkey, Rourke, Lewis, & Snyder, 1972, p. 20), the Delphi method has
evolved to incorporate iteration and controlled feedback. This method is now used
for not only forecasting trends, but also for gathering expert opinion on a variety of
topics. Guglielmino (1977) opined that the Delphi method is a tool for collecting
opinion consensus from a group of experts where exact knowledge is unavailable.
Thus, the Delphi method is appropriate in studying the inexact social science
phenomenon organizational change.
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Distinctively, the Delphi method is anonymous, controls feedback, and is a
statistical group response. Thus, using this method reduced influence from overly
dominant group member(s), reduced extraneous group dynamics, and reduced
social facilitation (Bandura, 1986) and group conformity. These distinctive features
are possible largely due to the participants not meeting together. Rather, the Delphi
method is administered by mail, fax, or email. This study used email as the media
channel to use the Delphi method. The process established for use was as follows:
1. All activities associated with the interviews must be complete.
2. Prepare and send first questionnaire via email. This questionnaire
stems from interview findings and will likely be the categories
determined from open coding analysis. There may be enough from
the interviews to have completed axial and selective coding, but at
the commencement of the study, it was unknown if this would be the
case. This first questionnaire asks each participant to engage in
individual brainstorming to generate ideas relative to the issues,
topics, or categories as noted.
3. Receive responses from each participant via email. Each participant
will have listed ideas as per the instructions in the first
questionnaire. Per the instructions, each idea will have a brief
statement, sentence, or phrase defining its meaning. No attempt will
be made to evaluate or justify the ideas, but will be consolidated to
create one single list from all the participants.
4. Create and send second questionnaire by email. This questionnaire
contains all the ideas sent in response to questionnaire one and
provides space for participants to refine any or all ideas. Further,
each participant will be asked to identify strengths and weaknesses
of each idea and are encouraged to add ideas.
5. Receive responses from each participant via email. Responses from
the second questionnaire will be returned.
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6. Create and send third questionnaire by email. This questionnaire
contains a summary of the input from questionnaire two and solicits
further clarification, strengths and weaknesses, and new ideas.
7. Receive responses from each participant via email. Responses from
the third questionnaire will be returned.
8. Continue the process until saturation. This iterative process will
continue until no new ideas are emerging and all strengths and
weaknesses have been identified.
9. The final step is to use a voting technique to determine the
importance of each idea. With this approach, each participant
identifies the top ideas and assigns the highest points to the most
promising idea and least points for the least promising ideas. The
votes are returned, tallied, and reported.
Nominal Group Technique
It was planned that once the Delphi method was complete, there would be
the need for additional evaluation of the grounded theory. A Nominal Group
Technique was planned for deployment. There are five steps associated with this
technique. Each step is outlined below.
1. Participants silently write ideas regarding an issue.
2. Each member presents one idea from their list. The ideas are
recorded for everyone to see. Once everyone has shared their first
idea, each participant shares their second. Once everyone has shared
their second ideas, they share their third and so on until all ideas are
documented.
3. Any questions, interpretations, or explanations needed for any of the
ideas are noted.
4. Each person writes down, in a few minutes, the ideas that seem
especially important. Once complete, the list of ideas are noted
regarding the number of people who considered it a priority.
5. Each participant rates each item from no importance (0) to high
importance (10). There is no limitation of the number of items a
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participant can rank at any indictor, such as high importance. Tallies
are made and recorded for cumulative rating for each item.
Data Analysis and Reporting
Appropriating grounded theory for this study meant following the
systematic protocols of grounded theory. As for the analysis of the data, grounded
theory required specific coding techniques. The multi-staged process of coding
adhered to in this study included open, axial, and selective coding.
Open coding is the process of categorizing the data. The aim of open coding
was to “discover, name, and categorize phenomena according to their properties
and dimensions” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 206). Corbin and Strauss (1990)
defined categories as “higher in level and more abstract than the concepts they
represent. They are generated through the same analytic process of making
comparisons to highlight similarities and differences that is used to produce lower
level concepts” (p. 7). Categorizing refers here to the summarization of concepts
into generic concepts. The key during the period of open coding was to be open to
all possibilities. As such, sampling was open to the people, place, and events
necessary to collect all pertinent data relative to the phenomena under study.
Mindful consideration was taken of these critical aspects of open coding.
Axial coding is the next step in the grounded theory protocol analysis and
was used to determine causal relationships between the categories identified in the
open coding process. This coding process involved relating categories to their
subcategories and defining the properties and dimensions of the category (Strauss
& Corbin, 1998). As such, categories were analyzed and further developed through
this axial coding process. In addition to properties of each category and their
dimensions being identified, so too were the conditions, actions and interactions,
and consequences of the phenomenon. Further, axial coding related each category
to their subcategories with statements that denoted how they are related and they
were then analyzed for clues that denoted how categories may interrelate.
The last step in the grounded theory data analysis is selective coding. This
coding protocol involved identifying and selecting the core categories of the
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phenomenon and validating their relationships. Strauss and Corbin (1998) defined
selective coding as “the process of integrating and refining the theory” (p. 143).
Theory was developed by formulating a network of categories and their
relationships to one another. Thus, categories were integrated resulting in grounded
theory, from which findings are reported.
To be effective, the results and findings from research studies must be
clearly reported and presented. Glaser and Strauss (1967) noted, “Grounded theory
can be presented either as a well-codified set of propositions or in a running
theoretical discussion, using conceptual categories and their properties” (p. 31).
The former is the means to report findings herein.
Significance of the Study
As noted, the aim here was to build a change implementation theory.
According to Lynham (2002), “good theory in applied disciplines is about as
realistic as it comes” (p. 222). She explained that although “we can hold and
develop grandiose and idealistic theories of how the world might be and work,” in
applied disciplines such as human resource development and organizational change
management, “theory is required to be of practical value” (p. 222). Otherwise, all
the grandiose and idealized theories are simply espoused or what Argyris and
Schon (1996) called speculative conceptions. Further, Josselson et al. (2003)
similarly noted that research findings should have theoretical and practical value.
To address this concern, findings from this study yield both outcome and process
knowledge about organizational change. Outcome knowledge is that explanative
and predictive knowledge of the phenomenon. Process knowledge is that
knowledge of understanding how something works and its meaning. Dubin (1976)
declared good theory building yields these types of knowledge.
By its virtue of applicability and utility, good theory is of value because it
fulfills a purpose. The purpose of good theory as concluded by Lynham (2002) is
that it explains “the meaning, nature, and challenges of a phenomenon, often
experienced but unexplained in the world in which we live” (p. 222). In explaining
the phenomenon, knowledge and understanding can be reached from which
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informed and effective actions can follow. This was the goal and the significance of
this study—informed and effective action stemming from well-documented change
implementation theory, which according to Jaworski et al. (1998), Beer and Nohria
(2000), and Wall (2004) is a serious void in existing organizational change
literature.
Risks and Limitations
There were many risks, limitations, and delimitations associated with this
study. Each warrants a proclamation. Specifically, public sector delimitation,
sampling concerns, researcher and gender bias, theoretical sensitivity and
subjectivity, and ethics are all noted henceforth.
The area of organizational focus was delimited to public sector, or
government, organizations in the United States. The reason for this focus is its
relative criticality. Walker (2005) noted that “the daunting challenges that face the
nation in the 21st century establish the need for the transformation of government
and demand fundamental changes” in government business (para 1). Walker added
that government agencies “need to change their cultures” and that “agencies must
fundamentally reexamine their business processes, outmoded organizational
structures, management approaches, and, in some cases, missions” (para 1) This is
a calling for significant change in a sector that historically lags in the effective use
of technology, efficient business practices, and struggles with successfully enduring
change. Further rationale for this delimitation is that Walker concluded, “agencies
do not yet have sufficient abilities, leadership, and management capabilities to
transform their cultures and operations” (p. 8). Based on the aforementioned
background, the result of this manuscript is significant, especially in public sector
business.
To further purport the rationale for the public sector delimitation, Mihm
(2006) noted public sector businesses are forecasting significant change due to
fiscal imbalances, shifts in workforce and national demographics, a changing
economy, and changing governance structures. Moreover, most studies of change
focus on the private sector (Coram & Burnes, 2001). While change has been
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determined as a ubiquitous organizational challenge (Beer & Nohria, 2000), and
therefore results hereto may be practical for both public and private sector
businesses, the aforementioned sentiments support the need to focus on
organizational change in the public sector.
Another delimitation of this study was the focus on planned second-order
change. The focus on planned change is that it is forecasted, hence efforts to plan,
lead, and sustain these type efforts can be influenced. Further, the focus on secondorder change is of great importance due to its large-scale and subsequently its large
investment on behalf of organizations in terms of time, money, and personnel
resources. Additionally, planned second-order change initiatives quite often fail and
therefore these organizational investments do not pay off (DeMeuse et al., 1994;
McKinley et al., 2000).
From the study delimitation, a sample must be derived. Sampling is always
a potential risk in research. As such this study may be limited due to the criterion
and theoretical sampling process in use. This limitation risks generalizability of
findings. Generalizability is also a concern due to the delimitation of the study to
the public sector. However, with the ubiquitous nature of organizational change,
findings may be of value beyond the public sector. Nonetheless, the possibility of
this risk is noted as a warning.
Further, there are potential risks associated with bias. Qualitative research
requires interaction between the researcher and sample participants and therefore
the potential of researcher bias exists. Lincoln and Guba (1986) suggested that
qualitative researcher bias can occur as early in the research process as generating
questions and during the research process at the time of interviews, data collection,
analysis, and interpretation. Further, the recommendations from Bogdan and Biklen
(1992), which suggested researchers must suspend personal beliefs and
predispositions of the phenomenon under investigation, were employed throughout
the study in attempt to mitigate this concern.
To mitigate researcher bias, findings were determined by triangulating data.
To accurately achieve triangulation of the data, multiple data sources were used in
the confirmation of data. This process was followed attentively and documented
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accordingly to verify the findings’ repeatability. To help mitigate this risk even
further, the semi-structured interview questions were derived from existing
literature and theoretical implications. Moreover, all research questions were
evaluated and approved by a second reader prior to use. The use of a reader also
helped mitigate the risk of researcher bias.
Another bias is gender bias. While the sampling method identified both
male and female participants, the male-female participant ratio was not known to
be consistent with the overall population of the organization at the commencement
of the study. A deviation in the ratio can cause potential risk to the study findings.
Because of the criterion and theoretical sampling process, a determination of the
magnitude of this risk was not made at the commencement of the study. However,
specifics are noted in the next chapter as to whether or not gender bias poses a risk
to the findings.
A specific risk relative to grounded theory is theoretical sensitivity.
Theoretical sensitivity is the personal quality and relates to the subtlety of data.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) claimed researchers must be “sufficiently theoretically
sensitive” (p. 46) in order to conceptualize and formulate the theory as it emerges
from the data rather than through preconceived bias and opinion. Similarly,
Creswell (2003) warned to be sensitive to “personal biography and how it shapes
the study” (p. 182). Both are similar to subjectivity risk. As noted, through the use
of a second reader, this risk relative to determining appropriate questions and
during data analysis and findings documentation was planned and sufficiently
mitigated. Josselson et al. (2003) supported the use of a second reader in
qualitative studies noting the reader can mitigate the risk of faulty data
interpretation and analysis. Further, the use of a second reader should strengthen
the trustworthiness of the research process and the findings.
Ethics are always an issue in research. De Vaus (2001) identified the main
ethical issues in research to be confidentiality, privacy, avoidance of harm to the
participants, and informed consent. To lessen the ethical concerns of another
individual having access to the data, participants were informed of the intention to
use a second reader and were asked for their permission to grant the second reader
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access to the interview transcripts. As an additional mechanism to increase the rigor
and trustworthiness of the research, participants were invited to check the accuracy
of the transcripts and to provide feedback on the interpretive coding through the use
of a structured layering interview technique. This technique was employed to help
mitigate ethical concerns and increase data validity. Further, to guard against
marginalization or disempowerment of any participant, this study investigated the
use of the Institutional Review Board to review all material including questions for
interviews and overall process prior to implementing the research. The Institutional
Review Board was planned for use if desired by any one participant in the study.
A final risk noted at the commencement of the study was the potential of
research error. Kirk and Miller (1986) noted that three errors can occur with
qualitative research. Type 1 error occurs when a researcher sees relations that do
not exist. Type 2 error occurs when a researcher rejects a relation that does exist.
Type 3 error occurs when the wrong questions are asked. When apparent, these
errors cause validity issues to the research and its findings. While these errors are
of legitimate concern, the combination of interviews, which include a structured
layering technique, Delphi method process, and Nominal Group Technique
activity, were planned in part to mitigate these error concerns. Further, the use of a
second reader was also planned to mitigate these potential errors.
All limitations and risks are clearly documented and detailed in the findings
and conclusion of this research study. At the commencement of the study, those
identified here, were recognized, understood, and mitigated to the best degree
possible. Of paramount concern was the protection of the sample participants.
Appropriate actions were taken to protect the privacy of each participant
throughout the research study.
Timing and Budget
The duration of this project was estimated to take 4 to 6 months. The
criterion sampling determination was estimated to take approximately 3 weeks.
This included not only identifying the initial sample, but also gaining their
acceptance to participate in the study. The interview duration was unknown since
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the number of interviewees was unknown. However, for estimating purposes, the
semi-structured interviews were estimated to take approximately 4 to 8 weeks,
which included the completion of the structured layering activities, conducting any
additional interviews due to theoretical sampling, and preparing for the Delphi
method procedures. The Delphi method procedures were estimated to take
approximately 2 to 4 weeks. The nominal group technique was estimated to only
take a day in duration, but the upfront planning for that event was estimated to take
an additional week or two. Documenting the final results and writing the discussion
and conclusion to the study was estimated to take another 4 to 6 weeks. Thus, the
timing of the study was planned to take approximately 4 to 6 months in duration.
The only budgetary cost associated with this study was sample participants’
and researcher time. There was no expected cost for facilities or materials to
conduct the study, nor were there costs associated with the use of the second reader.
Therefore, there was no grant or budget allocated for this study.
Measuring Success in Grounded Theory: Reliability and Validity
The success of grounded theory is determined by the criterion of fit,
understanding, generality, and control (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Fit is relative to
the comprehension within the field or phenomenon of study. Understanding is
clearly articulating the findings in a usable way that addresses the original intent
and need in the field of study. Generality is the theories applicability in multiple
contexts. The notion of control is in regard to action toward the phenomenon. From
sample and question determination, to data gathering and analysis, and in
documenting the research findings, these four success criterion were attentively
adhered to.
Another major success determinant in qualitative research is reliability.
Miles and Huberman (1994) opined, “qualitative research can be evocative,
illuminating, masterful—and wrong” (p. 264). The strength of qualitative research
is found in its reliability and validity. Glaser and Strauss (1967) noted, “replications
are the best means for validating facts” (p. 23). Thus, ensuring reliability in
grounded theory studies is its replicability. To address this concern and replicate
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the study, a detailed account of research processes including data collection and
analysis are provided in the next chapter. To be sure, making explicit the research
procedures and methodology that had been followed for data collection will be
clearly documented and help in enhancing reliability.
Conclusion
This chapter detailed the research method. Specifically, grounded theory
research protocols were used throughout the duration of the study. Originally
developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), the research method and strategy
commonly known as grounded theory refers to “theory that was derived from data,
systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process” (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998, p. 12). It has been argued (Hunt, 1991; Hunt & Ropo, 1995; Parry,
1998) that grounded theory is a valid method to use in researching social processes,
and that “grounded theory offers a systematic method by which to study the
richness and diversity of human experience and to generate relevant, plausible
theory which can be used to understand the contextual reality of social behavior”
(Hutchinson, 1988, pp. 126-127). Therefore, this methodology is particularly
appropriate for use in examining organizational change, as it is multidimensional
and capable of leveraging the experience of each research participant and can take
into account the social relations of the phenomenon organizational change.
This chapter detailed not only the grounded theory approach, but also the
research problem, purpose, strategy, the sample population, plan of inquiry, data
analysis and reporting, significance, risk and limitations, timing and budget, and
reliability and validity relative to the study. Chapter 4 offers the findings from
executing this study.
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Chapter 4 – Results
Organizational change literature is void of a generalized and utilitarian
change implementation theory (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Jaworski et al., 1998; Wall,
2004; D. C. Wilson, 1992). The grand aim of this study and manuscript was to
address this void and provide an understanding of how to effectively plan, lead, and
sustain change. The research approach to accomplish this aim took a constructivist
knowledge claim position in that theory generation was the goal. The strategy of
inquiry to reach said goal followed a qualitative research method using grounded
theory protocols. From this method, theory generation was inductive and thus data
driven, derived predominately from expert interviews. In addition to the interviews,
existing literature and emerging approaches were employed along side constant
comparative analysis throughout the study.
The change implementation theory as well as detailed findings from the
study are outlined in this chapter and are presented in a fashion that leads the reader
through the research process. It is the intent in presenting findings in this manner
that the reader be able to follow the grounded theory process employed throughout
the study. As such, the reader should be able to discern the successful application
of grounded theory in this study by determination of fit, understanding, generality,
and control (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Moreover, this process best enables the
reader to understand the conclusions rendered from the study. Appropriately, the
discussion here starts with initiating the study. After describing how the study was
initiated, a detailed account of how the research was carried out is offered. Lastly, a
description of the research findings, described as propositions, are presented.
Initiating the Study
The overall goal, method, and approach of the study evolved and solidified
during the course of three conversations with two senior level managers at a large
government state agency in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States.
These meetings were not individual meetings, but rather with both managers
together. The two managers were identified through online public records as the
individuals responsible for managing the support, leadership, and other resources
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applied to the agency’s strategic project initiatives. One of the managers is
responsible for developing and assigning managers to plan and manage change
projects. The other manager is responsible for supporting these managers, their
teams, and others throughout the business in the form of making accessible
facilitation tools and templates as well as consultative services and training relative
to project and change management. The agency in which both these managers work
is a 10,000 employee health and human services organization operating with a
$9.56 billion federally and state funded budget—the largest in this state. The initial
and primary focus of the study was within this human services agency and
specifically on planned second-order change projects. The sample included the
managers currently leading these projects and others as determined by theoretical
sampling.
During the study there were 11 managers leading and supporting 14 existing
organizational change endeavors within the health and human services organization
under study. There were six additional professionals that made up the consultative
services and support team mentioned above. While some of the 14 endeavors were
planned for accomplishment within a single year and had budgets of less than $1
million, most of the endeavors were multi-year initiatives and several with budgets
over $5 million. The largest initiative currently underway was an 8-year initiative
budgeted for nearly $80 million. All of these projects were considered strategic
initiatives of the organization in that they were planned to cause change in the
fundamental work conducted in the organization. Further, each of these initiatives
included the use of new technology and required work process changes. Thus, each
change project was planned to have a significant impact on the workforce of the
agency.
The researcher called both managers to introduce himself and request a
meeting to specifically discuss organizational change in the state agency and to
generally discuss the challenges of government business. The managers agreed to
the meeting. After the first meeting with the two senior managers, henceforth
referred to as the research study’s sponsors, three areas of need were identified
including: (a) an integrated framework for planning, leading, and sustaining
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organizational change; (b) an organizational change process guide to serve as a
guiding roadmap during planned change initiatives; and (c) an organizational
learning curriculum for developing greater levels of awareness regarding the
complexity of organizational change and developing how-to capacity among the
managers of the agency to better plan, lead, and sustain change. These three items
were determined after asking the sponsors: What is the most challenging aspect of
government business right now? The concluding response was, as one of the
sponsors claimed, “effectively leading organizational change. We are working on
more change-type projects now than ever.” Further, “while we are not wholly ready
to address the change needs of the agency, the awareness regarding the need for
change is increasing and therefore, so too is the demand to have tools and
templates” to facilitate change, and “demand to develop personnel” with
knowledge, skills, and abilities to plan, lead, and sustain change.
A subsequent question posed by the researcher was: Why is it so difficult to
plan, lead, and sustain effective organizational change within the organization? The
concluding response was the “general lack of process standards” that incorporates
project management, change management, business process reengineering, and
business process improvement protocols throughout the aspects of planning,
leading, and sustaining organizational change. Further, “there does not appear to be
any past experience or guidelines to draw from relative to change activities when
working with state stakeholders,” noted the other sponsor. These responses are
consistent with the problem statement outlined in chapter 3 and the literature in
chapter 2 suggesting a generalized lack of practical change implementation theory,
hence supporting the purpose to build such a theory.
There was even more evidence discussed to support the purpose of building
a change implementation theory. During this first meeting, the sponsors and
researcher reviewed recently documented reports from the agency’s executive
committee members that stated: “Effective change management is a critical need
for the success of our projects;” “the organization really needs to spend quality time
focusing on change management;” “we need more details on change management
plans;” and “we need to understand the ‘how-to’ of change management
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execution.” In reviewing and discussing these comments, the sponsors further
noted several limitations and challenges of their existing modes and means of
planning, leading, and sustaining change within the agency.
The conversations during this first meeting, confirmed many of the
challenges noted in the literature, especially the “daunting challenges” (Walker,
2005, para 1) facing government agencies in these early years of this century. The
sponsors cited needs for new business processes, better use of technology, and
more efficient ways to monitor performance—that is “actual performance against
best practice targets so as to allow better decisions to initiate planned change and
better decision during change projects.” Relative to planned change, the sponsors
concurred with Walker’s generalization that there is still not enough awareness
about change nor are there existing abilities and capabilities to efficiently and
effectively plan, lead, and sustain change in the organization. Hence the need for an
integrated framework [change implementation theory], change process guide, and
organizational learning curriculum. At the conclusion of the third meeting, the
sponsors agreed to support further inquiry into the challenges of organizational
change in the agency in an effort to build a practical change implementation theory
for the agency.
To corroborate the sponsors’ needs for the aforementioned three items and
determine how best to build those items, a research strategy was drafted for use.
The strategy, agreed upon during the third meeting, is the method outlined in
chapter 3. So as not to replicate that work here, the following details the actual
execution of the method.
Executing the Research Method
The sponsors identified their need for an “integrated framework,” which for
purposes here is synonymous with change implementation theory. Since research
suggests no such theory practically exists (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Jaworski et al.,
1998; Wall, 2004), there is the need to build the theory. This need to build theory
coupled with the phenomenological attribute of organizational change being a
relative social process (Carney, 1999; von Bertalanffy, 1968), suggested grounded
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theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) as an appropriate research method. As such,
grounded theory was the research method employed for use in this study.
The grounded theory design focused on and leveraged data from expert
experiences, perspectives, ideas, and thoughts that ultimately yielded theory
relative to the phenomenon organizational change. Data were collected
predominately through multiple semi-structured interviews, email based Delphi
methods, and Nominal Group Technique activities. These means of research
collection employed qualitative analysis of qualitative data. The analysis of the data
was undertaken concurrently with the gathering of the data. Specifically,
overlapping processes of data collection, coding, memoing, sorting, and writing
were conducted to yield categories for theory building of the phenomenon under
study. Figure 2 highlights the process followed in this study. Constant comparison
of categories with new data allowed for new categories and theoretical relationships
between the categories to be determined.

Figure 2. The concurrent nature of grounded theory.

In addition to the constant comparison of the data, there too was constant
status reporting to the sponsors. These status reports, which were conducted at least
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weekly and in some cases more often, were provided by email and in person and
focused primarily on data categories emerging from the grounded theory process,
the theoretical process view of the integrated framework, the detailed how-to
description of the theory, and tools for relative use of the theory. The paramount
concern with each status report was that of utilitarian use of the framework via
tools and templates. This was the focal point in part due to the needs of the
sponsors and their agency, but also to address theoretical and practical needs of the
study (Josselson et al., 2003). To address this concern of practicality, findings from
this study were analyzed to yield both outcome and process knowledge about
organizational change. Outcome knowledge is that explanative and predictive
knowledge of the phenomenon. Process knowledge is that knowledge of
understanding how something works and its meaning. Dubin (1976) declared good
theory building yields these types of knowledge and importantly that these types of
knowledge help build practical utility for the theory.
The Sample
Data were collected from 27 experts employed in government agencies.
These agency professionals were determined to be experts by criterion and
theoretical sampling. The selection of initial sample participants, the criterion
sample, was based on the recommendation from the study sponsors. Both sponsors
are long-standing employees within the agency and were appropriately able to
determine the extent to which people would be forthcoming with data relative to
the study and which participants were likely to have expert opinions to lend to the
study. Further, each sponsor is well versed in the topic of organizational change
and each is responsible for a unit of managers who in turn are responsible for
leading or supporting organizational change endeavors.
The initial list of sample participants was mostly the subordinates to both
sponsors. While this list served as a starting point, additional criteria were used for
the participation of each member beyond the simple recommendation from each
sponsor. It was concluded that the initial sample would be the experts originally
identified by the sponsors, plus having the following criteria: (a) recognize
themselves as a change leader, (b) understand their role as a change leader, (c) be
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familiar with project management and change management practices, (d) have led
at least one major organizational change endeavor from start to completion and be
currently involved with leading or supporting one right now, and (e) be willing to
participate openly and honestly about building a new integrated change framework
—change implementation theory. In short, the primary criteria of the sample were
that each participant must be an expert practitioner of organizational change and be
willing to participate in the study. Thus, sample members were considered
“participants-in-action” (Hassard, 1991, p. 277) and as having knowledge and
practical experience with the phenomenon organizational change.
The criterion sampling initiated the study with 14 interviewees, all
employed within a single government agency. This initial sample did not represent
a cross-section of the organization, but rather was identified as expert personnel
within the organization relative to organizational change initiatives, thus
appropriate informants relative to the study. Starting with this sample, emergent
data suggested the need to reach beyond the criterion list of interviewees. To
accommodate this need, theoretical sampling was employed.
Theoretical sampling was employed in this study by following the
recommendations from interviewees. Any time a person was mentioned during an
interview as someone having contributed to and experience in organizational
change but not on the list of interviewees, that name was added to a theoretical
sample list. This list was shared with the sponsors after each interview session.
Once agreed to by the sponsors, that person would be contact, participation criteria
verified, and scheduled for an interview.
Through theoretical sampling, an additional 13 interviewees were
identified. These additional 13 were employed in either the existing agency under
study or one of three different government agencies. Everyone identified to be part
of the study was invited to participate and everyone invited to participate, inclusive
of the criterion and theoretical sampling process, did so. Thus, a total of 27 people
were interviewed from four government agencies. All agencies were located
geographically in the same state.
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These experts in the sample, while all classified in the four agencies as
managers, represented a range of levels in seniority and expertise within each
organization. When asked during the interviews to describe their role, the majority
of respondents said, “manager.” Others described their classification as “manager,”
but role as “business analyst,” “coordinator,” “administrator,” and “support
personnel.” All interviewees noted their work effort, activity, and focus to be
predominantly on enabling the success of organizational change endeavors. It is
noteworthy to mention, however, one interviewee described his role as
“Ambiguous. There are currently no resources ‘officially’ assigned to change
management on our project.” Relative to his project, change management is
assumed within the duties and activities of the project members and therefore
specific change management roles are not distinguished. Interestingly, everyone in
the sample, including the gentleman with the “ambiguous” role, noted an awareness
of their role as change agent in the projects they are engaged.
Of the 27 experts interviewed, the tenure of their current role within their
current agency ranged from just a couple months to nearly 20 years with nearly half
being in their current role and organization for over 4 years. The amount of time
these experts have spent focused on change related projects ranged from just a
couple months to over 30 years with over half having more than 10 years of change
related project experience.
Of the 27 person sample, one member did not meet the sampling criteria.
Thus, the total sample was reduced to 26. There were 11 women and 15 men in the
final sample. This ratio is in contrast to the general population of the organization,
which is approximately 56% women. The one participant, who was among the
initial criterion sample, that did not meet the criteria, had her comments removed
from data analysis.
Data Collection
Data collection from the interviews occurred over the period of 6 weeks.
Prior to the collection of any data, a research study kick-off meeting was held. In
addition to the researcher and sponsors, the meeting included the 14 people
representing the criterion sample. During this meeting, the sponsors reviewed
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aspects of chapters 2 and 3. Specifically, the sponsors reviewed an abbreviated
problem statement relative to the agency’s need for a change implementation
theory and stated the aim of this work effort is to “detail the best way to plan, lead,
and sustain change for government business initiatives.” The sponsors also noted
the expertise of each member in the room and clarified their desire to have each one
of them lend that expertise to this initiative and participate in building a change
implementation theory, or the “integrated framework” as they referred to it, to
address this aim. The participation of each member in this study was mentioned as
voluntary and is an addition to their existing workload. The criterion sample
members attending the meeting were asked to contact one of the sponsors or the
researcher to be removed from the study. There were no comments or questions
from the sample regarding their participation nor did anyone withdraw from the
study during the time of the meeting. Having outlined the problem and invited each
member’s participation, the sponsors asked the researcher to review the research
process.
A description of the integrated framework was outlined to be founded by
three means of data derived from (a) expert interviews, (b) current standards and
practices in place within the agency, and (c) best practices as defined in scholarly
and popular press literature.

Figure 3. Data sources used to create change implementation theory.
Further, a brief review of literature to date that supported the need for this
body of work as espoused by the sponsors’ aim of the project was provided. Then a
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detailed plan of inquiry as outlined in chapter 3 was provided and focused on the
amount of time and the activities needed from each member of the sample. It was
reiterated at this point that participation was voluntary.
While the original intent was to conduct individual interviews, small group
interviews were planned and used instead. The determination to use small groups
rather than one-on-one sessions was recommended by the sponsors. Due to the
potential risk of social facilitation (Bandura, 1986), Groupthink (Janis, 1972) and
Abilene paradox (Harvey, 1988), this small group format was protested. It was
determined that polling of the initial criterion sample for their thoughts and
opinions would be prudent prior to any final interviewing decision. All but one of
the sample indicated they could and would remain open, honest, and objective
whether in an individual interview or small group interview. All but the one also
favored the small group sessions to the one-on-one sessions. The conclusion from
the sample was that by conducting small group interviews, the data would become
richer through dialogic communication (Osborne & Brown, 2005) and therefore
more valuable in building the integrated framework.
Since small groups are a valid means for data collection in qualitative
studies, they were acquiesced rather than conducting one-on-one sessions.
Following recommendations from Kerlinger and Lee (2000), who support the use
of small group or focus group interviews for behavioral sciences, the group
interviews were “large enough to generate diverse viewpoints, but small enough to
be manageable” (p. 700). The group sessions had anywhere from 2 to 12 sample
members. The variation in group size was due to sample member work schedule
availability. As for the one member that was concerned about the group sessions,
he was invited to participate in a one-on-one interview. He declined to do so, but
did participate in a group session and via email throughout the study.
Prior to any interview, the questions for use in the semi-structured small
group sessions were developed. These questions, outlined in chapters 1 and 3, were
developed prior to the kick-off meeting based on literature review findings and predetermined potential theoretical implications of the study. The questions were used
to guide and facilitate the interviews. Each question was a control, theory, or
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company specific inquiry and as such either confirmed the criteria necessary for
participation in the study, provided specific data for theory development, or
provided data regarding how the theory may be incorporated into a process guide
for practical use within government agencies. The questions were reviewed and
modified by a second reader employed for the study and subsequently approved by
the sponsors prior to use.
With interview questions approved and the kick-off meeting completed,
eight interviewing sessions were scheduled and conducted. Each session was
scheduled one at a time. The process of each session was planned and completed as
follows. The first session was scheduled and facilitated. This first session included
one senior level participant from the criterion sample, both sponsors, and the
second reader. This session served largely as a pilot for the process, line of
questioning, timing, and testing of the overall group dynamic. Second, after the
session the data were codified and notes distributed via email to each of the
interview participants. Integrating Delphi methods and a structured layering
technique (Flick, 2002), participants were encouraged to review the notes and
provide anonymous, or otherwise, feedback regarding the notes to validate the
statements by the interviewees. Feedback received was incorporated into the notes
and subsequent interviews. Third, with agreement from the four participants in the
first session that the process of inquiry would function well for subsequent
interviews, the second session was scheduled. Each subsequent session was
scheduled approximately 3 to 5 days after the prior session. Each subsequent
session invited all interviewees from the prior session and new interviewees from
the criterion sample, and theoretical sample as it emerged. Each semi-structured
interview session, distribution of notes, and use of structured layering followed the
same pattern as the pilot session. To be sure, as notes were distributed, they were
provided collectively to all previous interview attendees for review and comment.
Due to scheduling conflicts and attempts to keep the group manageable yet large
enough to foster diverse viewpoints, not all of the sample attended the subsequent
sessions. However, all of the sample participated by email in between sessions. As
each session’s notes were codified and distributed, all of the sample noted
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agreement or offered new data or categories of data for consideration. This
interviewing and reporting pattern continued until all criterion and theoretical
sampling was exhausted and data reached saturation.
In all, there were four group sessions and two one-on-one sessions. The two
one-on-one sessions occurred due to scheduling constraints on behalf of the sample
members. The contributions from the two members in the one-on-one sessions,
were treated the same as the small groups. Each of these interview sessions lasted
approximately 2 hours and followed the same semi-structured format and data
analysis process. This process allowed for the semi-structured small group
interviews as desired by the sample and sponsors as well as Delphi methods, which
allowed for anonymity and controlled feedback, thus reducing any potential
influence from overly dominant group member(s) during the interview sessions,
reducing the possibility of data manipulation due to extraneous group dynamics,
and reducing social facilitation (Bandura, 1986) and group conformity limitations
such as groupthink (Janis, 1972) and Abilene paradox (Harvey, 1988). Further, this
Delphi method allowed for the sample to participate in the determination and
finalization of the categories resulting from axial and selective coding, which were
part of the notes distribution to the sample for review and comment. Thus, it took
six interview sessions, including the four small group interview sessions and two
one-on-one interview sessions, to reach data saturation among the final 26 member
sample.
Once saturation was reached, two additional meetings were held. These
meetings allowed the sample to review their draft change implementation theory.
During these two meetings, a modified Nominal Group Technique was used to
facilitate each session relative to the needs of finalizing the selective coding process
of grounded theory. First, an email notification that included the theory was
emailed to the sample prior to the first meeting and asked members to document
ideas or comments about the theory. This is the first step in Nominal Group
Technique, however it was modified to be completed outside of a group setting
rather than what is typical of the technique, which is documenting the ideas in
silence among one another in the same room. This was done to expedite the process
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and reduce the amount of time spent in the interview session. Second, during the
interview session, there was a review of the work conducted to date and each
member was asked to discuss their ideas or comments about the process and
findings thus far. Each sample member took turns expressing their ideas or
concerns until none remained. Having documented the ideas and concerns,
questions, interpretations, or explanations of the ideas and concerns were discussed.
This process was done one category of issues or concerns at a time. Third, the last
two steps in Nominal Group Technique were combined to allow each member of
the sample to note what is especially important and prioritize categories. Through
the prioritization discussion, some categories were rolled-up into even higher-level
categories. As another modification to the standard Nominal Group Technique, no
numeric scoring was conducted in rolling up or eliminating categories, but rather
the participants used a binary determination of categories, ideas, and findings; in
other words, if there was consensus the category was important it was added, if not,
it was omitted.
Not all of the 26-member sample were able to attend both Nominal Group
Technique sessions. Just fewer than 50% of those involved in the first six sessions
participated in the last two, Nominal Group Technique, sessions. Email was used to
offer results from each session and facilitate feedback regarding the theory
generation among all members of the sample. Email served as the medium for all
members to offer concurrence of the final change implementation theory. Due to
the richness of the dialogue and use of email technology, the participation rating
should not be of concern (Josselson et al., 2003).
Data Analysis and Findings
Adhering to the grounded theory protocols as recommended by Strauss and
Corbin (1998), data from the interview sessions were analyzed by means of coding.
Three levels of coding were applied during data analysis including (a) open, (b)
axial, and (c) selective. Open coding is the analytical process of breaking down or
rolling up data into initial categories. Axial coding is the analytical process of
taking the categories resultant from open coding and refining them through
relational interdependencies. It is the identification of these relationships that forms
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the basis of theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). If similar, the categories were merged
or linked and thus resulted in a new category. This process reduced the overall
number of categories. If the similar categories were better identified by variant
conceptual code, such code became the category and too reduced the overall
number of categories. Selective coding further examines the causal relationships
among categories and analytically determines data saturation. Data saturation
simply means that no new data or categories are being derived from the sample or
analysis process. From this grounded approach, proposed theories were derived as
reflective of the expert opinions of each sample participant and as represented in
the results from selective coding.
Due to the complexity of organizational change and the discussions that
took place during data gathering of this study, not all categories captured need
elaboration. With the range of observational interaction and documentation and,
after significant analysis of the data, categories, and relationships, some findings
were simply deemed not applicable to this study and if incorporated here would
serve to only congest the findings relative to the aim of deriving a change
implementation theory. As such, only pertinent findings to the change
implementation theory are detailed hereto. This approach is supported by Parry
(1999), as he noted it is not necessary to detail all the categories that emerged from
the study, but rather just those that are pertinent to the subject of the research
project.
Figure 4 offers a high-level process depiction of the change implementation
theory as derived from the data findings. Specifically, categorical findings suggest
organizational change implementation theory to be a multi-phased process of preinitiate, initiate, plan, execute, control, and operations and maintenance. To be sure,
while depicted linearly in Figure 4, the actual application of organizational change
implementation theory is iterative. The iterative nature of this theory is detailed in
the propositions hereto.
Pre-initiate Æ Initiate Æ Plan Æ Execute Æ Control Æ Close Æ O&M
Figure 4. High-level categorized findings of change implementation theory.
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Distinct from the change implementation theory, Figure 5 offers a graphical
depiction of the influencing factors of organizational change as determined from
the study findings. Figure 5 highlights organizational arrangements, people,
performance, organizational culture and work unit climate, external environment,
and diagnoses as the primary high-level categories affecting organizational change.
Fagerhaugh (1986) noted that most core categories derived by grounded theory
protocols are social processes. A social process is that which involves change,
occurs over time, involves individuals, and human relations to one another. The
core categories from this study, relative to the influencing factors of change, are
indeed social processes that affected change implementation theory. The variables
noted in Figure 5 will be further detailed in the propositions section.
Propositions of Organizational Change
Figure 4 and Figure 5 graphically depict the summarized results from the
study and therefore lack detail. The details summarized into the illustrations stem
from the questions posed during the interviewing sessions and the subsequent
dialogue among the sample members. The foundation of all these questions was the
question: Why is it so difficult to lead successful organizational change initiatives?
Literature abounds regarding the need for organizational change, however, the
answer to why is elusive (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Jaworski et al., 1998; Wall, 2004).
So too is the understanding of how to change, what is commonly referred to as
change implementation theory (Bennis, 1966). The investigation into these
questions, why and how, fostered significant dialogue among the expert sample in
this study and resulted in the illustrations in Figure 5 and Figure 4, respectively.

Figure 5. Influencing factors associated with organizational change.
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Figure 5 represents the interdependencies of the categorical findings wherein a
change in one category or subcategory has implications on all other categories and
subcategories thereby understanding the impact of change and making efforts to
plan, lead, and sustain change is complex and difficult. Figure 4 represents the
highest level of categories needed to plan, lead, and sustain change. The detail
associated with this change process is illustrated in Figure 6. As can be observed
from first glance at this illustration, the process flow appears to be a mechanistic
and difficult one. Though some may argue that managing change is least receptive
to a mechanical approach (Waters, 2003), it is illustrated herein that organizational
climate and culture influence the receptiveness of mechanistic change. Succinctly,
the illustration of Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 graphically depict the challenge
of why organizational change is difficult as well as the difficulties in how best to
plan, lead, and sustain change. The following offers the details and propositions
associated with each of these figures and the dichotomy of thought experienced in
building each.
Change Implementation Theory: A Dichotomy of Thought
The questions used for inquiry during this study created an information rich
dialogue as well as a dichotomy of thought. It was quickly noted during the
interviews that the sample members were engaged in discussions between what
currently is and what should be. While focusing on what is needed for change
implementation theory, there were caveat discussions of what is currently in place
today, or in some cases, not in place today. As per the directions from the sponsors
during the kick-off meeting, the aim of the research was to detail the best way to
plan, lead, and sustain change. In detailing the best way, a discrepancy between the
best way and the current way most change projects are planned, led, and sustained
within the agencies became obvious.

Figure 6. The process flow detail to plan, lead, and sustain change.
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As probing questions were used during each interview session, it became
known that undergirding this dichotomy was the organization’s climate. Often used
interchangeably with culture (Burton & Obel, 1998), climate is an “enduring
quality of the internal environment of an organization” (Taguiri & Litwin, 1968, p.
27) that is comprised of individual experiences and behaviors, and described in
terms of characteristic values and attitudes. Burton and Obel noted that climate
differs from culture in that culture is “the way things are done” (p. 113) whereas
“climate is part of the culture that is more directly related to the general behavior of
the individuals in the organization” (p. 117). The determination that climate
undergirds the dichotomy was based on interview discussions pertaining to the
dimensions of climate.
Zammuto and Krakower (1991) measured climate by dimensions of trust,
conflict, rewards, morale, change resistance, leader credibility, and scapegoating.
Mapping these dimensions into a competing values framework (Burton & Obel,
1998) allows for organizational climate typologies of group, developmental,
rational goal, or internal process to be determined and from which implications
with organizational change can emerge. Due to the dichotomy of thought observed
during the interview sessions, the seven dimensions of climate were discussed in
detail during the sessions and via email exchanges among the sample between
sessions. The sample members concluded the following about the current climate.
Trust is “limited” and in some cases “very low” and in most other cases “low.”
Conflict is “high,” however many simply “avoid it all together.” Rewards are
“low,” “minimal,” and “in some cases non-existent.” Morale “varies, but is
generally low.” Change resistance is “medium to high.” Leader credibility is
“mixed” but “medium at best.” Scapegoating is “low.” Evaluated relative to the
competing values framework (Burton & Obel), the result from the climate
dimensions discussion suggests the four state agencies under study have internal
processing climates.
Internal processing climates work optimally within a specific and rather
rigid structure. A trait associated within organizations that have an internal
processing climate is a lack of sharing among individuals. As such, having a more
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structured, or even bureaucratic, organization can help address this lack of sharing
through functional configurations and formalized mechanisms. Both the
configurations and mechanisms help coordinate and control work activity and build
formalized relationships that foster necessary sharing needed for organizational
effectiveness. Moreover, as can likely be assumed within bureaucracies,
organizations with an internal processing climate are highly formalized to maintain
order and control. This level of understanding about the organizations under study,
especially the understanding of the level of control, makes second-order change
difficult and lends support for this study’s first proposition.
Proposition 1: Highly controlled organizational bureaucracies endure
planned second-order change most successfully when breaking
down the overall change into small step by small step incremental
change.
This proposition suggests that any change, especially planned second-order
change, should be broken down into the smallest change possible—“small releases”
as mentioned by one sample member. This is especially true within organizations
that operate with internal processing climates. Therefore, relative to the sample’s
change project portfolio, change agents should plan, lead, and sustain change
iteratively so as to control small and discrete changes that over time will deliver the
larger second-order change that is desired. This incremental approach may keep
change seemingly constant within the organization, but all the while trying to value
the current state of the organization in balance with the organizational climate and
associated readiness to adopt change—or as categorized by dimensions of climate,
change resistance.
Relative to this sample’s organizational climate, and in concert with the
view of J. Wilson (1989), public sector organizations are usually large bureaucratic
organizations that perform only core tasks with a strong sense of stability and resist
change. This bureaucracy limits the public administration’s ability to efficiently
facilitate change and resolve problems. As such, incremental process improvement
through change projects that are small and discrete have the greatest likelihood of
success in organizations operating with internal process climates. This incremental
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approach is supported by Osborne and Brown (2005) who noted that, “change in
public services is argued to operate by moving incrementally through small-scale
alterations . . . rather than developing completely new models” (p. 93) that seek to
radically transform the operations of the organization. Thus, it is proposed that
organizations operating with internal process climates that realize successful
implementation change initiatives, do so by creating small releases of change,
which thereby creates a sense of organizational evolutionary progress rather than a
revolutionary disruption.
Clearly, understanding organizational climate has implications with the
study of organizational change. Not only does this understanding help discern the
dichotomy of thought among the sample, but also to understand the need for
documenting the final results from the study. As noted, the aim was to provide a
practical change implementation theory. For it to be practical, it must compliment
the existing culture and climate of the organization. As such, the findings from the
study must be well structured and well documented for practical use within the
internal processing climates of the four state agencies under study. This lends
support for the second proposition.
Proposition 2: Organizations operating with internal processing climates
will most successfully plan, lead, and sustain change via an
overarching integrated organizational change framework with
detailed mechanistic protocols.
As noted, the internal processing climate is optimized with rigid process
standards and protocols. Further, the literature review in chapter 2 outlined
thoughts from T. Burns and Stalker (1961) that suggested organizational work
varies between mechanistic and organic work. Mechanistic work is that which is
stable. Organic work, conversely, is that which is in constant flux. Relative to
protocols used for planning, leading, and sustaining change, mechanistic work can
be argued to be that which is patterned through standard processes to bring about
change. With standardization, control through management practices can be
employed mechanistically. This control is consistent with the needs of internal
processing climates. The problem with these sentiments and the challenge with this
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second proposition is that change is not mechanistic and therefore deriving a
mechanistic change process model may not be realistic. However, a model that
incorporates known variables, situations, and assumptions about the change may
offer greater probabilities for success than what the state agencies are currently
realizing from their change efforts. Further, this standard, integrated, and
mechanistic change process will be needed based on the current organizational
abilities to change and the amount of forecasted change denoted by sample
members. The need for an integrated process for organizational change will be
further discussed later in this chapter. For now, the discussion will continue relative
to state agency’s current abilities to change and the forecast for future change
demands.
In concluding remarks from the dialogue on dimensions of climate, the
sample suggested that, “current abilities to change the organization are low.”
“Thirty percent tops is our success rate with change projects” according to one
member of the sample. Another member of the sample described the organization’s
ability to change “like a tugboat, when what we really need is a cruise ship.” The
rationale offered in support of their position was that “we just don’t seem to have
the tools to properly facilitate change.” Part of the organization’s problem is that
“the organization is not structured nor does it recognize change and change
management as critical components of achieving [current and future] objectives.”
There are discrepancies here between the espoused thoughts of the executive
committee members as noted earlier and these comments from the sample.
However, another member stated, “We are in the beginning of an awakening period
in this arena [of change] and there are pockets of expertise and lessons learned, but
the playing field is very uneven as to the desire, training, and commitment to
achieve change.” “This is part of the reason for this study, I assume,” said another
member. He claimed, “The results from this study should shed light on not only the
need for change, but more importantly, how to change—that’s what we really need
to level the playing field and develop competencies across all levels of the
organization regarding change management.” This need is amplified when looking
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beyond current change projects and forecasting the need for change within state
government.
When asked, all members of the sample agreed that “yes, the amount of
change has definitely increased and will likely continue to increase.” One longstanding member of the organization and sample noted that from his perspective,
“the change activities being attempted now are significant and more than what I
have seen in the past.” Another gentleman noted, “Government will experience
more and more changes as time goes on because of pressures on funding and other
external demands from customers and stakeholders.” “This is a huge concern
because people are overwhelmed with the existing amount of change and have
doubts about taking on any more change, especially while maintaining daily
operations,” opined another member of the sample. These comments are consistent
with literature that organizational change pervades all organizations without
immunity.
To better prepare for change, the dialogue and dichotomy of thought offered
among the sample noted a desire to have not only an integrated framework to
follow, but also a new organizational climate. What is needed here is “almost the
opposite of what we have now,” said one gentleman. A desire for a climate of “high
trust,” “low conflict,” “high rewards,” “high morale,” “low resistance to change,”
“high leader credibility,” and “low scapegoating” was noted from the interview
dialogue. Evaluated relative to the competing values framework (Burton & Obel,
1998), these climate dimensions suggest a developmental climate. Traits of a
developmental climate include a matrix type organizational configuration that
promotes an abundance of media rich information that is openly shared and
accessible. Typically within this climate, formalization is low, as is centralization.
Further, coordination and control is maintained through planning, meetings, and
reporting performance and action with focus on continuous improvement and
learning. These comments from the sample are consistent with Walker’s (2005)
conclusion that government agencies “need to change their cultures” and that
“agencies must fundamentally reexamine their business processes, outmoded
organizational structures, management approaches, and, in some cases, missions”
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(p. 0). However, climate is neither easily nor quickly shifted from one typology to
another. This shift is after all an organizational change. As noted thus far, change
does not occur easily or quickly, especially amid organizations with internal
process climates. Indeed long-standing histories are hard to unlearn.

Table 1: Side-by-side Comparison of Current and Desired Climate Dimensions
Climate Dimension

Current State

Desired State

Trust

Low

High

Conflict

High

Low

Rewards

Low

High

Morale

Low

High

Change resistance

Low/Medium

High

Leader Credibility

Mixed/Medium

High

Scapegoating

Low

Low

Overall competing values

Internal Processing

Developmental

Climate framework typology

The confluence of the existing organizational climate, overwhelmed
feelings of change, lack of broad experiential lessons of change, and the increasing
demand to change offers a significant challenge to these governmental state
agencies. When asked what is needed right now to address this significant
challenge—to become more successful with change initiatives and to evolve
toward a developmental climate—the consensus was “leadership,” “standardization
of approach,” “change facilitation tools and other resources” to support change
efforts, and “an organized approach to learning.” Some of these findings lend
support for the need of a mechanistic process for change. However, just as the
second proposition has been challenged, it is important to note that due to the
dynamics of organizations and uncertainty with change, there is no one-size-fits-all
(Dunphy & Stace, 1988) approach to organizational change and as such there is no
one-size-fits-all model for change.
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The second proposition suggests there be a known standard in the
organization to address change and that it be flexible to address the varying needs
of change efforts and the demands of organizational dynamics. This flexibility is
what one member of the sample called, “scalable,” where perhaps the highest level
of categories are truly standard but the detail within each category, or phase of
work, is flexible based on the unique needs of each change project. Another
member in the sample suggested the need for a “plug-n-play integrated framework
where a brief questionnaire can be used to determine size and scope of the change
and then offer the approach, rigor, tools, and templates needed to best facilitate the
change.” Another member summarized this need as “having the methodology
remain constant, but the activities would differ when being applied to a small
change project relative to a large one.” The need for this scalability is because “any
[change] implementation process can stifle the actual change work if not applied
correctly.” This notion leads to a subset of the second proposition.
Proposition 2a: Organizations operating with internal processing climates
will most successfully plan, lead, and sustain change via detailed
mechanistic protocols that are segmented by phase of work (preinitiate, initiate, plan, execute, control, close, operations, and
maintenance) within which scheduled-driven deliverables,
milestones of achievement, and project management and change
management plans and activities are integrated and employed in
concert with the needs of the change project and complimentary to
the organization’s dynamics.
Proposition 2b: Organizations operating with internal processing climates
will most effectively plan, lead, and sustain change via detailed
mechanistic protocols that include the use of facilitation tools and
specifically a quality assurance process that oversee the employment
of an integrated project management and change management plan.
These propositions recognize the need for consistency in approach yet in
balance with the dynamics of organizations and the needs of the change project.
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Essentially, these propositions suggest that a small-scale change effort would be
planned, led, and sustained differently than a large-scale change effort. The study
and its sample focused predominately on planned large-scale change projects. In
detailing the need for large-scale change coupled with organizational dynamics, the
challenge of organizational change was highlighted. This challenge is illustrated in
Figure 5.
In reviewing Figure 5, the influencing factors of change are highlighted and
as such make it known why the phenomenon organizational change is so difficult to
plan, lead, and sustain. Clearly, from the illustration, change is multifaceted. In
fact, organizations have been defined in this manuscript as living systems that are
bound by dynamic interdependencies of an active environment. This active
environment causes the need for constant change. Herein lies the initial struggle of
change as noted by Lewin (1951). The competing forces of change and status quo
strike an equilibrium just until one overpowers the other and only until a new
equilibrium point is sustained, which will then again be challenged due to the
constancy from pressures to change.
As the equilibrium of one aspect of the system is in change, it impacts all
other parts of the system. This notion is supported by the living system theory in
that everything is connected to everything else. Thus, a change in a single element
affects possible change in all other parts of the nested system. Hence, the challenge
of organizational change as illustrated in the interdependent model of change
pressures in Figure 5. The pressures highlighted in this model are outlined in Table
2 chronologically and by theme as determined by the sample.
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Table 2: The Pressures of Organizational Change: Categories and Themes
High-Level Category

Theme/Comments

Culture

Organizational arrangement, people, work unit
climate, and continuous diagnosis
Part of performance and external environment

Climate

Trust, conflict, rewards, morale, change
resistance, leader credibility, and scapegoating

External environment

Law, politics, and advocacy groups

Continuous diagnosis

Monitors, quality assurance tools, and control
mechanisms

Performance

Cost, quality, and satisfaction

Organizational arrangements

Purpose, mission, vision, values, strategy,
structure, processes, practices, communication,
decision-making, and rewards

People

Individuals, groups, teams, organization,
relationships, help-mechanisms, technology,
skills, abilities, needs, and values

The literature has highlighted technology, fluctuating economies and global
markets, and the diversity in customers and employees as pressures for change. As
illustrated in Figure 5, the study sample concluded that categorically, external
environmental factors, the internal environmental factors or organizational
arrangements, people, and performance serve as the primary impetus for change.
Further, with planned change, the continuous monitoring of these organizational
categories can help spotlight specific areas for change and thus be an influencing
factor to change. As such, a critical element associated with planned second-order
change is continuous diagnosis and monitoring. All categories, and subsequent
propositions associated with each, are detailed hereto starting with continuous
diagnosis.
Continuous diagnosis. There were strong opinions voiced among the
sample regarding the use versus need of organizational diagnoses. Most of the
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sample concurred with one woman’s comment that, “Traditionally there has not
been much in the way of [organizational or project] diagnosis taking place in this
agency.” However, everyone in the sample agreed that measures and tools should
be in place to diagnose the organization, the field of government in which it
provides service, and to actively assess the effectiveness of change projects through
the lifecycle of each project. “Diagnosing the organization will allow the
organization to learn more about itself;” that is about people, processes, realization
of values, vision, mission, and performance objectives. Diagnosing the field of
government will “allow the organization to learn about its peers and competitors.”
Diagnosing the effectiveness of change projects will “help initiate new projects and
ensure proper project management and change management protocols are adhered
to” which in turn may optimize the project’s and it’s members’ success. The
sample concluded that diagnoses and assessments are necessary for organizational
effectiveness as well as change project determination and success throughout the
project’s lifecycle.
Specifically, “the use of diagnostic tools to measure environmental
pressures and organizational performance should be considered to determine the
need for change.” The results from these activities can serve as “leading indicators”
to initiate change projects. It was further noted that “when [diagnostics are] not in
use, projects tend to evolve abruptly out of chaos or crisis” from which
probabilities for success within internal process climates diminish due to their
nature of being unplanned.
The importance of diagnosis has been noted in the literature. Many have
argued (Brager & Holloway, 1992; Carr, 2000; Householder & Boser, 1991; Werr
et al., 1997) that prior to implementing any change initiative, potential alliances and
hurdles must be identified. To do so, an initial gap assessment is necessary. This
gap determines the variance between current state and the desired future state of the
change. The sample deemed this gap important enough to have it identified in the
first, pre-initiate, phase of any change project (see Figure 6). This gap assessment
should incorporate all aspects of the change—task, technology, structure, and
people (Leavitt, 1965) and should be planned to occur more than once during the
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project—subsequent gap assessments are planned in a latter phase of the integrated
framework to validate the initial gap and integrated as part of performance
measures as the change is realized and operationalized within the organization.
While it was generally agreed that diagnosis is necessary for change project
success, one sample member noted, “We do not have good tools to diagnose the
organization or change projects right now.” Tools are necessary “to identify
problem areas within the organization that need attention” and “to initially
determine the type of change, which is important prior to establishing any change
implementation plan.” Further, once planned change needs have been identified
through diagnosis, “it is important to continue to diagnose to track project
complexity, scope, goals and objectives, needs, and organizational readiness for
change throughout the lifecycle of the project.” This leads to the sample’s third
proposition.
Proposition 3: Organizations that foster the active use of continuous
organizational diagnosis of internal and external pressures are better
able to determine the need for change, initiate change, plan, lead,
and sustain change.
The basic idea from Burke and Litwin (1987) is that planned change flows
systematically from external pressures and on through to internal performance. This
is easily understood since people prefer stability over change (Marshak, 2004) and
therefore have difficulty in changing unless pressured by an external force.
However, since people are an influencing component of change, as noted by the
sample and illustrated in Figure 5, external pressures are not the only causal agent
to organizational change.
To be sure, performance demands and pressures to change are derived from
both external and internal pressures. External pressures stem from the
organization’s relationship with social, economic, and political environments.
These external pressures include government regulation, globalization,
competition, and consumer behavior. Internal pressures are those downward
pressures originating from within the organization or upward pressures based on
employee demands. Thus, internal pressures are those that address and react to
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internal processes and relationships. Proposition two and its subsets offer additional
internal pressures to perform to the standards outlined by each phase of change
project work. This leads to a subset of the third proposition.
Proposition 3a: Organizations that foster the active use of organizational
and change project diagnosis throughout the project’s lifecycle
result in more successfully planned, controlled, and managed change
projects.
Only when a discrepancy is uncovered or forecasted to occur and change
deemed necessary, does a planned change effort take place. Thus, change projects
can start by actively looking for discrepancies between expected targets and actual
performance. To uncover such discrepancies requires diagnosis. From diagnosis
interventions can occur. Intervention theory highlights the need for diagnostic tools
such as performance measures and reporting structures as well as recognized means
of intervention such as formal and informal education, communication, and forms
of documentation. These tools can be used to assist leaders and followers in times
of change. The sample concluded that using assessments to diagnose change
projects and the organization at large “can be used as a practical model to
demonstrate to executives and managers the ‘real’ state of the organization or
project and allow rationale for decision-making within organizations and projects.”
Paramount to implementing a successful change initiative is creating a
readiness for change within the organization. As such, “there should be regular
assessments to diagnose the readiness for change” among employees impacted by
any change project, stated one sample member. Relative to the results from the
readiness for change assessment, activities [interventions] should follow in attempt
to help enhance the readiness for change in preparation of the change. Another
member concluded that, “We need to assess readiness for change at ‘day zero’ and
then [at least] every six months thereafter as an indicator of project and
organizational success relative to preparation for a change initiative.” Lewin (1952)
noted the importance of this type assessment during projects in that problem
diagnosis and alternative examination must be used continually to plan, monitor,
and adjust to assure having a prepared workforce at the time of change
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implementation. Thus, organizations successful in implementing change, or moving
as Lewin would say, are competent in diagnostics, decision-making, and building a
readiness for change. Schein (1987) indicated that failure of effective
organizational change occurs due to the organization’s inability to unfreeze current
conditions and create a readiness for change.
In addition to project initiation and readiness for change assessments, an
assessment of performance objectives is too necessary for successfully deploying a
change project. “Currently, for those in our organization using performance
assessments, they typically evaluate cost, FTE [full time equivalent], process time,
and the like. To be effective, these measures must be clearly defined, used
consistently, and be accompanied with measure baselines and targets.” This lends
support to the fourth proposition, which in turn opens the discussion to
performance.
Proposition 4: Organizations that foster the active use of short- and longterm goals, objectives, targets, and overall performance measures
increase the likelihood of change success.
Performance. In addition to processing through how to change, part of the
mechanistic approach to change implementation theory is understanding why
change should occur. Conner (1998) noted that working in complex and dynamic
markets of the 21st century means “at any given point in time, what should have
worked but did not, or what did work but no longer does, must be replaced with a
new approach” (p. 54) thus causing a change within the organization. Weick and
Quinn (1999) noted that change “routinely occurs in the context of failure of some
sort” (p. 362). Similarly, Stone (2002) suggested that the need for change is
determined based on there being a gap between actual performance and desired
performance. Certainly failure, or success, is only determined if a performance goal
is established, is relative to baseline data, and is actively measured. Thus, the active
use of performance measures as noted in proposition four may be a contributing
factor to organizational change success. The importance of performance measures
was a topic of discussion during the interviewing sessions.
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The sample confessed that “currently, it is not always known why some
change is set into motion” but it is clear that “change is constant, often externally
imposed by legislation, public opinion, and critical incidents.” A comment from
another member suggested, “Change projects are not always introduced due to
business need, but rather due to external law, politics, and advocacy groups.” This
is in contrast to Stone’s (2002) opinion that the need for change is determined
based on there being a gap between actual performance and desired performance.
In state government, “politics trumps everything relative to business rationale,”
claimed another member. Moreover, change is usually questioned and resisted
because “historically change has been imposed amid some crisis.”
As noted, while external pressures are a force for change in the state
agencies under study, the sample’s consensus is that “proactive performance
measures should be the means to drive change rather than the existing reactive
approach largely in place today.” Regardless of the impetus of change, the sample
concurred that “performance measures can and should be employed” to recognize
the relative accomplishments of the change effort. Further, “the measures should be
‘real.’”
A gentleman in the sample stated, “There are performance measures, but
they are questioned as to whether they really measure what we are doing here.”
Similarly, another member claimed, “There are some standard state-wide
performance measures in place, but they are all fluff. These measures are what the
state wants and have no real bearing on the work we do.” Further, while “we have
performance standards, there is no real accountability to them.” There should be
performance measures of actual performance against expectations or plans, yet
“there rarely is,” noted another member. “To be effective, performance measures
must be used, but there is little incentive to do so. We only measure what we have
been mandated to measure.” However, “we need to do better by putting measures
in place to help with change management projects.” “Accurate, complete, and
actively used performance measures would allow our organization to be more
proactive with change thus limiting perhaps major change initiatives that originate
out of crisis—which are much more difficult to manage.” “Having actively
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managed measures would make a huge difference in our work. It would help assure
success with change management projects.” “Theoretically, actively used
performance measures should assist in driving change and focusing work efforts.”
The foundation of these measures must be easy to use, “judiciously and
strategically applied within change projects and therefore timed appropriately,” and
yield results that are easy to understand.
All the discussion relative to performance among the sample had
implications to people and human relations. One member of the sample noted,
“Performance in government business is largely about quality, and it is about
measuring the process and the social interaction of people and technology. In short,
people matter and especially when it comes to change.” As one woman in the
sample noted:
People are the heart and soul of the organization. They are what breathes in
the organization. They are what cost the most in the organization. They are
the source of the best of our future. They are the brains and creativity and
hold what we can potentially do as an organization.
As such, people are what measure and get measured—in terms of their activities
and results—in organizations. In conclusion, people were noted as “the most
important aspect of organizational change” and “their performance determines
organizational success.” As such, the categorical focus on people and its relation
with organizational arrangements (see Figure 5) is prudent in this study of the
phenomenon organizational change.
People and organizational arrangements. The sample concurred with
Barnes and Kriger (1986) in that successful change is led by successful leaders who
trust people, their individual strengths, and their individual contributions. One
member of the sample noted that successful leaders “believe people are the greatest
asset and in believing that people are the greatest asset implies that you believe in
their abilities.” Another member categorized people as “either tools or assets. As a
tool, people are used until worn out and then replaced. As an asset, people are
groomed and developed to increase in value and create value.” Organizations are
successful only because of individuals being successful.
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These sentiments about the importance of people relative to organizational
change are noted in literature. Suran (2003) declared, “people are the driving force
in successfully accomplishing change” (p. 31). This suggests that, while planning
and monitoring any change initiative may be important, it is the attention to people
that effects successful change. Cameron and Green (2004) supported this notion
concluding that “individual change is at the heart of everything that is achieved in
organizations” (p. 7). Further, Duetschman (2005) noted that central to change is
never strategy, structure, or system, but rather its people. Thus, organizational
change is a product of individual change and as such, involvement of people during
change is necessary. Certainly, “involvement is preferred over inducement any
day,” noted one member of the sample. Williams (1997) supported this claim
noting individuals are likely to feel victimized by external factors unless they feel a
sense of control. Relative to organizational change, another member noted, “If they
[people] are not on board and participating, change will not be successful.” When it
comes to change, indeed “people matter” and “the relations of people matter.”
These sentiments offer the basis of the next set of propositions.
Proposition 5: Organizations operating with internal processing climates
will most effectively plan, lead, and sustain second-order planned
change when creating involvement among those organizational
members required to change.
Proposition 5a: Due to the need for involvement in change projects,
organizations operating with internal processing climates will most
effectively plan, lead, and sustain second-order planned change
when including clearly defined roles and responsibilities among the
change project members.
Proposition 5b: Due to the need for involvement in change projects,
organizations operating with internal processing climates will most
effectively plan, lead, and sustain second-order planned change
when fostering a consensus type decision-making model.
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There was full concurrence among the sample that “without people there is
no organization” and that “the sum performance of people within an organization
results in the performance of that organization.” Applying this logic to
organizational change, one sample member noted, “There is no change without the
people being willing to change.” This notion can be extrapolated to the group,
team, and organization subcategories of the high-level category people. Further, the
relationship, help mechanisms, and technology subcategories of the same higherlevel category are too important considerations during times of change whether as
the impetus for change or in support to affect the success of change. There is a need
during projects of change for people to be “valued for their contributions and their
‘skill,’ ‘ability,’ and ‘value’” all of which are also subcategories to the high-level
people. A member of the sample concluded, “Absolutely, you cannot successfully
implement change without the involvement of employees and the support of
shareholder and the stakeholder.”
The involvement of people is noted here as important partly because
involvement helps to create a readiness for change within organizations. As noted,
Schein (1987) indicated that failure of effective organizational change can occur
because there has not been a readiness for change created within the organization.
When asked, How does one help individuals get involved with, get ready for, and
endure change, and who’s role is it?, the sample concluded, “It is a leader role to
create employee participation, a readiness for change, involvement, and a sense of
ownership.” This is accomplished, according to one member of the sample, “by
initially determining the needs of those involved with and affected by the change.”
The use of a readiness for change assessment tool has already been noted as critical
to change project success. In addition to the assessment, what is being noted here is
that change is unique among individuals and determining the needs of individuals
is necessary prior, during, and post change endeavors.
The response to change is a unique and personal experience (D. Anderson
& Ackerman-Anderson, 2001; Bridges, 2003; Conner, 1992; Kotter, 1999). Lewin
(1936) noted that employee behavior is based on the collection of experiences they
learned through life. Certainly, change is situational (Bridges, 2003) based on the
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change itself, individual history, experiences, and other determinants such as
organizational setting, timing, and personnel. Individual experiences shape beliefs
and reactions to change (Defleur & Ball-Rokeach, 1989). Some responses to
change can be stressful (Robinson & Griffiths, 2005). Other responses can be in the
form of resistance, which has been noted to cause withdrawal (Abramson et al.,
1978), decreased performance (Bazerman, 1982), sabotage (Allen & Greenberger,
1980), acting out (Galpin, 1996), and denial (Kubler-Ross, 1969; Maurer, 1996).
Resistance to change is typically associated with a sense of loss and as such,
everyone will process through phases of denial, anger, bargaining, and depression,
prior to acceptance (Kubler-Ross, 1969, 1993) on their own time. These phases
must be addressed at an individual level to affect individual change from which
organizational change is thereby affected. The leader’s job is to enroll individuals
into the possibilities of the change and in so doing build a readiness for change.
This importance of leadership offers support for the next proposition.
Proposition 6: Organizations with leaders that create involvement and
develop a readiness for change among individuals increases the
likelihood of implementing successful change projects.
It is not a surprise that leadership is noted as a proposition relative to
affecting the success of planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change.
After all, Ivancevich and Matteson (2002) defined leadership in part to be about
change—determining the need for change, setting a course for change, and
realizing change. However, while this proposition is supported by both the findings
from the sample and existing literature, it is not clear how leaders would engage in
change initiatives to foster readiness. To determine how, the sample discussed the
traits, skills, and characteristics of successful leaders of organizational change.
Table 3 outlines the categorized list.
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Table 3: The Critical Success Characteristics of Leaders in Times of Change
Critical success characteristics for leaders in times of change
Accuracy

Dependability

Responsibility

Approachable

Excitement

Responsiveness

Awareness

Goal setting

Stewardship

Collaborative

Honesty

Support

Communication

Integrity

Trust

Commitment

Knowledge

Values employees

Competency

Listening

Visibility

Consistency

Patience

Vision

Courage

Planning

Willingness

Credibility

Removes barriers

Decision-making/action

Respect

There are implications associated with this list of leader success
characteristics relative to existing leadership theory. Of specific importance here is
servant leadership theory (Greenleaf, 1977). Servant leadership has been noted in
literature as involving teamwork, a sense of community, employee involvement,
and ethical and caring behavior. Further, Spears (1998) summarized servant
leadership to include listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion,
conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to the growth of people, and
building community. There are similarities between Spears’ list and the list derived
from the sample as outlined in Table 3. Consider the similarities as outlined in
Table 4, which depicts a side-by-side comparison of the two lists of leadership
attributes.
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Table 4: Comparison of Servant Leadership and Study Sample Findings
Study findings

Servant Leadership

Communication, Listening

Listening

Values employees

Empathy

Approachable, Patience, Removes barriers,

Healing

Responsiveness
Awareness, Competency, Knowledge

Awareness

Decision-making/action, Competency, Credibility,

Persuasion

Excitement, Knowledge, Planning
Courage, Goal setting, Vision

Conceptualization

Credibility, Honesty, Vision, Goal setting, Planning

Foresight

Honesty, Respect, Stewardship

Stewardship

Commitment, Support

Commitment to growth
of people

Approachable, Commitment, Excitement, Patience,

Building community

Values employees

As can be discerned from the side-by-side comparison, there are similarities
between what the sample derived as critical attributes of leaders in times of change
and what Spears (1998) surmised as the attributes of servant leaders.
Listening. Both noted listening as important. Spears (1998) contended that a
servant leader “seeks to listen receptively to what is being said, and not said!” (p.
5). Wheatley (2002) also argued that “we can change the world if we start listening
to one another” (p. 3). Further, Wheatley suggested that listening can lead to
building community when she stated, “When we listen with less judgment, we
always develop better relationships with each other. It’s not differences that divide
us. It’s our judgments about each other . . . good listening brings us back together”
(p. 36).
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Empathy. Greenleaf (1977) believed that listening is a critical building
block for servant leadership. Greenleaf noted, “Individuals grow taller when those
who lead them empathize. . . . Leaders who empathize and who fully accept those
who go with them on this basis are more likely to be trusted” (p. 20). Recall that the
sample concluded that successful change is led by leaders who trust people and
believe in the value of their individual strengths and contributions. One member of
the sample noted that successful leaders “believe people are the greatest asset and
in believing that people are the greatest asset implies that you believe in their
abilities.” The idea of valuing of employees offers a degree of empathy on behalf of
the leader of their followers. Having empathy can be argued as valuing employees,
their positions, thoughts, and feelings. Further, the sample concluded, “There must
be an attempt to uphold an employee/employer psychological condition and protect
the employee’s self-efficacy and knowledge, especially during times of change.”
Healing. Furman (2004) contended that healing is a progression toward
wholeness. Greenleaf (1977) argued that servant leaders attempt to make the
deprived whole through a nourishing environment. As part of creating that
environment, the sample of this study suggests that leaders remove barriers and are
responsive to the needs of people. Further, effective leaders of change, according to
the sample suggested leaders are approachable and patient. These attributes can
help create and support a healing environment in which people can progress toward
wholeness and thereby heal themselves.
Awareness. Both lists of attributes noted the importance of awareness.
Awareness results from reflective learning (Eyler, 2002; Preskill & Torrez, 1999).
Awareness can take time. Wheatley (2005) noted that awareness could be achieved
by leaders if they “slowed down” (p. 132). Since awareness is linked to learning,
both competency and knowledge are also included in this category, as noted by the
sample.
Persuasion. While Spears (1998) cited persuasion, the sample cited
decision-making action, credibility, excitement, knowledge, and planning. Relative
to persuasion, Ortberg (2004) noted “leaders use their power in service of others,
not in service of themselves” (p. 90). Discussion among the sample concluded that
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effective leaders of change “set aside their own agenda” to help individuals of the
organization change. This notion coupled with credibility, knowledge, and
planning, as noted by the sample, can manifest in persuasion. Further, excitement
too lends to persuasion. Frick and Spears (1996) noted, “Consensus is a method of
using persuasion” (p. 139). The need for consensus has already been noted as a
proposition in this study and thus lends additional support for employing servant
leadership attributed in times of change.
Conceptualization. Relative to Spears’ (1998) noted category of
conceptualization, the sample cited courage, goal setting, and vision. According to
DeGraaf, Tilley, and Neal (2004), conceptualization means “seeing the big picture”
(p. 147). Spears noted that leadership is conceptual in terms of “going out to show
the way” (p. 140). To show the way takes courage, which is the reason for
including it from the sample here relative to conceptualization.
Foresight. Vision is also noted relative to foresight. However, foresight is
more than vision. Foresight is the ability to anticipate risks, challenges, and issues
of the future. There are ethical considerations here as well. Greenleaf (1977) noted
that failure to foresee may be an “ethical failure” (p. 18). These additional facets to
foresight offer the rationale to include comments from the sample regarding
credibility, honesty, goal setting, and planning in addition to vision.
Stewardship. Both lists contain the need for stewardship. According to
DeGraaf et al. (2004), the essence of stewardship is to hold something in trust for
another. Blanchard (2004) contended that stewardship means to serve “other’s
interests, not their own” (p. 103). These comments further emphasize the point
from the sample that effective leaders “set aside their own agenda.”
Commitment to growth of people. Both lists include the need for
commitment. Successful leaders tend to the needs of their followers. Kouzes and
Posner (1987) noted that effective leaders “encourage collaboration, build teams,
and empower others” (p. 10). Wheatley (2005) noted that good leaders provide
followers with good resources. The idea of “support” from the sample is relative to
understanding and providing what is needed for followers to be effective.
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Building community. As Spears (1998) noted the need for building
community, the sample noted the need to be approachable, to have excitement,
patience, and to value employees. Sergiovanni (1992) concluded that caring, which
is comparable to valuing employees, is associated with building community.
Further, Autry (1991) suggested that openness and commitment builds community,
which confirms the sample’s comparability to Spears’ category.
In short, there are significant comparisons between Spears’ (1998) ten
attributes of servant leadership and the list of critical attributes in leaders as
denoted by the sample. These similarities support a subset to proposition six.
Proposition 6a: Organizations with servant leaders responsible for
organizational change increase the likelihood of successfully
planning, leading, and sustaining change endeavors.
The thoughts and ideas from the sample about the traits, skills, and
characteristics of successful leaders during times of organizational change
promotes the need for servant leaders. Further, the attributes of servant leadership
offer some response to the question how leaders create an organization that is ready
for change. However, in addressing this question more fully, it is worthwhile to
further detail the process of organizational change.
The integrated process of organizational change. Proposition two
highlighted the need for an integrated organizational change framework. This
framework is in response to the challenge of change and the organizational climate
of the sample agencies. Figure 4 and Figure 6 illustrate the high-level categories
and details of the process of organizational change, respectively. Prior to the
summation of either figure, the sample spent time describing organizational
change. A number of descriptions were offered including: “the process business
goes through in changing from a known to an unknown,” “the process or transition
of business from a current state to a new state,” “the process of affecting
organizational culture,” and “a process of seeking efficiencies . . . getting to where
you want to be from where you are today.” The commonality of each description is
that organizational change is a process. Everyone in the sample agreed with this
sentiment. Change is not a destination, but rather a dynamic and enduring process.
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As part of the discussion, the sample noted the interdependencies among
project management, change management, business process reengineering, and
continuous quality improvement tasks, activities. The interdependencies of these
disciplines, especially project management and change management, are the
premise of the next proposition.
Proposition 7: All projects are change projects and those that apply an
integrated framework that incorporates both project management
and change management disciplines yield greater effectiveness than
using just project management principles alone.
A member of the sample noted, “Change management and project
management have to be integrated for success. When our projects fail, it is often
due to change management being an afterthought.” Further, another member of the
sample noted, “Mechanically, change management is part of project management.
Each is independent yet must be kept consistent with one another due to the
interdependencies of their activities. Change management should be considered and
incorporated into all projects within the agency.” It was stated that certainly,
we want and need an integrated—project management and change
management—methodology that leverages common plans, tools, and
templates, and integrated the uniqueness of each discipline [as noted in
proposition two and its subsets]. Having change management activities
integrated into a project plan is extremely helpful relative to tracking all
project activities and getting the appropriate resources assigned to tasks,
actions, etc. This is where flexibility is needed.
In conclusion, yet another member noted, “There is no way to have a project
without change. There is a need to tightly couple the two disciplines of project
management and change management. The size and complexity of the project
determines how tightly coupled.” This purports the need for a single integrated plan
of project management, change management, business process reengineering, and
continuous improvement. Further, due to the dynamics of organizations and their
projects, it is necessary to adopt a learning model for the organization. Just as
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change is constant, so too must learning be constant, especially relative to the
application of the plans, tools, and templates of the integrated framework.
Individuals and organizational learning. A major topic of discussion during
the eight interview sessions involved learning. The sample concluded that “you can
learn without changing, but you cannot change without learning.” Thus, learning is
a paramount construct when planning, leading, and sustaining change.
The notion of learning was labeled an issue relative to organizational
change by the sample. They noted that, “We have the opportunity for learning, but
lack the structure, support, and resources.” Moreover, it was stated:
The organization is well behind the [learning] curve when it comes to
organizational change and right now there is a huge need to create learning
about why organizational change is important, why is it so difficult to
manage, and how can managing it be more successful.
An effective way forward, noted one member of the sample, would be to
“create learning opportunities that combine the theory of organizational change
with practical application of a framework.” Part of creating this learning
environment is creating an opportunity for experience. When asked, “How did you
learn, and continue to learn about implementing organizational change?”, everyone
note some form of “experience.” Other responses such as “involvement,” “on-thejob training,” and “practice” were commonplace. One interviewee noted that she
learned through studying “lessons learned” from other projects as well as “peer
feedback, expert opinion, training, and discussion.” Several others noted the use of
“networking,” “classroom seminars,” “research,” and “case reviews.” There seems
to be some level of organizational change learning gained through involvement,
participation, and experience that stems from real project work and interactions
with others in a forum of experiential sharing. Further, the discussion of learning
suggests that when planning, leading, and sustaining change, learning is important.
These ideas on learning support the sample’s eighth proposition.
Proposition 8: Organizations successful at planning, leading, and
sustaining change have a culture of learning in which theory and
practice are shared both formally and informally.
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Suffice it to say, organizations successful with change have a learning
environment that fosters idea sharing, experiential story telling and case reviews,
and peer networks available for support. Similar to one sample member’s comment,
many researchers (Argyris, 1994; de Geus, 1997; Roth & Kleiner, 1998; Senge et
al., 1999) have suggested that efforts to enhance organizational learning capacity
are proving to be sustainable and self-reinforcing. To do so, this environment must
leverage personal life experiences relative to theoretically espoused necessities of
change. Relative to experience, Mezirow (1990) claimed, “By far the most
significant learning experiences in adulthood involve critical self-reflection—
reassessing the way we have posed problems and reassessing our own orientation
to perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling, and acting” (pp. 12-13). The experience
will help determine the value of theory by meaning making (Merriam & Cafferella,
1998). Thus, ensuring practicality and utility.
One way to develop organizations through learning is with the use of story
telling. Bryant and Cox (2004) argued “stories that tell of change that has led an
individual to turn from ‘one viewpoint to another’ and to depart from an ‘old’ way
of life in order to embrace a new and much better lifestyle” (p. 578) enable others
to see positive aspects of change. Leondardi and Jackson (2004) concluded that
“stories help institutionalize . . . organizational practices, ideologies, and culture”
(p. 616). In building the culture through story telling, thus through learning, the
four agencies under study can address both their desire to increase the success rates
of their change projects and move their organizations to a developmental climate
typology.
Communication. An undercurrent to all propositions noted thus far is
communication. One member of the sample noted, “Communication is a strategic
device to foster change. Communication of what is changing, why it is changing,
and how it affects each individuals in the organization is critical in building an
organization ready for the change and in order to embrace change.” Another
member noted, “Communication is the key to everything, especially when trying to
change.” Another member concurred with these sentiments noting, “Effective
communication is an important attribute of project and change management; and
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yes, the vast majority of issues we have with our projects can be traced back to
poor communication such as not listening and conducting simple transactional or
unilateral communications.” What must be understood about change
communication is that leaders and agents of change must “communicate with, not
to” their audiences during time of change. This type of communication includes
“the identification with a person” (Fox & Amichai-Hamburger, 2001, p. 87).
Communicating with audiences suggests, as one member noted, “there
needs to be an identification of all the stakeholders and how the change will affect
each one, and then identify all possible areas of resistance and create mitigation
plans for the resistance.” Further, noted another member, “There are specific
communication activities relative to the phases of the project. The initiation phase
offers the time to prelude the change and focus on goals and the plan. At the other
end of the project, the operation and maintenance phase should focus on continued
support, continual improvement, and reporting on the measures. This noted
importance of communication supports the ninth proposition from the sample.
Proposition 9: Organizations that have leaders promoting open and honest
communication through dialogue and messages that are effective in
reducing the uncertainty of change while increasing employee sense
of control have a greater likelihood of implementing successful
change endeavors.
The types of messages abound when it comes to change. According to the
sample, “Some messages must include the need for change, the ability to change,
the valence for the change, the existing support for the change, and the
appropriateness of the change.” Others messages should include “organizational
history regarding change.” At some point, “the governance structures should be
discussed as well as decision-making processes and the phases and tasks of the
change implementation plan.” Further, based on the claim from Fox and AmichaiHamburger (2001), requisite pieces of communication must address both rational
and emotional thought processes. The sample agreed to the point that
“communication media, mode, and sender must vary to help ensure coverage across
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diverse recipients of the information.” A concluding remark from one member
suggested:
Perhaps a communication inventory and calendar would help during
projects—a listing of what is being communicated, when, to what audience,
by whom, etc. This would be kind of like a communication map or an
editorial calendar for the project.
The sample is not the only group of people determining communication as
important relative to organizational change. Communication has also been noted as
paramount within literature. According to Ahn et al. (2004), internal
communication “may help induce ‘readiness for change’” (p. 217). Further,
according to Jones et al. (2004), “Communication is a central process in planning
and implementing change” (p. 735). Grensing-Pophal (2004) noted, “Strong and
frequent communication is critical” (p. 53) during times of change. Further,
according to Goodman and Truss (2004), both timing and medium of the
communication are important issues during times of change. The timing of
communication was noted by one of the sample members as critical too as she
noted, “Yes, there is a certain timing to communication. Your messages should be
carefully crafted for your various groups, should be current with what is going on
and what is coming, and should clearly communicate the intended message.” In
short, communication is paramount to effectively planning, leading, and sustaining
change.
Conclusion
Jaworski et al. (1998) noted that although much has been written about
organizational change, there is little offered in literature about how to achieve
change. Beer and Nohria (2000) added that existing organizational change theory is
not sufficient to address organizational transformation especially relative to the
people side of change. Wall (2004) echoed in this void claiming there is still no
practical organizational change process, technique, or formula available to plan,
lead, and sustain change. The grand aim here was to provide a reiteration of why
change is necessary and difficult (e.g., Figure 5) and an understanding of how to
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change (e.g., Figure 5 and Figure 6). The notion of how to change was documented
as a change implementation theory and begins to address the void in literature.
This chapter was essentially segmented in three sections. First, there was a
review of how the study was initiated. Second, there was a detailed account offered
relative to how the grounded theory research was conducted. Third, there were
clearly documented findings from the research outlined in terms of propositions
that were supported not only by the sample of the study, but also within existing
literature.
How the study was initiated. The research project was initiated after three
meetings with two senior managers of a large government agency located in the
Pacific Northwest region of the United States. These two managers were the
sponsors of this study and noted the importance of generating (a) an integrated
framework for planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change; (b) an
organizational change process guide to serve as a guiding roadmap during planned
change initiatives; and (c) an organizational learning curriculum for developing
greater levels of awareness regarding the complexity of organizational change and
developing how-to capacity among the managers of the agency to better plan, lead,
and sustain change. The need for these three items stems from the lack of process
standards that incorporates project management, change management, business
process reengineering, and business process improvement protocols throughout the
aspects of planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change, noted one of the
sponsors. Further, there is little individual experience, and there are no guidelines
to draw from relative to change activities when working with state stakeholders.
There was even more evidence identified that supported the purpose of building a
change implementation theory in that executive committee members have stated:
“effective change management is a critical need for the success of our projects,”
“the organization really needs to spend quality time focusing on change
management,” “we need more details on change management plans,” and “we need
to understand the ‘how-to’ of change management execution.” In reviewing and
discussing these comments, the sponsors further noted several limitations and
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challenges of their existing modes and means of planning, leading, and sustaining
change within the agency.
Early conversations with the sponsors confirmed many of the challenges
noted in the literature, especially the “daunting challenges” (Walker, 2005, para 1)
facing government agencies in these early years of this century. Relative to planned
change, the sponsors concurred with Walker’s generalization that there is still not
enough awareness about change nor are there existing abilities and capabilities to
efficiently and effectively plan, lead, and sustain change in the organization. Hence
the need for an integrated framework (change implementation theory), change
process guide, and organizational learning curriculum.
How the grounded theory research was conducted. To corroborate the
sponsors’ needs for the aforementioned three items and determine how best to build
those items, a research strategy was drafted for use. The strategy of inquiry
followed a qualitative research method using grounded theory protocols. Theory
building was data driven from expert interviews, existing literature, and emerging
approaches that were employed along side constant comparative analysis. A total of
26 experts were selected via criterion and theoretical sampling to participate in
interviews and by email. The data were analyzed by means of open, axial, and
selective coding, thereby adhering to grounded theory protocols (Strauss & Corbin,
1998).
The success of grounded theory is determined by the criterion of fit,
understanding, generality, and control (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Fit is relative to
the comprehension within the field or phenomenon of study. Understanding is
clearly articulating the findings in a usable way that addresses the original intent
and need in the field of study. Generality is the theories applicability in multiple
contexts. The notion of control is in regard to action toward the phenomenon. From
sample and question determination, to data gathering and analysis, and in
documenting the research findings, these four success criterion were attentively
adhered to.
Relative to fit, the research method, data analysis, and findings
determination and reporting are supported by existing literature or emergent data
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discovered as part of this study. Relative to understanding, the findings were
reported as recommended by research literature and vetted among members of the
sample and a second reader to help ensure not only understanding, but also
applicability. Due to the delimitation of the study to focus on government business,
generality can be questioned. However, due to the ubiquitous nature of
organizational change, the change implementation theory derived from this study is
argued to be at least generalized for government agencies and perhaps yet
applicable for some private organizations. The critical component in this argument
is complicated by the organizational climate determination of the study sample (all
agencies in the study have internal processing climates and therefore organizations
interested in generalizing these findings should do so based on like climate
environments). Further, relative to studying the phenomenon organizational
change, control is difficult. However, grounded theory protocols were appropriately
planned for (detailed in chapter 3) and administered (detailed in chapter 4). Further,
relative to control, reliability is important. Ensuring reliability in grounded theory
studies is its replicability. To address this concern, a detailed account of research
processes including data collection and analysis has been provided in this chapter.
Specifically pertaining the action toward the phenomenon, control has been offered
in the details of following grounded theory protocols and in the resulting change
implementation theory.
The findings. There were several results from this study. The sample
confirmed that organizational change is difficult. The dynamics and
interdependencies of change were illustrated in Figure 5. The means to address the
difficulties of change were illustrated at a high-level in Figure 4 and a detailed
process level in Figure 6. The illustrations and final determinations from the sample
were codified in nine independent propositions. A summary of the propositions and
any associated subsets of the propositions are offered in Table 5.
As noted, the goal of the sponsors was to derive (a) an integrated
framework for planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change; (b) an
organizational change process guide to serve as a guiding roadmap during planned
change initiatives; and (c) an organizational learning curriculum for developing
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greater levels of awareness regarding the complexity of organizational change and
developing how-to capacity among the managers of the agency to better plan, lead,
and sustain change. The integrated framework, at the highest level of categorization
is illustrated in Figure 4 and in detail in Figure 6. The organizational change
process guide is a textual account of Figure 4 and Figure 6 and is outlined in
Appendix A. This guide serves as a roadmap for planning, leading, and sustaining
organizational change endeavors. The third goal, an organizational learning
curriculum was too derived. The curriculum is comprised of eight-courses. The
curriculum and material are outlined in Appendix B.
While the original research aim of building a change implementation
theory, and the subsequent sponsor goals, were attained, the findings here are not
without risk and limitation. Identified risks and limitations, as well as additional
thoughts on theoretical implications and future research, are detailed in the next
chapter.
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Table 5: The Propositions Associated with Change Implementation Theory
Proposition
Proposition 1:

Highly controlled organizational bureaucracies endure planned
second-order change most successfully when breaking down the
overall change into small step by small step incremental
change.

Proposition 2:

Organizations operating with internal processing climates will
most successfully plan, lead, and sustain change via an
overarching integrated organizational change framework with
detailed mechanistic protocols.

Proposition 2a:

Organizations operating with internal processing climates will
most successfully plan, lead, and sustain change via detailed
mechanistic protocols that are segmented by phase of work
(pre-initiate, initiate, plan, execute, control, close, operations
and maintenance) within which scheduled-driven deliverables,
milestones of achievement, project management and change
management plans and activities are integrated and employed in
concert with the needs of the change project and complimentary
to the organization’s dynamics.

Proposition 2b:

Organizations operating with internal processing climates will
most effectively plan, lead, and sustain change via detailed
mechanistic protocols that include the use of facilitation tools
and specifically a quality assurance process that oversee the
employment of an integrated project management and change
management plan.

Proposition 3:

Organizations that foster the active use of continuous
organizational diagnosis of internal and external pressures are
better able to determine the need for change, initiate change,
plan, lead, and sustain change.
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Proposition
Proposition 3a:

Organizations that foster the active use of organizational and
change project diagnosis throughout the project’s lifecycle
result in more successfully planned, controlled, and managed
change projects.

Proposition 4:

Organizations that foster the active use of short- and long-term
goals, objectives, targets, and overall performance measures
increase the likelihood of change success.

Proposition 5:

Organizations operating with internal processing climates will
most effectively plan, lead, and sustain second-order planned
change when creating involvement among those organizational
members required to change.

Proposition 5a:

Due to the need for involvement in change projects,
organizations operating with internal processing climates will
most effectively plan, lead, and sustain second-order planned
change when including clearly defined roles and responsibilities
among the change project members.

Proposition 5b:

Due to the need for involvement in change projects, organizations operating with internal processing climates will most
effectively plan, lead, and sustain second-order planned change
when fostering a consensus type decision-making model.

Proposition 6:

Organizations with leaders that create involvement and develop
a readiness for change among individuals increases the
likelihood of implementing successful change projects.

Proposition 6a:

Organizations with servant leaders responsible for
organizational change increase the likelihood of successfully
planning, leading, and sustaining change endeavors.

Proposition 7:

All projects are change projects and those that apply an
integrated framework that incorporates both project
management and change management disciplines yield greater
effectiveness than using just project management principles.
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Proposition
Proposition 8:

Organizations successful at planning, leading, and sustaining
change have a culture of learning in which theory and practice
are shared both formally and informally.

Proposition 9:

Organizations that have leaders promoting open and honest
communication through dialogue and messages that are
effective in reducing the uncertainty of change while increasing
employee sense of control have a greater likelihood of
implementing successful change endeavors.
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Chapter 5 – Discussion
Why is it so difficult to change an organization? In reviewing Figure 5, the
influencing factors of change are highlighted and as such make it known why the
phenomenon organizational change is so difficult to plan, lead, and sustain. Clearly,
from the illustration, change is multifaceted. Denoting the multifaceted nature of
organizations, this manuscript defined organizations as living systems that are
bound by dynamic interdependencies of an active environment. This active
environment causes the need for constant change. Herein lies the initial struggle of
change. There is an omnipresent competing set of forces between change and status
quo. These competing forces strike a state of equilibrium just until one overpowers
the other to reach a new, yet temporary state of equilibrium. This dynamic takes
place among all categories and subcategories noted in Figure 5. As the equilibrium
of one aspect of the system is in change, it impacts all other parts of the system.
This notion of constant and interdependent change is supported by living system
theory, which suggests everything is connected to everything else. Thus, a change
in a single element affects possible change in all other parts of the nested system.
Hence the reason planning, leading, and sustaining change is so difficult and results
to effectively plan, lead, and sustain change are so poor (Bowman et al., 1999;
Burke 2002; K. S. Cameron, 1998; K. S. Cameron & Quinn, 1999; Champy, 1995;
DeMeuse et al., 1994; Kotter, 1996, 1998; McKinley et al., 2000). Certainly change
is difficult and success in planning, leading, and sustaining change is rare.
However, it is possible to achieve success in the arena of organizational change.
In addition to deriving the challenges and difficulties of organizational
change and building a change implementation theory, there were a number of
theoretical implications uncovered. The change implementation theory and the
implications are important because, as Lynham (2002) noted, “good theory in
applied disciplines is about as realistic as it comes” (p. 222). By its virtue of
applicability and utility, good theory is of value because it fulfills a purpose. The
purpose of good theory is that it explains “the meaning, nature, and challenges of a
phenomenon, often experienced but unexplained in the world in which we live.” In
explaining the phenomenon organizational change throughout this manuscript, both
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outcome knowledge and process knowledge were offered. Outcome knowledge is
that explanative and predictive knowledge of the phenomenon. This is illustrated in
Figure 5 and detailed throughout chapter 4 in terms of propositions. Process
knowledge is that knowledge of understanding how something works and its
meaning. Process knowledge too was outlined in Figure 5 and detailed throughout
chapter 4 and was further detailed in Figure 4 and Figure 6 and in Appendix A and
Appendix C. From this knowledge and understanding, informed and effective
actions can follow.
In addition to the propositions offered in chapter 4, consider the following
relative to theoretical implications uncovered during this study. Collectively, the
propositions and theoretical implications serve as the foundation for successfully
planning, leading, and sustaining organizational change.
Theoretical Implications
Throughout the study, there were theoretical implications with practical
consequences for change theory building. Specifically, implications of leadership,
human relations, individual and organizational learning and development,
communication, diagnosis and intervention, and project management were all
uncovered as paramount considerations in planning, leading, and sustaining
successful change endeavors. Each of these implications is discussed in turn hereto.
Leadership
Jaworski (1998) opined, “Nowhere does the burden for leading change land
harder than on the shoulders of senior management” (p. 1). The senior managers of
organizations are typically viewed as the leaders of the organization. Hackman and
Johnson (1996) and Yukl (2002) suggested that successful change is attributed to
these leaders and their effectiveness in leadership. The effectiveness of their
leadership and management is a critical competency in planning, leading, and
sustaining change (Hamel & Valikangas, 2003). More specifically, successful
change is attributed to servant leaders. While transformational and situational
leadership theories were considered at the outset of this study as perhaps important
to the success of organizational change, it was ten characteristics of servant leaders
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that were deemed most consistent with the success characteristics of leaders in
times of change. Thus, organizations endeavoring to develop leaders to
successfully plan, lead, and sustain organizational change, should consider
developing servant leaders as characterized by the ten attributes of servant
leadership theory (Spears, 1998): listening, empathy, healing, awareness,
persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to the growth of
people, and building community.
Human Relations
While the result of organizational change can often be focused broadly to
the point of measuring mass output of production or some significant
organizational cost savings, the origin of all change seems to be at the narrowly
isolated unit of the individual employee and his or her consciousness, behavior, and
action. Further, change stems from the interaction among people—one person to
another or among groups, teams, units, divisions, sections, and the like across the
organization. It is the moments of connection between people that make things
possible.
Human relations theory became important when recognizing that people are
responsible for driving change in organizations (Suran, 2003). Often change project
leaders can lose sight of this fact by determining a given project is just a technology
project or just a merger on paper or it is just a minor change. People are still
responsible for any of these initiatives and therefore it is change within and among
people—individual change—that is associated with anything changed and
everything achieved within organizations (E. Cameron & Green, 2004).
A critical component to human relations theory is its relative compatibility
with servant leadership theory. Both theories recognize the individual as a valued
social being with reciprocating influence with others. As such, the individual is not
an economic variable (French, 2003) in the organization, but rather a social being
that is responsible for the value of the organization.
Individual and Organizational Learning and Development
Successfully planning, leading, and sustaining change is not possible
without learning. In fact, to change is to learn (Handy, 1989) and learning
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influences change (Senge, 1990b). Moreover, individuals, and collectively
organizations, need to recognize the power of learning that occurs in daily
conversations. Certainly change management and leadership skills are obtained
through experience. When practical experience is reflected upon and is shared by
means of story telling, peer feedback, expert opinion, and discussion, learning
occurs among individuals. What is learned is in turn carried with the individual into
future actions, behaviors, and results from which new learning can occur.
A critical component to learning and development is its relative
compatibility with servant leadership theory. There is a recognized need in both
servant leadership theory and learning theory regarding the growth of people. For
there to be growth, learning is requisite. Organizational leaders seeking to increase
the success of planning, leading, and sustaining change endeavors should consider
creating an environment of formal learning such as conferences, symposiums, or
classroom style events and foster learning through daily communicative sharing of
knowledge.
Communication Theory
Communication is powerful. Communication is a means of intervention that
can influence individual behavior and action (Eisenberg & Goodall, 2004).
Communication is paramount in planning, leading, and sustaining organizational
change in that it is the source of creating a vision, building a coalition of followers,
helping people to overcome resistance, and creating a readiness for change among
individuals and throughout an organization. While the types of communication
messages abound when it comes to change, the most important consideration of
communication is that it is open, honest, timely, and includes listening.
A critical finding of communication is its relative compatibility with servant
leadership theory. Communication is a foundation of thought prevalent in all
attributes of servant leadership. Interestingly and specifically, Spears (1998)
highlighted the paramount concern of listening as one of the ten attributes of
servant leaders. Certainly, listening is associated with communication, but in
highlighting it suggests a greater level of importance than perhaps public speaking
or written skills. Successfully planning, leading, and sustaining change requires
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communication with not to people, hence, the paramount need for listening skills.
Further, if communication is an intervention tool for change, then listening is the
diagnostic instrument.
Diagnoses and Interventions
An intervention is an intentional action or behavior to change. As noted
with communication, interventions and diagnoses are linked together. A diagnosis
typically leads to an intervention, which is typically aimed to result in change.
Without proactive diagnoses, interventions and therefore attempts to change are
reactive. Within living systems, such as organizations, unplanned events—
especially change events—are considered chaotic and likened to a crisis. While
organizations operate in this manner, it is preferred by individuals and collectively
organizations to evolve in a planned way through change rather than change by
revolutionary chaos. The rationale behind this judgment is that people prefer
involvement to inducement. Proper diagnoses can lead to more successfully
planned change endeavors and reduce the risk of chaos.
Organizational diagnostic work is certainly important, but the critical
finding worth noting here is its compatibility with servant leadership. The attributes
of servant leadership that are pertinent to diagnosis and interventions include
awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, and building
community. Awareness can only occur when there is an understanding of a given
situation or opportunity. Persuasion requires enrolling people into an idea. This
enrollment is accomplished through means of conceptualization and foresight of a
possibility. For some, persuasion is accomplished rationally through facts, figures,
and a degree of scientific certainty. For others, persuasion is an emotionally
charged vision or set of goals and objectives. Thus, persuasion is about creating an
end point or destination, which typically derives from expectations of possibilities
and possibilities are derived from an awareness of possibilities, which are usually
based on existing performances or standards. Stewardship is continuous enrollment
into the persuaded vision and is accomplished through continual diagnoses or
progress toward the vision and subsequent interventions. Building community is
the process of enrolling and engaging people and the result of the reciprocating
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diagnosis and intervention process. Servant leaders use diagnoses and intervention
tools to assist them in successfully planning, leading, and sustaining change.
Project Management and Change Management
Many organizational activities are called change projects including
technology improvements (P. Anderson & Tushman, 1990; Symon, 1998), mergers
and acquisitions (Ashkenas, 1995; Rowlinson, 1995), structural changes
(Greenwood & Hinings, 1988; Hannan & Freeman, 1984) and cultural changes
(Gilmore et al., 1997). Further, according to Fuller (1997) learning activities,
performance improvement interventions, organizational development, and change
initiatives are all forms of projects and as such must be managed, implemented, and
evaluated. Suffice it to say, since all projects involve people, all projects are change
projects and thus warrant the integration of principles, protocols, tools, and
techniques of both project management and change management disciplines. It
seems that Bradbary and Garrett (2005) may be incorrect in their notion that when
it is necessary to change the way a business functions, “project management is the
silver bullet” (p. 126). Perhaps rather, based on the theoretical implications noted
here coupled with proposition six and its subset proposition, servant leadership is
the silver bullet when it comes to planning, leading, and sustaining organizational
change.
Significance of the Study
This manuscript has outlined a new change implementation theory.
Stemming from the expertise of 26 change leaders, this theory is significant by its
virtue of applicability and utility. The determination of significance was the job of
the study sample in concurring with the change implementation theory. Building a
change implementation theory with applicability and utility addresses a serious
void in existing organizational change literature (Beer & Nohria, 2000; Jaworski et
al., 1998; Wall, 2004). While aimed to address this void, the findings will be
determined as applicable only after future studies of the theory’s use. Further, the
theory and findings are not without risk and limitation.
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Risks and Limitations
There were many risks, limitations, and delimitations associated with this
study. First, there are two delimitations to note. The area of organizational focus
was delimited to public sector organizations in the United States. Focusing on a
single business sector, such as the public sector, risks generalizability of findings.
The study was also delimited to planned, second-order change.
A risk to the study findings is the sample. Through the use of criterion and
theoretical sampling, a total of 26 experts participated in this study. While criteria
were assured for participation, there was gender bias determined. Of the 26 person
sample there were 11 women and 15 men. This ratio is in contrast to the general
population of the organization, which is approximately 56% women. Other
potential biases in the study included researcher bias and theoretical sensitivity. To
mitigate from the risk of these biases, the research process was clearly detailed
including data analysis and findings determination. Further, existing literature was
used to guide the processes followed in this study, structured layering technique
was used to allow each participant to validate notes and categories from data
gathering processes, and all findings were supported when possible with existing
literature. Moreover, the research questions and findings were evaluated and
approved by a second reader employed throughout the study.
A major concern during the study was ethics. To lessen the ethical concerns
of another individual having access to the data, participants were informed of the
intention to use a second reader and asked for their permission to grant the second
reader access to the interview transcripts. Further, to guard against marginalization
or disempowerment of any participant, this study investigated the potential use of
the Institutional Review Board, however it was deemed not needed for use.
A final risk, which was noted at the commencement of the study, was the
potential of research error. While the potential for research error was mitigated with
the use of a second reader, it is worthy to note that not all of the 26-member sample
were able to attend both Nominal Group Technique sessions that concluded the
study’s change implementation theory. Just fewer than 50% of those involved in
the first six sessions participated in the last two. However, email was used to offer
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results from each session and facilitate feedback regarding the theory generation
among all members of the sample. Email served as the medium for all members to
offer concurrence of the final change implementation theory. Due to the richness of
the dialogue and use of email technology, the participation rating should not be of
significant concern (Josselson et al., 2003), but worthy of note here as it impedes
on type 1 research error (Kirk & Miller, 1986). It is noted here as impeding
because, while type 1 errors are those errors that occur when relations in data are
noted but in reality do not exist, had full attendance been the case a richer dialogue
may have ensued. Having said that, again, all members of the sample participated
via email to voice concerns or consensus, both of which were incorporated into the
final change implementation theory and findings.
Recommendation for Future Research
Certainly organizational change literature abounds. As such, it would seem
to reason that with the increasing importance to change and the amount of literature
on the subject that much would be known about this phenomenon and its
implications. While much is known much more remains unknown (Longenecker &
Fink, 2001). Relative to this study, many have noted that applied theory is never
complete, but rather is considered true until shown otherwise (Dubin, 1976;
Lynham, 2002). To be sure, there are limitations to how true the derived change
implementation theory is in this manuscript, hence the need for more work. As
such, based on this manuscript’s findings and the vast literature in the field of
organizational change prior to this manuscript, trajectories of future research
abound. The recommendations for future research are as follows.
The human dimensions of change. More needs to be understood relative to
the human dimensions of change; the process individuals go through during
change, the interventions that affect change, and whether a readiness for change can
manifest from outside forces or if it is an innate condition.
The influence groups have on the human dimensions of change. While
much was discussed in this study about the individual, little was offered relative to
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the influence of groups and teams during the course of change and hence is an
appropriate trajectory of future study.
Understanding the value of servant leaders. Further investigation into the
effectiveness of servant leaders and servant leadership theory relative to
successfully planning, leading, and sustaining change is paramount from this
study’s findings.
Organizational climate typologies and change. Having limited focus in this
study to internal processing climates, a comparison between varying organizational
climate types and relative success in planning, leading, and sustaining change
would be meaningful.
The change implementation theory. Future investigation into the
applicability and utility of the theory is requisite. Future case studies are prudent in
rendering determination to applicability and utility.
The change implementation theory process guide. Future investigation into
the applicability and utility of the theory’s process guide and tools and templates is
requisite. Future case studies are prudent in rendering determination to applicability
and utility of these tools and templates.
Change learning tactics. Learning was noted as change and as such future
investigations into change learning tactics and their relative effect on planning,
leading, and sustaining change endeavors is of worthy study.
Communication styles in times of change. Communication, and specifically
listening, was noted as one of the most compelling interventions during times of
change, hence warrants further study into the types of communication style, mean,
and mode of the most effective communication during times of change.
Conclusion: Just a beginning
Following grounded theory method, 26 experts were interviewed from
which a change implementation theory was derived for use in government business.
While risks and limitations exist, the findings from the expert interviews coupled
with existing literature are significant. However, these findings serve largely as a
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beginning rather than a conclusion. Future research will determine the conclusion
and true applicability and utility of this change implementation theory.
Let the conclusion begin!
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Appendix A: Organizational Change Implementation Process Guide
Any type of organizational change is a challenging undertaking. This
organizational change implementation process guide aims to help those undertaking
planned second-order change initiatives. The guide is designed to assist those
taking on change for the first time as well as change agent veterans. Further, this
manuscript can serve as a theoretical reference and practical guide for
organizational change endeavors and is functionally useable for senior executives,
program managers, project managers, members of a project team, members of a
project steering committee, customers and other stakeholders, educators,
consultants, and researchers.
The guide is the culmination of Figure 4, Figure 6, the training curriculum
(in Appendix B) and the tools and templates (in Appendix C). The guide is the
framework, designed from public sector research, and integrated with the Project
Management Institute’s project management protocols. The 7-phased framework
was introduced in Figure 4 and detailed in Figure 6. The following serves to
describe each phase. The subsequent appendixes hereto detail the curriculum
associated with this integrated framework and the tools and templates proposed for
use during each phase.

Table 6: The Organizational Change Framework- Work Phases and Description
Phase

Name

Description

0

Pre-Initiate

This phase is about forming the change idea. When there
is a need for change identified, document the business
case for change. This should include the objective need
for the change, the description of the change, how the
change relates to organizational mission and goals, high
level desired outcomes, perceived organizational readiness to change, the capacity for change, complexity and
risk of the change, and the payoff or benefit of the
change.

1

Initiate

The main result from this phase is the recognition that a
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Description
change project should begin and personnel should
commit to do so.
This phase summarizes the business case into a clearly
defined charter and scope. Identify best practices in
industry, the organization’s capacity to successfully plan,
lead, and sustain the change, the governance of the
change initiative and rigor necessary for success. Detail
the change strategy.

2

Plan

The project personnel conduct a maintainable and workable scheme to accomplish the business change need that
the project was undertaken to address during this phase.
Specifically, during this phase there is a reassessment of
the current state of business and the desired future state,
with a resulting gap analysis clearly documented. Further, there are plans documented to address the gap, identifying actions necessary to reach the desired future state
(integrated project plan). These plans will also illustrate
the organizational support needed for success and the facilitating controls to keep the project on track and in
scope in a single integrated project plan.

3 and 4

Execute and
Control

This phase is about executing the details of the integrated
project plan. Thus, project, business transition, and facilitation plans are executed and controlled through the
coordinate people and other resources necessary to carry
out the work.

5

Close

This phase focuses on formalizing the acceptance of the
final project deliverable and bring the project and its resources to an orderly end.
In closing, the project members ensure an agreed upon
service level agreement is in place for ongoing operations
as well as a change support plan. Further, project lessons
are codified and shared along with celebratory events.

6

Operations
& Maintenance

This phase takes the final project deliverable and institutionalizes it into daily operations. Any unanticipated results are managed through the transition support plan.
During this phase there are likely “learning fairs” or organizational conferences to showcase and reflect learning
and continue to celebrate successes.
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Appendix B: Organizational Change Implementation Curriculum
This appendix contains the organizational change implementation curriculum. There are eight courses in total associated with this curriculum including:
•

BTM 1: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: What Every Manager Should Know

•

BTM 2: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: What Every Senior Manager, Executive, and Steering
Committee Member Should Know

•

BTM 3: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: A Detailed Review of An Integrated Process for Effectively Planning, Leading, and Sustaining Change

•

BTM 4: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: A Focus on Effective Communication in Times of
Change

•

BTM 5: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: Planning Change – A Workshop

•

BTM 6: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: Leading Change – A Workshop

•

BTM 7: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: Sustaining Change – A Workshop

•

BTM 8: Change Management and the Application of Business Transition Management: Conference Based Learning Series

Each course is outlined hereto in turn.
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Appendix C: Organizational Change Implementation Tools and Templates
This appendix introduces organizational change implementation tools that
compliment the change implementation theory outlined in Figure 4 and Figure 6.
Further, these tools are intended to be incorporated into the aforementioned
curriculum, and used especially as part of the workshops. As such, it is
recommended that the curriculum be used to introduce these tools, their
interdependencies, and applicability for use in varying situations of change
projects.
Certainly, the use of these tools is recommended for planning, leading, and
sustaining organizational change. Each is outlined below with a description (in
Table 7) and outlined relative to the phase of work (in Table 8). Templates have
been created for each tool and will be made available upon request. If the reader is
interested in any template or the content description of the curriculum, please
contact the author (Tim Rahschulte, 503-544-5563).
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Table 7: Outline of Planning, Leading, and Sustaining Change Tools.
Tool

Description

Business Case

This tool helps to identify why a change project is necessary and what business benefits can be expected by implementing this change. A business scenario and context
must be established through this document in which a
business problem is clearly expressed. Further, this tool
provides background information at a level of detail sufficient to familiarize senior managers to the history, issues,
and customer and/or employee service opportunities that
can be realized through improvements to business
processes with the potential support of technology.

Business Transition
Plan

The purpose of the Business Transition Plan (a.k.a.
Change Management Plan) is to coordinate changes across
the entire project. The plan addresses how the project will
ensure that the changes are beneficial, determine how the
change will occur, and manage the changes as they occur.
Specifically, this transition plan focuses on the people side
of change and as such focuses on communication, building a readiness for change, leader roles and commitments,
training, and involvement.

Charter & Scope

A project charter formally recognizes the existence of a
project. This tool provides the project manager and project
team with clear guidance on how the project should be
planned, led, managed, and sustained. It describes primary
roles, responsibilities, and authority and details the
project’s approach and method. The Project Charter is developed with the Sponsor to obtain agreement on how the
project should be planned and managed. The Sponsor approves the Project Charter and provides approval to proceed.

Checklist

Checklists are tools associated with each phase of work
and serve largely as a reference and quality assurance tool.
This reference helps facilitate certain planning for projects
and serves as a review at the end of each phase to help ensure all major deliverables and activities were accomplished.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Initiate
Initiate
Plan
Execute and
control
Close
Operations and
Maintenance
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Core Work Plans
•

Contingency
Plan

The Contingency Plan contains emergency response procedures; backup arrangements, responsibilities, and postdisaster recovery procedures and responsibilities.

•

Test Plan

The Test Plan ensures that all aspects of the system and
business transition are adequately tested and can be implemented. It documents the scope, content, methodology,
sequence, management of, and responsibilities for test activities. This includes identifying what areas need to be
involved in testing, identifying what tests will be performed, defining test procedures, begin building test
scripts and use cases to be used in testing, and traceability
back to the requirements. The Test Plan identifies the test
scripts or scenarios, responsible tester, expected results,
and test results.

•

Training Plan

The Training Plan outlines the objectives, needs, strategy,
and curriculum to be addressed when training users on the
new or enhanced information system. The plan presents
the activities needed to support the development of training materials, coordination of training schedules, reservation of personnel and facilities, planning for training
needs, and other training-related tasks. Training activities
are developed to teach user personnel the use of the system as specified in the training criteria. Includes the target
audience and topics on which training must be conducted
on the list of training needs. It includes, in the training
strategy, how the topics will be addressed and the format
of the training program, the list of topics to be covered,
materials, time, space requirements, and proposed schedules. Further, the training materials can be used (in part
or in full) along with the User Manual, which contains all
essential information for the user to make full use of the
information system. This manual includes a description of
the system functions and capabilities, contingencies and
alternate modes of operation, and step-by-step procedures
for system access and use.

•

Risk & Issue
Management
Plan

The Risk and Issue Management Plan specifies the plans
to reduce or mitigate the risks and tracks and resolves issues.
Risk planning involves determining and defining which
risks are likely to affect the project, evaluating the risks to
assess range of possible outcomes, and how the risks will
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be mediated if they occur or defining how the planned
work activities will be modified and at what cost to avoid
selected risks from occurring.
The purpose of the Issue Management is to outline the
recommended approach for identifying outstanding issues,
tracking the progress of the resolutions, and documenting
the solutions. The plan includes a method to identify and
analyze issues impacting project progress and a means to
achieve and document the planned resolution and decisions. Issues that the Project Manager cannot resolve will
go to the Steering Committee and ultimately the Sponsor
for a final resolution or decision.

Current State

This document describes the existing business in detailed
terms of business function, functional processes, process
activities, and activity inputs and outputs. Further, at each
step in the activity, any associated personnel, technology,
or data are detailed. The end result is a process flow diagram of all activities, decisions, handoffs, and artifacts associated with the business. Further, there should be a
workforce profile derived that outlines the number of personnel involved with each activity, their functions, job
classification, and the results of any existing performance
measures in place relative to quality, cost, and satisfaction.

Facilitation Plans
•

Agenda and
Minutes

To facilitate for effectiveness in group settings, the agenda
and minutes are used as tools. Each is specific to preparing for meetings and capturing the dialogue, decisions,
and actions of the meeting.

•

Best Practice
Research

Best practice research is conducted to determine realistic
goals and objectives as well as build support for change
projects. This research can stem from conversations with
industry peers or independent associations offering
benchmark and best practice data. Typically, white papers,
conference proceedings, presentations, and general article
searches can be conducted to determine best practices or
benchmarks for any change project.

•

Communication
Plan

The purpose of the Communication Plan is to determine
communication needs of all stakeholders within the organization and possibly external to the organization that will
be affected by the project. This tool addresses who needs
what information, when will they need it, and how will it
be given to them.
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•

Environmental
Scan

Environmental scanning is a research and analysis
process. These scans look for trends that suggest the need
to change. Typically, these scans address demographics,
technology ,market shifts, social and political pressures,
and organizational pressures as determined by organizational effectiveness, which is usually measured by performance objectives and organizational arrangements.

•

Implementation
Plan

The purpose of the Implementation Plan is to describe the
agreements on the implementation timetable, activities,
and work responsibilities. The Implementation Plan describes how the information system will be deployed and
installed into an operational system. The plan contains an
overview of the system, a brief description of the major
tasks involved in the implementation, the overall resources
needed to support the implementation effort (such as
hardware, software, facilities, materials, and personnel),
and any site-specific implementation requirements.

•

Business
Assessment:
Feasibility Study
& Cost Benefit
Analysis

The Feasibility Study provides an overview of a business
requirement or opportunity and determines if feasible solutions exist before full life-cycle resources are committed.

•

Performance
Measures

This plan helps to define critical success indicators and
factors for change projects. These indicators and factors
are measures that accurately reflect the critical aspects of
organizational processes, functions, relationships, and
outputs. This document identifies each critical change
project indicators and factors.

•

Quality
Management
Plan

The Quality Management Plan addresses how quality assurance and control for the project will be conducted. The
purpose of the Quality Management Plan is to ensure that
the project will satisfy the needs for which it was undertaken. The Quality Management Plan includes activities of
the overall management function that determine the quality policy, quality standards, and responsibilities and implements them by means such as quality planning, quality
control, quality assurance and quality improvement.

•

Status Report

This is a tool that is provided to the project team, commit-

The Cost Benefit Analysis provides cost or benefit information for analyzing and evaluating alternative solutions
to a problem and for making decisions about initiating, as
well as continuing, the development of information technology systems.
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tees, and other stakeholders that summarizes the major
work accomplishments over a specified period of time and
the upcoming work efforts.

Future State

This document describes the future business in detailed
terms of business function, functional processes, process
activities, and activity inputs and outputs. Further, at each
step in the activity, any associated personnel, technology,
or data are detailed. The end result is a process flow diagram of all activities, decisions, handoffs, and artifacts associated with the business. Further, there should be a
workforce profile derived that outlines the number of personnel involved with each activity, their functions, job
classification, and the results of any existing performance
measures in place relative to quality, cost, and satisfaction.

Gap Analysis

This document describes in detail the variance or “gap”
between the Current State and Future State documents.
Essentially, this gap is the change that must take place to
move the organization from its current state to its future
state an as such is the subject for the business transition
plan.

Governance &
Structure

This document supplements the membership and resources document. The primary focus here is to detail the
governing committees and oversight used for the change
project.

Impact Assessment

This impact assessment works in conjunction with the
transition complexity and risk study. Both are used to construct the business case for the change project. This impact
assessment takes a closer look at the business (using a
business assessment) to gain a clearer picture of the gap
analysis and its impact.

Integrated Project
Plan

The Integrated Project Plan is developed using the outputs
of the Project’s Plans to create a consistent, coherent document that can be used to guide both project execution and
project control. It is required to ensure that the various
elements of the project are properly coordinated. It is a
document or collection of documents, which communicate
the project’s plan. The integrated plan should be expected
to change over time, as more information becomes available to the project. The amount of planning performed
should be commensurate with the scope of the project and
the usefulness of the information developed.

Lesson Learned

This document is the content of actual project occurrence
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versus planned in terms of what worked well and what did
not work well. The document serves to facilitate a discussion of what should be carried forward into future projects
and what should be modified.

Membership &
Resources

This document serves as the complete roster for the
change project. As such, it includes all names and contact
information of people involved with the project or in any
way affected by the project.

Need for Change
Proposal

This document serves as the proposal to the governing
board for prioritization during the pre-initiate phase of the
project.

Pre-Initiate Changes

This document may be used in conjunction with the Need
for Change Proposal or stand alone amid project work
when a change request needs to be made. The purpose of
this document is to have a clear and deliberate tracking
device to oversee all project change requests.

Project Evaluation

The purpose of this evaluation is to evaluate the project,
the transition of the project to operations, provide a basis
for feedback to the project team and management, and to
document the lessons learned to improve the process and
future projects.

Project Management
Plan

This deliverable and tool is for the development and execution of the Project Plan, which describes the plans for
managing the project. The project management plan aims
to create a consistent and complete document that is used
to guide the project throughout the lifecycle of the project.
The following components, at minimum, are part of the
project management plan: project organization and staffing, management approach, quality management plan,
communication plan, facilities and equipment plan, technology plan, business process plan, and personnel transition plan.

Readiness
Assessment

There are two readiness assessments for use during change
projects. The first is for use at the pre-initiate phase and is
used to determine a readiness to start the project. This is
the pre-initiate readiness assessment. The second is the
Go-Live readiness assessment and is used during the execute and control phase of the project. Each assesses readiness and yields findings of what leaders need to do to
intervene for greater readiness.

Requirements

The purpose of the Requirements Management Plan is to
establish and maintain an agreement with the customer
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Management Plan

and the project on the requirements, which represent the
scope of the project. The requirements are the basis for
estimating, planning, executing and controlling the activities throughout the duration of the project. The plan addresses how the project will manage requirement development and change to ensure that the initial business
needs and project objectives are allocated into the technical and non-technical requirements needed to deliver the
solution. It details the process, assigns responsibilities,
identifies the techniques to be used, associated tools, and
documentation needs. It is the responsibility of the project
manager to ensure that the project team is aware of and
follows the plan; it’s process and associated responsibilities.

Strategy (with
Operational
Determinants/Arrang
ements)

This document serves to synthesize the change project’s
business case, charter and scope, and the operational determinants/arrangements. The following is a brief overview of each.

Transition
Complexity & Risk
Study

This tool assesses the complexity and risk of the change
project by asking a series of investigatory questions. By
understanding the risk and complexity of the project the
project manager, business transition manager, and sponsor(s) can determine the rigor and oversight needed for a
successful project. Further, this tool assists in determining
the resources needed for a successful project.

Transition Support
Plan

This plan essentially serves as a final review prior to operations and maintenance and details the service/performance level agreement that all stakeholders
share.

Trends & Lessons

This report combines lessons learned and project evaluation results with environmental scan and performance reporting. When evaluated together over time, trends
emerge. From these trends forecasts can be made and interventions appropriated. This document reports the trends
and lessons from this change project.

User Manual

The User Manual contains all essential information for the
user to make full use of the information system. This manual includes a description of the system functions and
capabilities, contingencies and alternate modes of operation, and step-by-step procedures for system access and
use.
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Table 8: Outline of Planning, Leading, and Sustaining Change Tools by Phase
(C = create, R = revise, F = finalize, * = update as needed)
Phase
Tool

Pre- Initiate
Initiate

Business Case

C

R

Business Transition
Plan
Charter & Scope
Checklist
•

Pre-initiate

•

Initiate

•

Plan

•

Execute and
Control

•

Close

•

Operations &
Maintenance

C

F

C/F

C/F

Plan

Execute
&
Control

Close

Operations &
Maintenance

F
C/F

*

C/F

C/F

C/F

C/F

C/F

*

*

Core Work Plans
•

Contingency
Plan

•

Test Plan

•
•

C

R

F

*

*

*

Training Plan

C/F

*

*

*

*

*

Risk & Issue
Mgt Plan

C

R

F

*

C

*

R/F

C

F

*

*

*

Current State
Facilitation Plans
•

Agenda and
Minutes

•

Best Practice
Research

C

R

R

R

R/F

*

•

Communication Plan

C

R

F

*

*

*
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Phase
Tool

Pre- Initiate
Initiate

Plan

Execute
&
Control

Close

Operations &
Maintenance

•

Environmental Scan

C/F

*

*

*

*

*

•

Business Assessment:
Feasibility
Study & Cost
Benefit
Analysis

C

R

F

*

*

*

•

Performance
Measures

C

R

R

R

F

*

•

Quality Management Plan

C

F

*

•

Status Report

C

F

*

*

*

Future State

C

*

R/F

*

Gap Analysis

C

*

R/F

*

C

F

*

*

*

Governance &
Structure
Impact Assessment

C/F

Integrated Project
Plan
Lesson Learned
Membership & Resources
Need for Change
Proposal

C/F

C/F

*

C

F

*

*

*

C/F

Pre-Initiate Changes

C/F

Project Evaluation

C/F

Project Management
Plan
Readiness Assessment
Requirements Mgt

C/F

C

F

*

*

*

*

C

F

*

*
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Phase
Tool

Pre- Initiate
Initiate

Plan

Execute
&
Control

Close

Operations &
Maintenance

C/F

*

Plan
Strategy
Transition Complexity & Risk Study

C/F

C/F

*

*

*

Transition Support
Plan
Trends & Lessons

C

F

User Manual

C

F

*
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Appendix D: Human Subject Research Review Application Form

Proposal Number: 03012007

Principal Investigator: Tim Rahschulte

Telephone: 503-544-5563

Email: timorah@regent.edu

Complete Title of Research Project:
Understanding how to change: An inductive determination of how agents of state government plan, lead, and sustain change

Faulty Sponsor/Chair (if student project): Michael Hartsfield

1. This study is being conducted as part of (check one using an “X”):
x Doctoral Dissertation

Graduate Student Research

Faculty research

Grant or Contract

Other (specify):

2. Where will this study be conducted:
x

Name of locale(s): Oregon, USA; federal and state government agencies
Internet (name of survey software/website): NA
Date you wish to start research (MM/DD/YY):

3.

3 /1 /07

Approximately how many participants will there be?

10-50
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4. Administration
How long will it take for you to “run” each research participant through your project?
(i.e., 1 survey takes 15-20 minutes to complete or 1 interview takes 1–1.5 hours to
complete)
There will be one interview per participant that will last approximately 60-90 minutes.
Additionally, participants will engage Delphi-like email correspondence and a Nominal Group Technique-like exercise.

Are there any forms of incentives used to encourage participation (i.e., monetary bonus, benchmarking results for participating organization); specify:
Results of the dissertation will be made available for participants. There are no monetary incentives.

How will participants be recruited (give a brief summary of the process)?
The study participants will be initially chosen through means of criterion sampling.
Those meeting the study criterion will be notified by their managers and encouraged to
participate. As the study evolves and data emerges, theoretical sampling will be used to
identify the need to contact additional participants. Similarly, these additional participants will be contacted by their managers and encouraged to participate. All participation will be voluntary.

Are research participants equitably chosen (have an equal chance) for participation/selection?

x

Yes

x

No (explain below)

Both yes and no are marked because not all federal and state employees have an equal
chance to participate due to the criterion sampling method. However, those participants
meeting the criterion of the study have an equal chance to participate.

5. Describe the rationale for this research project and the reason for using the particular participant population in question:
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There are a growing number of signs pointing to rapidity of change; hence individuals
and organizations must cope to survive and thrive (Farazmand, 2004). As a result from
globalization, technological advances, shifts in demographics, and other environmental
pressures, change pervades life at an ever-increasing rate. Conner (1992) noted, “Never
before has so much changed so fast and with such dramatic implications for the entire
world. Life is transforming as we live it” (p.3). Kotter (1996) opined, “By any objective measure, the amount of significant, often traumatic, change in organizations has
grown tremendously over the past two decades” (p.3). Druhl, Langstaff & Monson
(2001) suggest, “Organizational change is a central topic in our time” (para. 1). Cameron and Green (2004) have concluded that “Individual change is at the heart of everything that is achieved in organizations” (p. 7).

Change has always been necessary for survival. It is common for organizations to endure change. All living things endure change. The result of doing so is either existence
or extinction. Although all organizations endure change, Chrusciel (2004) noted that
“business enterprises need to become more proactive in dealing with significant
change!” (p. 1). They also need to become better at dealing with change. According to
Champy (1995) two-thirds of total quality management and change related projects
fail, or at best are less than successful. Kotter’s (1996) evaluation of organizational
change initiatives concluded that many fail, only a few were successful, and most produced results that were less than expected.

The challenge in effectively dealing with significant change is that there is still no
practical organizational change process, technique, or formula available to lead and
sustain change (Wall, 2004). Jaworski, Gozdz, and Senge (1998) noted that although
much has been written about downsizing, rightsizing, reengineering, and change, there
is little offered in literature about how to achieve change. Beer and Nohria (2000) concluded that existing organizational change theory is not sufficient in addressing fundamental organizational transformation focused on either organizational economics or the
people side of change. No theory seems to integrate the plethora of variables and factors involved in effecting successful change. This lack of implementation process may
be the cause of so many change failures.
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6. Describe the methodology that will be followed (a brief but comprehensive statement of the methodology relating to human research participants):

Qualitative: This is a research study about individuals. As such, a narrative (Josselson,
Lieblich, & McAdams, 2003) design approach will be taken as suggested by Creswell
(2003) and will be performed in the context of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss,
1967). Grounded theory allows the theory to be drawn from the data, which thereby
enhances understanding of a phenomenon and can be used to generate a meaningful
guide to action, in this case, an integrated framework and change implementation
process. Flick (2002) supported this approach in that it “is of specific relevance to the
study of social relations” (p. 2).

7. Describe the procedures that will be used to obtain informed consent and protect
the anonymity of the research participants.

The researcher will work with Human Resources department and the managers of each
participant relying on the managers to help establish comfort among the participants
regarding their involvement and the usefulness of the results.

Once the managers have introduced the study to the criterion sample, the researcher
will meet with each participant. The researcher will (re)emphasize the purpose and importance of the study and note the voluntary nature of their involvement. The researcher will then explain that participant responses will not be seen by their leader or others
in the organization; but rather all responses used throughout the study and in the findings will be done so in codified ways to protect each participant. Further, each participant will be able to review the researcher’s notes from his/her interview prior to codifying them for general use. Each participant will asked to sign a study participation
form that will have already been signed by the researcher and the participant’s manager
encouraging honest participation and assuring anonymity of comments. Any person
not wanting to participate will be allowed to remove himself/herself from the study.

8. Briefly assess any potential risks of harm that research participants may incur?
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The potential harm of each participant is psychological and emotional strain due to ridicule and isolation based on comments made during the study. However, this risk is
being mitigated by the aforementioned cautionary research procedures. Again, each
participant is a volunteer in the study and all comments will be codified to protect the
participants. As such, the potential for harm has an exceptionally low probability of
occurrence.

9. Briefly assess the potential benefits that may occur to individual participants or society.

The benefits are in the study results. The aim of this study is to build a richer insight
into the challenges that internal change agents have in preparing, leading, and sustaining organizational change in the public sector and in so doing, derive an integrated
framework for planning, leading, and sustaining change. The public sector is noted
specifically here as a delimitation of the study. The reason for this focus is its relative
criticality. Walker (2005) noted that “the daunting challenges that face the nation in the
21st century establish the need for the transformation of government and demand fundamental changes in how Federal Agencies should meet these challenges by becoming
flatter, more results-oriented, externally focused, partnership-oriented, and employeeenabling organizations” (p. 0). Walker added that “agencies need to change their cultures” and that “agencies must fundamentally reexamine their business processes, outmoded organizational structures, management approaches, and, in some cases, missions.” This is a calling for significant change in a sector that historically lags in technology and business practice effectiveness and shares the ubiquitous challenges in successfully enduring change. The further rationale for this delimitation is that Walker
(2005) concluded, “some agencies do not yet have sufficient abilities, leadership, and
management capabilities to transform their cultures and operations” (p. 8). Based on
the aforementioned background, the expected result of this dissertation is significant.
The result of this dissertation will be a change implementation framework for use during planned change endeavors as derived based on grounded theory protocols of constant comparison and open, axial, and selective textual coding.
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10. Briefly explain the nature of training you received in data collection, research design or in conducting this research.

Over the last few years the researcher has been trained as a social scientist working
through a plethora of “real-life” research applications in social settings such as organizations and teams. Specifically, the researcher has studied qualitative and quantitative
research methods in pursuit of earning a Ph.D. from Regent University. This preparatory work has specifically trained the researcher for detailing a precise research design
and method as well as data collection, analysis, and reporting.

This proposal has been approved for data collection: Director of Ph.D. Programs,
Mihai Bocarnea, Ph.D.

S

Date: 3/1/07

